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THE FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT:
SOVEREIGN LIABILITY TODAYX
BY MAJORJAMES W. HUNT"'
1. THE PLACE O F THE FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT
IS THE LAW O F THE UNITED STATES

A. Variety of Interpretation
The ProJected impact of the Federal Tort Claims Act' is not
measurable in terms of its historical application. To determine
the impact of a federal law, one need look no farther than today's
newspaper headlines to be aware t h a t its effect is determined,
not 80 much by the specific language of its provisions, or even
by the intent of Congress in enacting it, as by the interpretations
of the federal courts in implementing it. This is true a t least
until such time as Congress may see fit ta override the interpretations of the courts by amendatory legislation or by the enactment of a new law.
Thus it seems a t first glance a. simple matter to make a determination of the courts' previous implementation of the FTCA
and using this as a basis, proceed to a reasonable prediction of
its future effect. But here is where history itself is the best
witness of its own weakness as a window to the future. For
the interpretation of the major provisions of the FTCA have
been varied and inconstant, and recent decisions have given
indication of a tendency towards wider, more liberal application,
which, if continued with any degree of consistency, could result
in application^ of the act in a manner exactly opposite to that
contemplated by the courts which first applied it.
B. General Pmvisions of the Act
The FTCA, enacted on 2 August 1946, provided for Government liability "far money damages occurring on and after Jan.

* This n t i c l e was admted from B thesis Oresented t o The Judee Advocate
General's School. C.S Army. Chsriottesvili;. Virginia, while theauthor was
B member of the Seventh Advsneed Clans
The opinians and eancluaians
merented herein are those of the author and do not nece86ariiv reareaeat the
&wa a i The Judge Advocate General's School nor ans othe; no;ernmental
agency

* * JAGC, U.S.Army: member of Didriet of Columbia Bar; graduate of
Boston College Law Sehaal
'The broad pmvisionr of the act are l e t out in 28 U S.C. I S 2671-2680
(1952) Exclusive juriadietion of c ~ actions
1
on ~ l s i m againit
i
the r n i t e a
States under the set 1 3 conferred on the dmtnct courts in 28 C.S.C.A 5
1346b (1952).
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1, 1945, far injury or loss of propertly, or personal injury or
death caused by the negligent or w r o n d u l act or omission of
an employee of the government while acting within the scope
of his office or ernplo&ment, under circumstances where the
United Stares, if a private person, would be liable to the claimant
in accordance with the lau; of the place where the act or omission
occurred."'
C. Historical Deuelop,nent

I t is n o t surpriaing that the federal courts initially applied
the proiisions of the act with considerable caution. The concept
of a sweeping w a v e r af governmental immunity 8s a result of
a general legislative act \%as something new in the Cnited States,
although the earliest awakenings to the just basis for the creatian of such liability may be found f a r back 1-1 this country's
history.'
ABtime elapsed and litigation under the act arose and increased
and became commonplace, the federal courts in many instances
appeared to depart from their almost timid original approach
and to wield their damage-assessing powers against the United
States x i t h greater temerity and resultant expansion of liability
findmgs and substantial Judgments. Some recent cases indicate
that this tendency is still far from its peak:
This is not to say that there has been a deliberate, step-bystep
well-mapped campaign to extend potential recovery under the
FTCA and to increase Government liability thereby. Far from
it. In point of fact there h a w been, and are still, courts and
court members who have held fast to the principle of strict,
cautious canatructian of the act, and recent cases exist where
' 28 U S.C 5 1316B 11952)
a A n analytml exarnm.tm
af the hirtancal derelapmert of this concept
may he found ~n an article o n "The Federa: Tart Claims Act" by Mr F. G.
Hudaon in 22 Tu1 L. Ray. 29 119471. which c i t e s n m o w other references
statements by John Quine). .?.dams in 1832. and by .?.b?aharn Llneoln in
1861. reeagrimng the duly of the Gowrnrnent to p r o i i d e f o r ludmal deter.
mmarion af the clalrnl of 1 t 3 eirizers
a E g , Indian T o a i n g Ca.
Knired State?. 350 K.$ 61 (19551, Rayar.ler,
Inc. v U m t e d Stares. 352 U S . 315 11967). 11 Builder: Carp. of America Y
United Stater. 269 F 2d 766 (9rh Clr 19531, the eourr aald pertlnentlv. "In
the area of gaiernrnental r e r p a n n b ~ l i t yf a r the acta of 1Is apentl. the law
1s in a state of flux
Recently. interpretation has i z r t l i enlarged the
sphere of rejponmbihtu of government."
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THE FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT
this principle has been enunciated.6 I t is merely postulated that
certain extensions in recovery and certain increases in Government liability have indeed taken place coincident with the development of legal thought on the application of the act, and perhaps
with the appointment to the federal courts of more liberalminded judges. I t may be worthy of note in the latter connection
that six of the nine Justices who sat on the bench of the Supreme
Court of the United States a t the time of the enactment of the
FTCA and the determination of early cases thereunder have Lime
exchanged their black judicial robes for either the mufti of
retirement or the white robes of eternity.

D.

Government Tort Liability in Othe, Countries

P a r t I1 will trace the development in judicial interpretaion
of the FTCA. A consideration of the manner in which courts
of other countries h a w treated the theory of sovereign liability
will provide an enlightening background for an analysis of the
evolution of this doctrine in the United States.

1. The Doctrine in England
In England, the counterpart of the FTCA is the Crown Proceedinge Act of 1917, which took effect on January 1, 1948. In
the words of an English Professor of Laws, this act is intended
in appropriate cases "to put the Crown in its public capacity
in the same position for the purpose of the 1s.w of tors as a
private person of full age and capacity."O The English Act,
though following the FTCA in point of time, provides by its
terms a broader area of sovereign liability. Although the volume
of litigation under the Crown Proceedings Act has apparently
been less than that produced by the FTCA,. analysts in this
6 In a diaienting opinion in Indian Towing Co
v United States, S Z W T ~ .
note 4 , at 75. Mr. Justice Reed (joined in h n diarent by Mr Justice Burton.
Mr. Justice Clark. and P r Justice Illintan) felt that "In dealing a i t h this
enlarged concept of federal liability f a r torts, wisdom rhauld dictate B
cautious sppraaeh. . . ." See aiio Burna Y United States, 240 F 2d 720. 728
(4th Cir. 1957). v h e r e the court in construing the Federal Tart Claims Act.
spplied the negative principle "that suit may not be maintained against the
United States in any caie not clearly within the terms of the statute bs uhich
it consents to be sued."
'Wade, Liabihty in Tort of the Central Government of the Emted Kinpdam. 29 b Y . E . L . R e i 1416, 1421 (1954).
' I d . at 1421.

&Eo
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field hare agreed that the former provides extensive coverage,"
and in fact surpasses the latter in this regard.O
2. The Doctrine in Germany
The present laws of Government liability for the torts of Its
agents in Germany can trace their origin in some part to principles established by German courts during the aixteenth century.%' Yet it was the early twentieth century before statutes
providing for such liability became general in the German
states.,' Today the trend is to ever-widening Government liability, based on the underlying concept that where the citizen
"suffers special damages in the interest of the communitv he
should be compensated and the loss be borne by the communi
3. The Doctrine in France
I t 1s in France that this doctrine has reached its widest application. The princ~ple of State liability to citizens injured by
State administrative actions came to the fore in the nineteenth
century, during which, as one writer puts it, the maxim "The
King can do no wrong" was superseded by the saying "The State
is an honest man,''Ld meaning that the State desires to repair
damages done by its wrongful acts. The term "its wrongful acts"
is sipnifieant, for Government tort liability in France is not predicated on the agency theory, arising from the torts of Government ernployeea, as it is under the FTCA. Rather, it stems from
the fact that, in causing injury, the public service itself has been
defective. apart from a fault of any specific Government employee."
This basic difference from United States law has permitted
French courts to built up an expanding theory of eovernment
liability without fault
Under the French system. "the state
a

I d at 1422,1424

bilitp Symposium, 29 S.Y.UL Rer 1321,
n Tort of the G a i w n m e n t and its EmE r i t h Ernphana on G e r m a n L a r , 33

N.Y U L. Rev 18 a t 4 8 (19581
"Braband. s ? m e note 9. a t 34
I d at 4 3
I " I d st 48
Is Behrarlz, Public Tort Liability in France, 29 U Y U L
R e v 1432. 1138
(1851)
"Jamby. Federal Tort Claims A c t and French Law a i Governmental
Liabilltn. B Camparatlie Study, 7 Vand L Rev. 246. 260 (1854)
. I d at 267
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takes all responsibility for injuries caused by government operations that created, irrespective of negligence, an exceptional risk
for the p u b l i ~ . " ' ~Thus in France today anyone injured a s a
result of a n official function by an administrative officer i s
entitled to compensation an a sort of social insurance theary.17
It is extremely important to note that although the French law
of tarts is codified, Government liability under such law is not
codified, but is almoat completely judge-made.IB
4. Compweiire Law
Writers in the field of comparative law seem t o agree in stressing the fact that the United States has moved very slowly in
assuming liability for wrongs committed by its employees, and
in urging expansion of such liability. One writer, for example,
says, "Far B foreigner i t is somewhat astonishing to see haw
little responsibility the state has assumed for torts committed
in its service in the United States. . . , I t is, however, obvious
that B beginning has been made which in all probability will
be the basis for further regulations."1e Another writer, expressing the view that sovereign immunity is inconsistent with
modern conceptions of right and justice, urge8 firm action by
American courts, concluding, " T h e n a doctrine of exclusively
judicial origin works manifest injustice the obligation to change
it rests primarily on the judge himself."2o
11. DEVELOPXEXT I N JUDICIAL ISTERPRETATIOX
OF THE ACT
A. Case Comparisons

The international backdrop provided in the previous chapter
should serw to emphasize vividly the significance of the changing interpretation of the FTCA by United States courts. A brief
comparison of the language af some of the recent cases decided
under the act with that of others of earlier vintage will Serve
to illustrate the apparent judicial metamorphosis.
In Perm v. United
decided 4 February 1950, the
Supreme Court of the United States (Mr. Justice Jacksan deliver"Braband. supra, note 9, at 22
Sehwertz. supva, note 13, a t 1449.
"Jseoby, ~ u p v an, o t e 14.a t 250
Braband, m p r o . note 9, a t 48
I" S e h r a r t i . mpro. note 13, at 1461.
* - 340 U S 135, 142 (1960).
*co
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Ing the opinion without dissent) said that the effect af the act
vas "to a a i % eimmunity from recognized causes of action and
was not to visit the Government u i t h novel and unprecedented
liabilities." In Dalehite v. Cnited States,'- decided 8 June 1953,
a majorit? of the Supreme Court cited this statement in the
Fsres case with approval, and said, "The Act did not create new
causes of action where none existed before." But this \was a 4-3

opinion with t 4 o Justices?' taking no part in the consideration
or decision of the case. Although the D a l e h t a decision did not
rest on atricr judicial construction alone, but involved many
factors, the trend toward liberalization was heralded in the dissenting opinion, written, significantll- enough, by Xr. Justice
JaJkson,:. which spoke of the adaptation of the law of negligence
by for\~-ard-laokingcourts to modern conditions, and which chided
the majority by concluding that if too limited an application were
given t o the act "the ancient and discredited doctrine that 'The
King can do no wrong' has not been uprooted; it has merely been
amended to read, 'The King can do only little wrongs '"T
I t should be noted here that there had been earlier caws in
which the language of the Court I f taken a t face value would
indicate B tendencs to construe the act liberallr. But these cases
were misleading in that the)- had reference only t o a very limited
sphere. Thus, in Cmtsd States v Artiia SiLmtu Co.,?" the Court
refused to add to the rigors of sovereign immunity "by refinement of construction where consent haa been announced." But
the case merely stands for the propodtion t h a t an insurersubrogee may sue i n its o w n name under the act. Again, in
Cnited States v. Yellow Cab C O . , ~the
. Court stated that in view
of the purpose of the act "it is inconsisten: to whittle it dawn
by refinements." But all the Court actually held there was that
the Government could be impleaded as a third-party defendant.
However, by 28 damar:- 1967, the date un which R o w d i e r ,
h e . v. C,zited States was decided. the thinking had apparently
come full circle. In that case, speaking f a r seven members of
the Caurt,z' Mr. Justice Black said that "the very purpoee of the
I " 346 E S 1 5 , 4 3 (19631
** M r , Jurtiee Douglas and Y r Jurtxe Clark
Y L Justice Black and Mr Jurbce Frankfurter Joined ~n the dissent

346 U S . at 60 ( 1 9 5 3 ) .
338 U.S 3 6 6 , 3 8 3 (1949).
310 L
' S 643,560 (1961).
3lr J u s t i c e Reed and IIr J i s t i e e Clark diriented
B
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Tort Claims Act was to waive the Government‘s traditional allencompaming immunity from tart actions and to establish novel
and unprecedented governmental liability.”20(Emphasissupplied.)
Similar indications may be found in the decisions of the lower
federal courts. Although no complete uniformity of interpretation may be found at any given time, it may fairly be said that
a majorit? of the earlier decisions under the act favored strict
c a n s t r u c t i ~ n ,but
~ ~ that the liberal view is gaining in stature
among the later decisiomgl
B. Potential Effects
Should the possibilities inherent in this judicial turnabout be
fully realized, its effects in many areas could be significant and
far-reaching. An immediately apparent result would be a further
increase in litigation against the Government as more and more
potential litigants tend to become aware of their increased possibility of recovery. The combination of an increase in the number of suits and a greater percentage of successful suits against
the United States due to liberalized interpretation of the provisions of the act would unquestionably impose an additional
burden upon the United States Treasury.sz In addition, an increase in the workload of federal agencies in the area of administrative settlement of claims under the act could be anticipated as B c~i-ollary to increased litigation. In this regard a
fertile area for study and corrective action involves possible
amendment of the act to increase the monetary jurisdiction of
352 U.S. 315, 319 11957)
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administrative agencies and attain a mow realistic apportianment of judicial and adminstrative settlements t h e r e ~ n d e r . ~ ~
C.

Creatcon of Problem Areas

Since the passage of the FTCA constituted a departure from
a legal theory which had been deeply ingrained in common law,
it was perhaps inevitable that Congress should couch the pravisions of this novel enactment in broad, general language.
Unfortunately an equally inevitable result of this general language was the creation of numwaus problems in interpretation
which have plagued the federal courts in their implementation
of the act. To gain an insight into the possible future application of the act, to measure its projected impact, i t is necessary
to analyze the reasoning af the federal courts in dealing with
some of these probiems of interpretation. Particular regard
must be had for those pronouncements which indicate B change
in legal concept or paint to the development of B new legal theory
in the construction of a specific provision or in the application
of the act as a whole. The significance of these pronouncements
must be weighed not only as they pertain to the individual problems involved, but also insofar as they indicate the precise position of the United States on the question of Government tort
liability as compared with that of other countries in the Western
world.
111. THE DISCRETIONARY F U S C T I O S EXCEPTIOS
A S D THE UNIQUELY GOVERNXENTAL THEORY
A.

State,ment o f the Ezceptian

The so-called "discretionary exception" provides an appropriate Starting point for a discussion of specific problems of
interpretation under the FTCA. This provision excepts from
the application of the act "Any claims . . . based upon the exercise or performance or the failure to exercise or perform a discretionary function or duty on the part of a federal agency or
an employee of the Government, whether or not the discretion
involved be abused."3* The federal courts have had some difficulty in applying this exception to specific fact situations.

'*

See chapter 6 , mira.
" 2 8 U S . C $2660(1962).

8
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B. Earlli Interpretation
In keeping with their initial policy of cautious approach. the
federal courts began by construing this provision strictly. In one
early case, the alleged negligent act was the release from a
Veterans' Administration hospital of a war veteran who had
been hospitalized with a mental condition and who subsequently
killed plaintiff's intestate. A district court applied the discretionary exception and stated that i t was "elementary" that a
statute relinquishing sovereign immunity should be literally and
narrowly construed, and ''obvious" that an exception reserving
part of that immunity should be liberally construed in favor of
the G o ~ e r n m e n t . 8Shortly
~
thereafter an appellate court decided
a case involving damage to plaintiff's land and crops by a river
control project of the United States. This court fallowed the
rule of strict construction, basing its action an the traditional
meaning accorded by the courts to the words "discretionary function or duty," and on Congress' own intent, a8 indicated in the
legislative history of the act, to preclude recovery of damages
against the Government growing out of an authorized activity
where no negligence was shown and the Sole basis for suit was
a n invalid Statute or regulation, or conduct which would have
been tortious if performed by a private individual.3e
The Suprem Court of the United States faced this question
in Dalehite v. Cnitrd States,aTwhich was an action for damages
under the act for death due to explosions of fertilizer with a n
ammonium nitrate base which was being exported under a Gov.
ernment program to increase overseas food supply. The explosion
occurred on two ships and caused considerable loss of life and
property damage. Basis for the suit was alleged negligence of
Government agents in adopting the specific program, in cantrolling various phases of the manufacturing process, and in
failing to police shipboard loading. A majority of the Supreme
Court= felt that these actions were classically within the discretion exception, under which "it was not contemplated that the
Government shoud be subject to liability arising from acts of
Kendriek
hates

V.

United States, 81 F Pnnn d i n 671 m' n *is
United States. 181 1

V.
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a governmental nature or
Such acts were held to
include not only the "initiation of programs and activities," but
"determinations made by executives or administrators in establishing plans, specificationj, or schedules of operations," and even
acts of subordinates in carrying out the operations of gorernment in accordance a i t h official directions."io Under this theory,
any time there was room far policy judgment and decision, there
was discretion. This was strict interpretation indeed!*'

C. Detelop,nant hi Application
Two years later, the approach wa8 different in the case of
I n d i a n Toicing Co. v. L'nited States.'? The United States Coast
Guard had undertaken to operate a lighthouje on an island within
the boundaries of Louisiana. Due to alleged negligence of Coast
Guard personnel, the light in the lighthouse went out; it was not
repaired nor was any a a r n i n g 8iven as to its nonoperating state.
As a result, B tug ran aground and the cargo was lost. A majority
of the Supreme Courtiq held the Gorernment liable under the act.
From a negative aspect, the opinion rejected the theory that the
Cnited States could ne\-er be held liable for negligent performance
of "uniquely governmental functions:"P* on the positive ride, it
espoused the principle that deapite the diacretianary function
exception, Government liability may be predicated on negligence
a t the "operational level of governmental activit
the majorits opinion indicated that sufficient diff
betaeen this case and the Dalehite case48 to make them distinguishable, and thus tended to negate any substantial change in
the interpretation of the act, this d e w w a s not accepted by lower
federal courts following the Indian Towing case. An outstanding
'
the case of Fair v l%ited States;" suit was brought

It has been iuegested thar the Court. ~n deciding Dsiehite, was I".
the magnitude af the claims invalved See James,
Inroad. on Old Tart Concepts, 15 Z'ACCA L S 281, 294 (1955): 3 5 Tex L
Rev. 620. 621 (1957). It i s noteworthy I" thls connection that Congress
later provided hi. atatute for settlement of these elaims, r e c a g n i s i n ~and 81.
svming "the eompassianate responsiblilly of the Dmted States" f o r their
payment ( A c t of August 12, 1935, eh. 864, 69 Stat. 707).
3 6 0 U S . 6 1 (1965).
See note 5.
350 U.S. a t 64,6 5 (19553.
Id at 64, 63.
( 6 See note 37.
'-234 F.2d 288 (5th Clr. 1856).
10
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under the act for the death of three persons shot by a n Air Force
officer who had been released from a Government hospital pursuant to a discretionary decision by the medical staff a t the hospital. The court considered that "Indian Towins Go. represents
a definite change in attitude on the part af the Supreme Court."4B
It therefore concluded, inter alia, t h a t "the Government is liable
f a r the actions of its employees dealing directly with the public
in the application of established policies even if such employees
are vested with a measuer of discretion. ,
The current
position of the Supreme Court is clearly illustrated in the ease
of Rayonier, h e . c. United States.'O where the United States was
sued for property damage caused by negligence of employees of
the Forest Service in fighting B fire. Seven members of the
Courtb1 agreed that Congress intended t h a t losses caused by
negligence of such employees should be "charged against the
public treasury."52 This opinion included an express disavowal
of the Dalehite theory of Government immunity when acting in
a "uniquely governmental c a p a ~ i t y "and
~ ~ incidentally upheld the
possibility of United States liability far the negligence of its
individual employees while acting as public firemen,h4 another
departure from the Dalehite decision.

.

D. Prisate Person Provision
One of the paramount diffculties in evaluating federal court
decisions under the FTCA arises from the fact that in most
cases the courts will refer to more than one provision of the act

in formulating their opinions and will discuss more than one
principle of law in reaching their conclusions. This has been
exemplified in many of the cases i n v o l ~ n gthe discretionary
exception, where the courts have allowed themselves to dwel'
a t some length in their discussion on another provision of thf
a c t to the effect that the circumstances under which Governmeni
liability will be imposed will be those "where the United States
I d . at 292.
"Id at 294. To the same effect, me Dahlrtrom Y. r n i t e d States, 228 F.2r
818 (8th Cir. 1856): Serniaon Y. The Duplex, 163 F. SUPP. 847 (S.D Ala
1868)

"362U.S. 315 (1867).
'
1 See note 28.
'I 352 U.S. at 320 (1967).
' I d . s t 319: see slso Dunhon
Cir. 19571.
'' 352 U.S. at 318 ( 1 9 5 7 ) .
*oo ,OIlB

7,.

United States, 248 F.2d 451, 454 (9tI
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if a privote person, would be liable to the claimant in accordance
with the l a w of the place where the act or omission occurred,"s6
(Emphasis supplied.)

E.

Cnipualy Governmental Theory

It is this provision which has given rise to the discussion of
"uniquely governmental functions" in the Delehite, Indian Towing
Co., and Rayanier cases, S U P T ~ ,as well as in many others. Three
years before Dalehitr the Supreme Court had considered the
private person provision in a case involving a service-connected
injury to a soldier. There the Court said that there was no
remotely analogous liability of a private individual, since no
private individual has power to conscript or mobolize a private
army with command authority similar to that af the government.36
Thus, the early approach indicated in Feres and Dalehite was
to interpret this provision as relieving the Government of liability in the performance of functions which, by their nature,
would not be performed by a private person. This interpretation has been finally and firmly laid to rest in the clear language
of lndzan Towing Co. and Rayonier to the effect that the private
person provision merely describes the tspe of liability to be
imposed on the Government; it does not prescribe the limits for
the operation of the act.
Since Rauonier, the lower federal courts have consistently
rejected the "uniquely governmental" immunity theory.j' This
development has found favor in law review comment."

P. Cvrrent Status
The present construction of the discretionary function exception is clearly a liberal one. The courta tend to limit Government
immunity on this ground to areas where the discretion was exercised on a high level of Government activity, but to break down
the bars of recovery when the discretion involved is exercised
by an individual employee or group of employees a t the lower
'a 2fiU.S.C. 6 1346b.
"Frren v. r m t e d States, 340 E S. 135, 141
"Dvpree Y United Statea. 247 F 2 d 818 ( 3 d Clr. 18571, .<rnerican
Exchange Bank of Madison. W l ~ e a n s i nY.
Cir 1 9 5 8 ) : Buildera Corp. of Amenea Y .

Big Head I, L'nited States, 166 € Supp. 510 ID Mant 1858).
" s e e 35 Tex. L. Rev 620, 622 ( 1 8 5 1 ) : 34 Diefa 353, 315 ( 1 8 5 7 ) .
12
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level of Government activity, the operational level. the level of
direct association with the public-that
public on whose interest
and protection the whole concept of Government tort liability
is founded.
While taking cognizance of the courts' departure from the
strict construction of the past, it should be noted that there a r e
some who argue for even greater extension of Government liability in this area. For example, one writer would permit the
Government to invoke the discretionary exception only when the
act or omission complained of was specifically directed for the
advancement of a governmental objective, pursuant to discretionary authority provided by
Another writer feels that
even the present construction carries immunity a great deal
further than is needed to shield political and regulatory decisions
from inappropriate judicial review.80
Perhaps there is deep significance in the blending of language
outlawing the once proud "uniquely governmental" immunity
theory with language recognizing congressional intent t o charge
the public treasury rather than the luckless injured individual
for losses caused by negligence of Government employees even
when the latter were exercising a measure of discretion. Perhaps
this heralds an awakening of a greater sense of responsibility t o
the public than has heretofore been a part of national social
policy. Perhaps United States judges are tending, not by design
or conscious effort, but simply by the same evolution of thought
which has taken place elsewhere, toward a general idea that the
community, rather than the individual, should bear the burden
of Government torts.
IV. SCOPE OF EMPLOYYEST
A. Difioulties in Interpretation
As indicated in discussing the general applicability of the
FTCA, Government liability under its provisions is predicated
on the negligent or wrongful act or omission of a Government
employee "while acting within the scope of his office or employment."B1 The quoted clause has furnished the federal courts
another area of difficulty and conflict in interpretation.
.Peek, The Federal Tort Claims Act A Proposed Construction of the
Discretionary Fvnctian Exception, 31 Wash L. Rev. 207, 225 (1956).
b m dames, The Federal T
ort Claims Aet and the "Diseretianarg Function"
Exception; the Sluggish Retreat of an Ancient Immunity, 10 U. FIB.L. Rev.
184, 180 (1057).
'I 28 U.S.C. D lS46b (1852).
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B. Line

of D u t y

The act itself provides that " 'Acting within the scope of his
office or employment' in the c a w of a member of the military or
naval forces of the United States, means acting in line of duty."02
An early case in which this meaning a a s applied seemed to indicate that it would present no difficulty. There, a naval recruiting
officer, on his way home in his aww peraanal car on a Sunday
morning, after participating in a recruiting radio broadcast, was
involved in a n accident which resulted in a Suit against the United
States by the other party to the accident. The court applied the
statutory definition of scape of employment to the facts, found
that the officer has not acting in the line of duty when the accident occurred and held that the United States was not
However, it Boon became apparent ta the courts that application
of this seemingly simplified definition of scope of empiosment
to cases involving military personnel actually resulted in complicating the interpretation of this term, since it required one
definition for military personnel and another for other Government employees. This problem was squarely met in a case where
a woman standing on the sidewalk near a railroad station was
knocked down and injured by a sailor who was running to board
a troop train. The plaintiffs case rested on the bald principle
that the sailor i v a ~acting in line of duty and therefore within
the scope of his employment, making the United States liable.
The court, however, read the "scope of employment" phrase in
context with its companion provision that Government liability
is limited to "eircumatanees where the United States, if a private
person, would be liable to the claimant in accordance with the
law of the place where the act or omission occurred."B' Following this rule, there \\-sa no liability in the employer under the
law of Louisiana, where the act occurred, for acts of employees
engaged in enterprises of their own. The court refused to apply
a different. and inconsistent rule merely because the employee
WBI a member of the armed f o r ~ e 3 . ~ ~
28 T.S.C. S 2611 ( 1 9 5 2 ) .
'I Rutherford Y. Kmited States, 7 3 F. Supp. 861 (E.D. Tenn, 1 9 4 1 ) . a 5 d .
168 F. 2d 10 (6th Cir 1948) See also Mackay V. United States, 88 F . Supp.
696 (D.Conn 19191.
2s c.s c 6 m 6 b (1952).
" T m t e d States v, Campbell, 172 F.2d 500 (6th Cir. 19401, e e l + denied.
337 U.S. 061 (1049). See slm O'Connell Y. United States, 110 F. Supp. 612
(E.D Wash. 1053).
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This approach, seeking as it does B uniform measuring standard, certainly seems the more logical one. And yet this provision
that "scope of employment" means "acting in line of duty" as to
military personnel. is inescapably a part of the law and must be
interpreted as having some meaning. What, then, does it mean?
Some courts, a t least, have concerned themselves with this question. €or example, one court theorized that Congress merely
felt that as to military personnel the term "line of duty" more
correctly described action representing the Government than
"scope of employment," but that there was no intent to broaden
the application of the act by the use of this phrase.Ga Other
courts have been content merely to refer to "line of duty" in the
same breath with cope of employment," with a t least an implication that the meanings of the two are to equated to one
another.6:
C.

Federal and State Law

The attempt on the part of some courts to apply the scope af
employment provision in the light of other clauses in the federal
statute is significant in that it brines into clear perspective
another problem in interpreting this nebulous term. Far such
attempt has been construed to constitute an application of federal
law in the construction of the act. This concept was expressed
in Cnited States 1'. Sharpe,@' in 75-hich an Army sergeant was
inrolved in a collision while driving his own car from one duty
station to another. The court represented itself as relying on
federal law as a basis f a r determining whether the wrongdoer
was a Government employee acting within the scope of his em.
ployment and on local iaw to determine xhether his act gave rise
ta liability. Similar reasoning has been adopted by other
and the same conclusion was reached by a t least one law
Yet in many other cases involving scape of employment of Gov'*United States Y. Eleazer. 1 7 7 F.2d 914 (4th Cir. 1 9 4 9 ) , oert. denied, 339
U.S. 903 (1950) See aiio Paiy Y. United States, 12; F. Supp. 798 (D.>Id.
1954)
E.& Hubmi; V. United States. 174 F 2 d 7 (6th Cir.1949)
' I 189 F.2d 239 (4th Cir. 19511.
**E.&,Hubieh Y . United States. 8wra. note 67; United States V. Eleszer,
177 F.Zd 914 (4th Cir. 1949).cert d m i c d . 339 U S . 003 (1950); Parrirh v
United States, 95 F S u m 80 1Y.D Ga. 1950) : Bath v United States, 92
F. SUDD 715 1S.D.X.S19501
Gottlieb, State Law Versus a Federal Common Lau of Torts. 7 V m d L.
Rev. 206 11954).
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ernment employees, the courts have taken pains to streas their
unlimited and unequi\ocal reliance upon state law.i1
The Supreme Court of the United States granted certiorari on
this question in the case of Williams v. rnited States.-2 In t h a t
case, plaintiff was injured when struck by a military vehicle
driven by a soldier who was on pass, drunk, and had no valid
authorization to use the vehicle. The circuit court distinguished
between the status of a civilian employee of the Government and
t h a t of a miiitary perron and decided that, although the California
law of respondeat superior would apply to the civilian employee,
the federal statute itself clearly limited federal liability for the
torts of m i l i t a v personnel to acts committed in line of military
d u t y under this theory, the Government was not liable. The
Supreme Court, per curiam, declared succinctly and definitely,
"This case is controlled by the California doctrine af respondeat
superior." The c a ~ ewas remanded for consideration in t h a t
light. Since t h a t time in cases inwlving this issue, the circuit
courts have consistently applied state law, frequently with a
reference to the Williams decision.'l
Thie, of course, was the approach of the appeals court in the
rehearing on the Williams case, supra. There,:' the court applied
the California iaw of respondeat superior to the facts, to deter.
mine scape of employment. The basic facts, as the court found
them, were t h a t the injury which was the basis of the suit was
c a w e d by a soldier a t a time when he was using a Government
tehicie in dear violation of Arm? Regulations; as a result he
was not within the scope of his employment, under California
law, and there w . s no Government liability:.
But how does this procedure differ from that followed in
Sharpe, supra7 There, the court said, "The Tarts Claims Act
adopts the l o c a l iaw for the purpose of defining tort liability,
~~

.'350 C.B 857 119651, rereriing 215 F.Zd 800 19th C n 1964)
" See the discurnon a i the Mraz, Hinsan and Chapin
case%, t n l m See
also Leonard V. United Stater, 235 F.2d 330 (10th Cir. 1966) : IIandelbaum
i Uniied State?. 251 F.2d 748 l2d Cir 1 9 5 8 ) ; Vogtaa 3 . Vmted State.. 266
F.2d 7 8 6 (7th Cir. 1958).
. ' X d h a m i Y. United States, 218 F 2 d 492 (9th Cir 1967). m7t. d r d r d ,
315 L.S. 963 11918)
- ' A similar approach WBP fallaued In Halcambe V. United States, 259 F.2d
505 14th Clr. 1958). ahere the court applied Maryland lax, ~n the light of
Navy Regulariani.
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not for the purpose of determining the relationship of the Government to its employees."'* The method used by the appeals
court in the second hearing af the Willlams case representd no
substantive departure from this principle. The difference lay in
the recognition by the latter court that in determining Government-employee relationship, it was not applying federal law 8 8
such to the issues before it, but was merely establishing the
specific terms of agreement between employer and employee, an
essential initial Step in any case involving scope of employment:'

D. Travel of Government Personnel
The constraining effect of the Supreme Court's pithy pronouncement in Williams, stdwa, may be evaluated in specific eonnection with the most recent scope of employment problem facing
the federal courts. One of the necessary evils of Government
service is that personnel of various Government agencies a r e constantly moving from one place to another in connection with
permanent changes of assignment. I t is frequently true that the
Government employee performs the necessary travel in hie own
personal vehicle and even in his omn good time, interrupting his
trip for various exeumiom of his own, all within the limits of
competent authorization granted by his superiors. S o w suppose
in this atmosphere of temporary freedom from the worries and
cares attendant upon Government service, the employee becomes
carelese and is involved in a n accident causing personal injurl- or
property damage to another. Is there a basis for Government
liabilitv in this situation? Is the employee acting within the scope
of his employment? This question can onlr be decided on the
basis of deciaions after the Williams case, f a r Since that holding,
whenerer scope of employment has been i n ~ a l v e din a federal tort
case, the circuit courts hare used that case a8 their starting
point.73
~~~~

189 F Zd 239 st 241 (1951).
-.The same general line of reaiming i a s fallowed in Hopper v United
State.. 122 F Supp. 181 (E.D.Ten" 1953). afd. 214 F 2 d 129 (6th Cir
19641 i Marquardt V. United States. 115 F. Supp. 160 (S D. Cal. 1953) ;
YeConville Y. Omted States, 197 F Zd 680 12d Cir. 19521 ; Satterwhite V.
Boeelsta. 130 F. Supp. 825 ( E . D . N C . 1956).
" I t is interesting to note that the Supreme Court itself found n c e s ~ i ~
to mentmn federal lsw in B decision since Williams See Hafahley v United
States. 361 U.S. 173, 180 (19561. I" which the Court said "the federal agents
here were acting within the scape of then mplagment under both state and
federal law."
AGO 103tB
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To begin with the cases, in Cnitad Stetes Y. Mraz;@ an Air
Force officer receired ordera changing his permanent duty assignment from California to New Xexico. directing travel as "necessary in the militarj- service," and authorizing transportation
either by commercial carrier or by p r i ~ a t e l ?owned conveyance.
The officer and his wife departed by p n \ a t e automobile, made
three Btops along the way, then were involved in an automobile
accident nhich p a r e rise to a suit against the Government. The
court, citing the Williams case, applied the l a w of Kew I I e x m ,
where the accident occurred, found that the officer was within the
scope of his employment, and held the Government liable. The
court'a theory \%as that the officer was acting in furtherance of
the Garernment'a interest a t the time of the accident, since he was
performing necessary military travel without leare, and his time
belonged to the Government. The opinion indicated that the result might have been different had he been on leare, with a mere
duty ta report t o a certain place a t a certain time, or had the
accident arisen from the officer's own external, independent and
personal motive Similarly. Gorernment liabilitr was imposed in
Hiiteon I-. Cnitsd States" where an automobile accident occurred
while an Army officer was dnving his own car to his first duty
station from his home. This court, citing Ililliama and applying
Georgia law, rejected the Government argument denying liability
because of lack of control over the individual's manner 01 means
of performing his task The court felt that the officer's travel
was a specifically assigned duty and that his freedom to choose a
route and method of travel was immaterial.
A cquarel) opposite result was reached in Chopin I-. Cnited
Stotes." The facts \%-eresimilar to those in the Ymi and Hinson
cases. except that a n enlisted man was iniolred and his orders
provided for four days' delay en route: however, if these factor8
had any influence a n the decision, the opinion did not 50 reflect
The court, citing the ubiquitous FVilliams case and applying California l a y decided that the soldier was not within the scope of
his emploFrnent and that the Government was not liable &last
significant was the court's concluaion that the soldier's travel was
not part of his assigned duties but was an act out4de the control
of the emplojer, the Gorernment. The court recognized that the
soldier'8 actions were peculiarlr under the Government's control
-'235 F 2d 116 (10th C i i 1958)
' 267 F 2d 178 f5th Cir. 19581
'' 255 € Zd 1 6 6 (9th Or. 1955)
IR
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because of his military status, but felt that Government liability
under the agency theory should be predicated only on conduct
arising out of the employment relationship.
So it appears that, in applying state Ian, the courts of appeal
have found no universal rule of application to cases of this kind
and have found it necessary to construct their own framework of
theory upon the existing foundation of the basic doctrine of respondeat superior. Thua the application of state law leaves the
problem still unsolved. Torn between questions of control by the
Government over the serviceman's canduct and questions of
whether the Government's interest is being furthered during
travel, the courts have already begun to reach contrary results
and have indicated potential areas of disagreement in the eraluation of specific circumstances.i2 Thus, result8 may vary depending
upon how much choice the serviceman is given as t o method of
travel, depending upon whether leave or delay is included within
his orders, depending upon whether his own personal motives
were guiding his activities a t the time of an accident caused by
his negligence. A foreboding aspect of a problem area every bit
a s perplexing as that of the discretionary exception, every bit as
unpredictable, presents itself, unless the courts soon find a reasonable basis for uniform decision.

E. Possible Basis of Cnifovmity
What might be such a reasonable basis? t ia suggested that it
might lie in an unwinking acceptance of the fact that the relatianship between the Government and its employees is unique. This is
not limited to military personnel, but extends to all Government
employees. The Government is not an ordinary employer, and it
is an unrealistic and unnecessary fiction to consider it as such. It
is like saying that because the United States has relaxed one of
its sovereign rights, it should no longer be considered a sovereign.
But this is absurd. The requirement that tort law be applied to
the United States as it would to a private person certainly does
not mean that the courts must pretend that the United States is
not the United States! The question then should be: which best
serves the interests of the United States in these cases, denial or
imposition of Government liability? On the one hand, the Gorernment would be protected from tort claims; but was it not the purpose of the act to permit tort claims against the Gouernment? On
"For a d m u r n a n af these t x a tests of scape of employment, me 19 Ga.

B J. 382,383 (1957)
A00 4 0 9 m
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the other hand lies the sense af responsibility t o the public that
has been discussed in connection with the discretionary function
exception. Although the courts have not discussed the question
precisely in this light, it seema to follow logically from a theory
which has been advanced. In the Mraz case, sup-&, the court imposed liability because "the accident occurred while the officer was
engaged upon Government business in furtherance of the Government's interek'l I t is not going far beyond that language to say
that whenever such an accident occur8, Government responsibility
requires that the individual be reiieved of resulting monetary
burdens. Nor does it seem unlikely that courts would take that
course, were one to lead the way, in the light of their expanding
liberal treatment of the act.
Can the courts reach this result without departing from the
state law requirement and without subjecting themselves to a
charge af judicial legislation? The law writers are not in agreement. At least one feels that help from Congress is badly needed
in this area,'< Another categoricaily states that the courts do not
fallow local law in situations of this kind,P' thus apparently
accepting the judicial legidation. A third argue8 for an interpretation of "scope of employment" under which it would be taken
as B mere reference to the fact that the Government can act only
through its emplol-ees without any intent to limit Government
liability under the doctrine of respondeat superior."'
But need any of these extreme measures or interpretations be
adopted? It is certainly true that difficulties have arisen because
the federal courts Since William have been trying to apply state
respondeat superior doctrines which varied from one another in
interpretation and applicatian. But is this not because the courts
tried to apply State law to determine Government-employee relationship? The U'illiams case did not require that, and the
Supreme Court impliedly so indicated by refusing certiorari on
the second hearing in which the court first determined such relationship by scrutinizing appropriate regulations governing such
employment, and then applied state law to the factual situation,
one fact being the nature of the relationship. If the premise is
accepted that the factual nature of the Government-employee
relationshie. r e a.u l r e ~that the employee be held to be acting in
~~

"265 F.2d 116 at 118 (10th Clr 1958).
'' 10 Vand L Rev. 460.464 119573.
.' Chutkaw. The FTC.4 and the Applieatlon of Local Law. 3 3 Dicta 321
119663
!*Peck. Absolute Liability and the FTCA. 9 Stan L. Rev. 433, 446-148
119173.
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furtherance of the Government's business while travelling under
orders, ilithout regard to circumstances of method of trai-el, delar
en route status, etc., it is unlikely that any state law of respondeat
superior could be construed to hold him outside the scope of his
employment.P7 To illustrate with the Chepin ease, supra, before
holding that the soldier in question was outside the Scope of his
employment, the court found it necessary to make a specific finding that the federal government, acting as an employer in its
military capacity, should be treated just like any private emp l ~ y e r .Had
~ ~ the court been able t o decide this factual question
differently an the basis of the Government-employee relationship,
the ultimate result would have changed.
It appears that Government agencies have it within their power
to a8sist the courts in reaching the appropriate factual determination, by formulating regulations which would clearly provide that
the employee was engaged in Government business u,hile performing travel in connection with movement orders. Coordination of
such regulations among Government apencies would permit resalution of controversial questions of the employee's status an a
uniform basis. This would provide the courts with a definitive expremion of the precise relationship existing between the Government and its employees, to which the court could turn in making
ita findings of fact, as the court did in the second Williems hearing.
T'. THE LAW O F THE PLACE

A. s t a t u t o r y Provision
As indicated in the previous chapter, state law plays a material
part in the implementation of the FTCA. This stems from the
language of the act itself,P8which provides for determination of
Government liability "in accordance with the law af the place
where the act or omission occurred."O0
There i~ authoritat:ve b a n i f o r the principle t h a t an emplayee m a y be
within the scope of his emplo~menrwhile acting in p a r t for his o w PUIPDJIS.
See. 236, Restatement, Agency (1958) rtater this principle and comments
"The fact t h a t the predominant m o t i v e of the servant l a t o benefit himself or
a third persor does not prevent the a c t from being within the scape of employment If the purpose of rerrling the master's businezr actuates the s e w
ant to any appreciable extent, the master 1 2 subject TO liability If the act
o t h e r n n e IS within the service
"
" 2 5 8 F 2d 465 a t 468 119581.
" 2 8 D.S C 5 1346b (1952)
s o This provision differs from the prevail in^ conflict of laws rule.
Bee I
377. Restatement. Conflict of Laws 11834). But B court recently resolved
this difference by a p p l r i n ~the doctrine of renvoi See Heas Y United Stales,
259 F.2d 285 (9th Cir 1968). crrt. #?anted, 27 L.W. 3243 (Alar 2, 1859)
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B. Areas Crider Cmted States E z ~ l u ~ ~ 1J 1
w .i es d t c t t o n
Anather difficulty of interpretation ariaes when a torr is eommitted in an area under the exclusive junediction of the United
Stater. Recently, an action \IBS brought under the FTCA for
perional injuner resulting from a fall on step8 leading to a n
entrance of a post office bullding which was under such exclurire
jurisdiction, although physically located in Kisconsin. The claim
of negligence was predicated on noncompliance \ n t h a !Viaconsin
Safe Place Statute requiring handrails on the Steps of public
buildings. The district court held the statute to be inapplicable,''
but the court of appeal8 rerersed the judgment and applied the
statute. holding pertinently that the federal government had
conaented, under the FTCA, to the same liability as the state imposes on private person^.^?
A similar result had been reached in an earlier case where the
same court of appeals applied an Illinois safety statute in an area
ceded to the United States b r Illinois." There the court said that
the United States would be liable under the prirate person praviSion "whether the negligent or wrongful act is committed on a
military reservation, a t a veterans' hospital, a post office building,
or an a city street.''o- This court found 1op.ical justification for its
result in the deairabilit? of B uniform atandard of liability, and
in the fact that, if I t were held otherwise, areas under United
States exclurive jurisdiction would be no man's land x i t h no leea1
system far the adjudication of pri\ate rights n j
But it appears that there are considerations which the court
may hare overlooked. First, the places where the acta or omissions occurred in these cases, although physically within the
boundaries of Wisconsin and Illinois, were area8 under the excluaiye Jurisdiction of the United States. Thus the question i s : what
would be the liability of a private person in such an area? Second,
such areas are not left without laws regulating private rights. For
in such cal'es, the state laws continue in force, as far as is consistent with federal l a w until abrogated or altered by the United
9tateS.U~
"Williamr I United States, 111 F. Supp 4 iW.D. ll'ise 19561
**American Exchange Bank of Madisan. R'?~eon~in.Y. United States, 2 5 7

wart

V.

United States, l a 6 F 2d 62: (7th Cir 1 9 5 1 )

Chicago, Rock Iiland and Pacific Ry Ca v \IeClinn. 114 Y S 5 4 2
.
309 T.S 9 4 (1940).
( 1 8 8 5 1 See a150 Jsme. Stewart Q Co. %.Sadrakuls.
I"
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There is B federal statute which expressly adapts a s federal law,
for areas under the exclusive jurisdiction of the United States,
the local law of liability for negligence and wrongful death.@' But
this statute has definite limitations. I t has no application to p r o p
erty damage, and there is indication, both in the House reportsb
and in the congressional debate an the act prior to passage,"
that is was intended to apply only to death cases. The courts have
not been helpful in construing the act's intent: dicta in some cases
has indicated that it does not cover injury cases,10Dwhile other
courts have assumed without deciding, that i t does include such
eaverage.'0'
Apart from this statute, what m u l d be the liability of a private
person far tarts committed under these circumstances? It has
been held that one individual may sue another for personal injuries suffered on a reservation under the exclusive jurisdiction
of the United States, either in a state court1o2 or in a federal
court.1o3 When suit is brought in a federal court, the law to be
applied is not state law as such, but the substance of state law,
which has remained operative as federal law on cession of the
area by the state to the United States.la4 Under the FTCA, United
States liability should be determined in the same manner, viz., in
accordance with the federal law, which has been derived from
state law, including, in the instant cases, the state safety statutes.
C. Res Ipsa Loquitur
The "law of the place" provision has also created problems in
the application of some basic principles of tort law. One such
principle is res ipsa loquitur.1o5The federal courts have frequently
'Act of Feb. 1, 1928, 41 Stat. 54 (1928). 18 US.C. 5 417 (1941).
" H R Rep. i i a 369. 70th G o n g . 1st Serr 1 ( 1 9 2 7 ) .
" 6 8 Gong. Ree 2052 (1919) (Injuries I" Places under Federal Jurisdiction)

< g. Ca , 291 U.S. 315 (1936) ; Pound

Y.

Gaulding, 237

\..

Ohio River Contract Co. Gordon. 214 U.S.68 (1917)
'OIMaterv Holler, 200 F Zd 123 (5th Cir. 19521.
' I d . st 124
Ur.der this theor),, an inference of negligenee 1s raised against B defendant n h a had e ~ ~ l u wcontrol
e
af the m f r u m e n t a l i t v e a u r i n ~an ~ n l u r y
under ~ i m u r n ~ t a n cs eh~e r e injury daei not ordinarily occur in the absence
of negligence. and the plaintiff did n o t contribute in a n y 1 8 5 . to his Injury.
>O'

1
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applied this rule in cases arising in those jurisdictions where its
applicability is recognized. Thus, B passenger in a navy vehicle,
injured when the car overturned during an official errand, recovered against the Government under this theory as applied in
Guam.1oa In R case where plaintiffs' lands were deprived af water
because of breaks in a canal of an irrigation project constructed
by the Government, the court based its decision an the application
of res ipsa loquitur in Oregon.'" Another court applied Massachusetts law ta hold the Government liable under this doctrine
when a postoffice window fell on a customer's hand.1DB There
ia a recent trend to apply the doctrine to airplane accidents.lO'
D. Special Problems in Government Cases
Difficulties arise ~n this area where the uniqueness of gorernmental functions and governmental requirements again come to
the fore. In a suit for damages caused by the falling of flaming
fuel from an air force plane which had exploded over plaintiff's
property in Plorida, plaintiff relied upon these facts alone and the
doctrine of res ipsa loquitur. The court refused to apply res ipsa
loquitur on the dubious ground that it had no knowledge of what
would cause a j e t airplane to explode in mid-air while in flight and
that therefore there was insufficient basis for the presumption,
necessary to the application of this doctrine, that such an accident
would not have occurred in the ordinary course of events if the
defendant had exercised due care.'l0
On somewhat similar facts, however, another federal court
reached a different redult. A ci\-ilisn instructor was killed in a
head-on crash af two air force planes during training maneuvers
in Oklahoma, The Government refused to make its record of inYestigation available a t the trial and the court seized upon this
fact to apply res ipsa loquitur based on the fact that the plaintiff
had no knowledge of the cause of the accident and w-as compelled
to allege negligence in general terms and to rely upon the proof
of the happening of the accident in order to establish negligence.": Sa here, lack of knowledge was the basis for recover?.
S t a t e 3 P Johnson. 181 F.2d 577 (9th Clr. 10503
V. United States. 193 F 2d 506 (9th Clr. 1052)
ed States Y . Hull. 1 9 5 F 2 d 61 (1st Cir 10523
ed States I, Kennger. 190 F 2 d 529 (10th Clr 1981): Sapp v
ates, I53 F Supp. 406 ( W D.La 19573
Wilharns V. United States. 218 F Zd 473 (5th Cir 1056)
O'Connar v United States, 251 F 2d 939 (Zd Clr 1958)

ted
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whereas in the Florida case, supra, lack of knowledge precluded
recovery.

E. Atom,ic Energy Casea
I t is easy to see how this problem may be compounded in B case
involving atomic energy and nuclear detonations. Such a situation
arose in Bartholomae Carp. v. United States,112where the plaintiffs ranch buildings were allegedly damaged by atomic detonations 150 miles away. Among other theories af Government liability, the plaintiff alleged res ipsa loquitur. This claim the court
blithely swept aside in a footnote, stating t h a t the evidence did
not establish what "thing" caused the cracked plaster in the
plaintiffs buildings, and that this type of accident was not unusual, but one which ordinarily occurs in the absence of negligence. It is not unreasonable to assume that future atomic explosion cases will arise where the courts will be compelled to face the
problem of res ipsa loquitur somewhat more realistically.

F. Absolute Liability
The court in the Bartholomae ease did permlt itself to deal a
little more seriously with another facet of tort law which was relied upon by the plaintiffs, vi%., that of absolute liability.118 This
theory had been before the federal courts prior to the BarthoG
Omae decision. In Dalehite Y. United Stetes, which has been discussed in other areas (see Parts I1 and 111, and notes 22 and 3 7 ) ,
the Supreme Court of the United States expressed the opinion
that absolute liabilitycould not be imposed upon the United States
under the act by virtue of its ownership of an inherentiy dangerous commodity, or of engaging in an extrahazardous activity.
The Court felt that since the act could be invoked only on a negligent or wrongful act o r omission of a Government employee, i t
simply did not extend t o the theory of absolute liability without
fault.

G. Rule GenemLlu Applied
Lower federal courts have generally followed this phase of the
Dalehite ease, with one apparent exception, and with occasional
' " 1 3 5 F Supp. 661 (SD.Calif. 19561. ofd, 26s F.2d 716 (9th Cir. 1937).
'M Under this doctrine. m e v h o permits B highly dangerous instrumentality
or agency which is located on his Droperty and I S under his control to escape
and damam anather is liable far the dsmaee irren~ectiveof negligence or
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indications of reluctance. For example, in l h i t e d States V. UW,~'+
involving a break in an irrigation supply canal operated by the
United States, resulting in flooding of plaintiffs land, the appeals
court felt constrained to overrule a district court decision,"n
which had held the United States liable under the absolute liability
doctrine. The court Gf appeals made it clear that the district court
had followed Oregon law, but that the Daiehite case precluded the
application of the basic principle. Other courts have been content
with a simple statement indicating that Dalehite controls in this

H. One Situation DtstinguLshed
In Enited States v. P~aylov,:'' one appeals court distinguished
Dalehte in order to hold the Government liable in a situation involving absolute liability. There, damages were caused by a government airplane which fell and exploded an plaintiff's premises.
A state statute imposed absolute liability on owners of aircraft
causing injuries, irrespective of negligence. The state act left no
room for an action in negligence, since the absolute liability was
the only one that the law prescribed. The court said that application of Dalehite here would lead to the absurd conclusion that the
Government could not be held liable for damage by ita employees
merely because State law imposed absolute liability for such damage and not merely liability for negligence. Thus the court did not
actually say the Government was absolutely liable, but merely that
the Government was liable for negligence under the act, despite
the fact that state law limited 1iabilit)- to the absolute variety. I t
should be noted, however, that i n this case the court merely refused to apply the Dnirhite rule to all Situations regardless of
circumstances. I t made no preteme of complete rejection of the
Dalehite theory. As a matter of fact, the Barn18 circuit court, in a
aubsequent
affirmed the finding of a district court11gwhich
had followed the Dalehite rule and refused to impose absolute
liability an the Government for injury caused by the explosion of
B fuse which plaintiff had picked up in a field near his home.
~

" ' 2 2 5 F.2d 708 (9th Cir. 1965)
G L-re TI United Stare?. 93 F. Supp 779 1
D.Ore. 1950)
E g , Harris
United Statel. 206 F.2d 155 (10th Cir 1953) : Rayonier,
Y Lnited Stater. 2 2 5 F 2d 542 (9th Cir. 1966).
'208 F.2d 2 9 1 (4th Cir 19531. c r r t . dmwd, 347 U S 931 1 1 8 5 4
"'Porter Y . United Stater, 228 F.2d 389 (4th Cir. 1855)
"Porter 3- United Stater, 128 F.Supp. 690 ( E DS C. 1965)
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I. Nuclear Test Cases
The question of absolute liability in nuclear test cases arose in
Bulloch v. Lintted States,12ow,here suit was brought for damages
to sheep herds allegedly caused by government-conducted atomic
experiments. The court recognized the existence of a rule of absolute liability in Utah in situations involving damage caused by
explosion. Then, citing the Pmylou case, w.pra, the court said:
"The fact that an absolute liability under state law may be imposed against individuals for certain dangerous activities does not
relieve the Gevornment from liability under the Tort Claims Act
where negligence thereby required is established."'?' Thus the
court at least by inference indicated t h a t absolute liability would
not be imposable against the Gorernment.lzl In the Bartholornee
case, S U p Y Q , (see note 112). the district court stated unequi\70cally
t h a t the FTCA is to be invoked only on a negligent or wrongful
act or omission of an employee, and t h a t recovery against the
Government would not be founded on a theory of absolute liability
without fault. The court of appeals, without any discussion beneficial an this question, affirmed the finding.

J. A'egliganee Per Se
The application of state law under the FTCA has occasionally
brought the federal courts into the area of negligence per se. This
is distinguished from absolute liability in that it results from a
breach of a positive standard of conduct, generally imposed by
statute, whereas absolute liability is imposed under specified circumstances without regard to the breach of any duty.'"
Federal courts have applied negligence per se to the act of a
soldier on guard duty in shooting a t a civilian who was attempting
to escape from arrest, and wounding an innocent bystander:lz4to
the unauthorized departure by airlines pilots from an air traffic
pattern published by the Administrator of Civil Aeronautics,
which resulted in a collision with another
to non-compliance with a North Carolina statute requiring the display of warning signals when a truck is disabled on a
and to viola-~
"133 F.Supp SS5 ID.Utah 1956)
,A _.I".
I)cI
._
o+

mSimilsr resionins ~ 8 employed
%
in Barroll V. Umted Stares, 135 F.
Supp. 441 (D.Md. 19651.
Lavelle v Kaupp, 240 l i n n . 360,363, 61 ?.I X . 2 d 2% I19531
Cerri v United Staten. SO F Supp. 831 ( X D Cal 19481
'*Eastern Air Liner Y . Union Trust C o , 221 F 2d 6 2 ID C. Cir. 1955).
Cronenberg V. United Staten, 123 F. SUBP.683 (ED b C. 1 9 5 4 ) .
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tion of an Oregon statute by setting and use of poison ejecting
device for coyotes.'" On the other hand, one court, applying Oklahoma law, found that violation of a statute requiring t h a t vehicles
be driven on the right side of the road was not negligence pep se,
but only prima facie evidence of
So, again, variability of state law precludes uniformity of result.

K. Conclusions
What conclusions can be drawn, then, from the result of claims
under the act which invalve these basic tort principles? la the
courts' approach ~nthis area consistent with their current liberal
tendencies elsewhere? Of course, as indicated, supra, their decisions in these cases are necessarily affected by the requirement
that state iaw be applied. Further complication results from the
fact that res ipsa loquitur and absolute liability questions will generally both be involved in the same case, together with the problems relating ta scope of employment, discretionary functions, etc.
As a result, it is somewhat difficult to isalate with certainty the
major basis for the court's ruling. On this paint, an extremely interesting statement is found in the dissenting opinion of a case
involving inluries caused by the explosion of an air force plane
after dome unauthorized and highly dangerous maneuvers by the
pilot. The majority opinion discussed assault,1iY absolute liability,
the "private person" theory, and the rule of state law application
before finally deciding in favor of the Government an the basis of
scope of employment.'ga But, although this opinion quoted from
both Tennessee decisions and the Tennessee Code, the dissenting
judge felt that "no binding Tennessee precedent" required the
majority to reach its decision. and that the court was free to
"apply its own independent reasoning to reach the substantial
justice of the case,'?' which in his opinion was against the Government This statement indicates how federal courts may be guided
by the equities of a given situation in their application of the
complicated provisions of the act.
~~

Worley v United States, 119 F SUPP.719 (D.Ore. 15521
"'Woods v United States, 228 F.2d 734 (10th Cir. 1065)
"In 28 U S C. P 2680 (1512). the act exempts from It3 p m ~ l s l o n saJsault
and certain other specific torts. This exception, topether wlth B number af
others included in that leetian, are either of very limited sppllcation er
present no major dlffieultm in interpretstion. .4eeordin~ly,their discuasion
would be of hftie value here
'*'Urnfed States V. Taslar, 236 F.2d 849 i 6 t h Cir 1556)
' " I d at 616.
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However, to return to more solidly supportable conclusions,i t
seems clear that, while federal courts will willingly apply the
doctrine of res ipsa loquitur or the principle of negligence per se
when justified by applicable state law, they are not ready to impose absolute liability an the Government even when absolute liability is the rule of state law. There is reasonable basis for such
distinction. Under the act, Government liability must be predicated on the wrongful or negligent act or omission of a Government employee. Neither res ipsa loquitur nor negligence per 8e
does violence to this provision. The former raises a presumption
of negligence, the latter places a certain course of conduct in ihe
category of negligence. But in both instances the courts are
merely looking to local law to provide assistance in determining
whether a negligent act has in fact been committed. This procedure conforms to the provisions of the act, and a t the same time
fully accords with a policy of liberal construction.
Absolute liability presents a different picture. Of course, there
is the possibility, as indicated in Cre, SUPTQ, that lower federal
courts generally refuse to apply absolute liability under the act
because they are reluctant to differ with the Supreme Court's
definitive expression on the subject in Dalehite. (As B matter of
fact, prior to Dalehite, two district courts:$2 and one circuit
court13a had shown inclination to apply absolute liability ta the
Government.) But if this is the reason, it is susceptible of attack.
The Supreme Court has changed its \dews on many other questions discussed in Dalehite, and the language on absolute liability
really amounted to dicta.
I t is f a r more likely that the courts' hesitation to apply absolute
liability against the Government is that basic requirement that
liability be based on a provable negligent or wrongful act or omission of a Government employee. Only the Praylou case has
threatened to limit this principle, and as indicated, supra, its
holding did not constitute a frontal attack upon this aspect of
Dalehite. But, since Pmylou, there has been considerable discussion among the law writers on the question whether the language
of the act would permit the federal courts to apply absolute liability even if they wanted to, One recognized authority has
answered this question in the negative.134He based his conclusion
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on the fact that the act waives immunity only for negligent and
wrongful conduct, not for ai1 "tortious conduct" Tvhich m u l d I"d u d e strict liability. Sharing this conclumn, another writer
found solid basis for the Dnlehite holding in the statute itself and
called for amendatory legislation to impose liability in appropriate
cases, e.g , a h e n an ammunition dump explodes, or when a miiitary plane fails on a house.";
But what of the other side of the coin? Has any theory been
advanced under a h i c h the courts could apply absolute liability on
the Government without congressional amendment to the act?
One writer has scanned all the orthodox legal indicia of statutory
interpretation and concluded that nothing in the cases, legislative
materials, or language of the act itself bars imposition of absolute
liabilit?.. This author laid particular stre8s upon the fact that
strict liability was not included in the act's specific e x e m p t i ~ n r . ' ~ ~
Another, already cited in the diacussion of scape of e m p l ~ y m e n t , ~ ~ :
has spelled out B specific construction of the legislative language
a h i c h would permit application of absolute liability. Not only
would the limitations of respondeat superior be swept away, a8
indicated in that discussion, but the term "wrongful act" would be
broadened to signify "tortious conduct" and thus include risks of
unintended and unprerentable harm, or in short, harm brought
about without fault.1aPThis \%oddbe justified by the risk-bearing
capacity of the Government.138
Dewire the lack of agreement as to its proper method of
accomplishment, the concept that the rule against abaolute Gorernment liability should be relaxed has often been expressed, e.g ,
in that forthright dissenting judge's opinion in the Taylor case,
svpra. He felt that "earth-dwellers" should be afforded "compensatory protection from falling airplanee.''"O A similar thought
was expressed in a recent case note on Taalor, hoping that future
-~
'YDavis, T a r t Liability af Governmental Units, 40 Minn. L. Rev 751. 781,
810 (19561

16 Ky L.J. 618 (185:)
Peek, sgipra, note 86

I t i s interertinp ta note t h a t this u-ntsr predxted t h a t the Supreme
m a ~ in
i the Taylor case, s u p ~ a would
,
approve Praylau
elect Dalehite. if the Court reached the QUertian of
ally, all the Supreme C u r t did on certiorari WBI d
motion to remand t h e case and refer it to tho lo we^ court for consideration
af the settlement agreement involved t h e r m There W B J no d m u i i m n of
absolute I m b ~ l m y (Taylor Y. United Staten, 553 rS 856 rl95711
I"
Vmted States / . Taylor. mpra, note 130 a t 655
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litigation might "provide relief wherever possible under the act
to persons on the ground injured as a result of negligent iiying."l"
Another law note has raised the "social" question whether SQciety
would best be served by placing the burden on the taxpaying
public regardless of fault an the principle that the Government is
the "best of all possible risk spreaders.""z Thus again appears
the idea of community, rather than private responsibility. But
this is only the philosophical language of the law review. The
courts have not yet reached this point in the realm of absolute
liability."s

VI. T H E ACT TODAY AND TOMORROW
A.

Continued Ltberalization L i k e l ~

The questions discussed in the preceding sections do not exhaust the field of litigation and potential litigation under the
FTCA. But they include the mast significant and the most perplexing problems which have arisen and through them may be
traced the development of judicial thought in relation ta the act
from its initial atages to its present status. This development has
clearly been in the direction of a wider and ever-expanding Go\,.ernrnent liability.
This evidence does not go 80 far as to indicate that the United
States stands today on the threshold of an era of complete rejection of Government immunity. It is not likely that this country
will shortly join hands with France in holding the public service
defective in every instance where an individual is injured a t the
hands of someone who happens to be performing a public function, without regard to fault. Yet the embryo of such a body of
law can be detected in the cases, struggling for strength to establish a recognized existence of its own. Whether it will come to full
growth or be snuffed out by an environment of hostility to a
theory so closely resembling social insurance is a secret that only
the future can reveal. But it cannot be denied t h a t there are clear
and definite signposts pointing toward a continued liberalization
of judicial interpretations and policies in the implementation of
the act, and the end of the road is not yet visible. Seeds have been
BOW" which have already begun to flower in cases such as Indian
24 Tenn. L. Rev 1062, 1066 (1957)
"'45 Ky.L.J. 518,527 (1957).
'*But m e law note pictures mposition of absolute liability as the PO%s h l e next step ~n the liberal trend. See 8 Syr. L.Rev. 277, 280 (1957).

*oo
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Towino Co., Rayontar, and Pmulou, and the extent of the harvest
cannot s e t be predicted.

D. Legislative Revrsion w , Judtcial Interpretation
The liberal approach seems consistent with the very nature of
the act, the creation of Government liability where none existed
before. Accepting this premise and conceding that a dozen years
is not an unreasonable time in which to work aut the proper basic
approach to an enactment which was so long in the making, a
question remains as to which federal arm should solidify this cancept. Should Congress now enact a new law, more definite in its
proviaions and in the expression of its aims. or should the matter
remain in the hands of the federal courts under the existing law?
Proponents of both sides may be found among the lair writers. A
champion of court action has said, "The argument , . . that the
abrogation of sovereign immunity is entirely a legislative question
is merely an easy way of enabling our judiciary to avoid performing their duty.""& A note-writer who farms congressional action
sass, "It seems far better for Congress t o make exceptions in light
of its knowledge of expected budget commitments, than for the
courts to do S ' I . " " ~
C. Function of the Courts
The resolution of this difference of opinion probably lies, as is

so often the case, somewhere in the middle. Certainly the courts
must achieve the day-to-day results by applying the law to the
situations a h i c h arise in litigation. This they have been doing.
and if there has been conflict, it uw.s to be expected as a natural
result of the novelty of sovereign tort liability in United States
law. Definite policies are making their appearance and consistency is becoming more the rule. Complete uniformity can never
be accomplished in view of the endless chain af ease patterns possible under the act.
The FTCA by its nature tends to preclude a detailed legislative
delineation of its every application. Should Congress non attempt
such a task, the courts would be carried back to a repetition of the
early days of the current act, when all proviaions would require
judicial interpretation and every question, new because the act
was ne\?, would require cautious initial approach. Congress has
~'Sehuartz.Public Tort Liability I" France. 29 N Y.L. L. Rev. 1432, 1161
(1964).
-' 35 S e b r . L Rev. 509, 616 (1956)
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at least tacitly recognized this in making no major changes in the

problem areas discussed despite inconsistencies in court applications, leaving it to the judiciary to arrive a t the solution in the
time-honored arena of adversary procedure.

D. Function of Congress
This view does not tie the hands af Congress. Whenever i t
appears that an amendment will assist or simplify the work of the
courts, Congress is free to enact it, and in fact has already done
so in B few
One such possible amendment might expand the jurisdiction of administrative agencies in implementing
the act. The statute currently provides for administrative adjustment of claims of $1,000.00 or less by the head of each federal
agency.14' Were this to be increased by Congress to $6,000.00 or
more, perhaps up to $25,000.00, it requires no argument to perceive that the workload of the federal courts under the act would
be proportionately lessened. These agencies must of C O U P B ~look
to the law as applied by the courts in making the determinations
necessary for such adjustments. It may well be that Congress
initially limited the administrative agencies' jurisdiction so drastically in view of the lack of legal precedent an which t o base
their decisions. If so, this impediment no longer exists.
Such an amendment would not be the first af its kind by any
means. Congress has recently taken action of this nature in regard to the Military Claims Act,"n increasing the authority of
the Secretaries of the military departments to settle claims under
the act from a monetary limitation of $1,000.00 to one of
$5,000.00. This increase was based upon such considerations a s
the decrease in purchasing power of $1,000.00 since the enactment of the act, the large amounts of administrative settlement
possible under legislation involving other military claims,14oand
the probability that large claims may result from accidents or
incidents involving the military services under present-day conditions. These arguments apply with equal force t o the FTCA.'48'
FTCA.l'fl'
"For an enumeration ai the amendments t o the FTCA, see Gerwig, A
Decade of Lihgation under the Federal Tart Claims Act, 24 Tenn. L. Rev.
301 (1956)
28 U.S C. 6 1672 (1952).
10 U.S C.5 2733 (1968)
Fareis" claims ~S16.000.00). admiralty elaims ($1,000.000.00),and
claims under international agreements (no specific limitation).
Since the umtine of this article, the monetary limitation w o n adminiatratire settlement has been amended to $2.500.00. Pub. L. iVa 36-238, 86th
Cang..1st Sena. (8 Sep 1969)
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E. Cooperatme Efort of All Branches of Gosemment
Implementation of the FTCA in this manner will make the act
a model of effective action under the constitutional proceases of
the United States by the cooperative effort of the three branches
of Government. The judicial branch will continue to apply the
act in the tenor of the times, in keeping with the broad purpose
of its enactment, t o permit ~ecoveryin tort against the Gavernment. The legidatire branch, having brought the vehicle for such
recovery into existence, will assist in its implementation by adding such amendments as may be appropriate, meanwhile standing
ready to provide any necessary checks and balance8 in the unlikely
event that liberal construction transcends national social bounds.
The executive branch, through its administrative agencies, will
assume its share in the effectuation af the act, according i o the
measure allotted to it, guided by the moving principles embodied
in its legislative enactment and judicial interpretation.

THE USITED STATES DISCIPLINARY
BARRACKS SYSTEM
BY LIECTENAKT
COMNEL RALPH

HERROD"

"Pending completion of appellate r e s i e i , t h e v i s oneI *ill be confined in the Unlted States Dircipiinarg Barracks, F o r t Leavenworth. Kanms."

I. INTRODUCTION
So read the concluding iines of the convening authority's action
wherein, in accordance with pertinent departmental repulations,
a branch United States Disciplinary Barracks is designated a s
the place of confinement.' With the promulgation of the initial
Genearl Court-Martial Order, the record of trial by general courtmartial ia transmitted to The Judge Advocate General of the
Armed Force concerned, and the adjudged prisoner% is transferred to the designated disciplinary barracks.
This article is not intended to be a treatise on the intricate
techniques of a confinement facility. It is intended t o clarify
and interpret the broad provisions of the Department of Defense
Instruction entitled "Uniform Policies and Procedures Affecting
Military Prisoners and Places of ConfinemenP as pertinent to
Army male prisoners confined in United States Army-operated
disciplinary barracks and to answer many questions asked by
judge advocate officers on the subject.
The United States Disciplinary Barracks and its branches are
authorized by Title 10, United States Code, section 1451, e t seq.
Each disciplinary barracks is under the command of the Con.
tinental Army Commander within whose jurisdiction i t is located:
* D e f e n s e Appellate C a u n d , Officeof The Judge Advocate General, U.S.
Army, Washington, D.C.; member of the Arkansas S t a t e Bar, U.S. District
Court, U.S.Court of Military Appeals, and U S Supreme Court: graduate
of Arkansar Law School: and Staff Judge Advocate, Branch United Srates
Dineiplinsry Barracks, Lampoc, California, from 16 J u l y 1966 to 31 August
1958.

' A R 633-6. 4 Sen 1967
' I d par. Z e . An enhsted military person or eidiian in confinement pnr.
Jvant to sentence by a eaurt-martial which, as approved by the convening
authority, ineludei Confinement v h i e h h a s not been ordered executed and is
BWBltlng COmpletion of appellate r e Y i e v .
'Department of Defense Instructional Letter entitled Uniiorm Polities and
Procsdvirs Affecting Y%Iitary Pnsonera and Places of Confinement dated
1 4 Jan 1865.
' P a r . 4b. SR 210-186-1, 31 May 1961, as amended.
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The Commandant af a disciplinary barracks i s designated for
the Department of Arms by The Provost Marshal General with
the appointment being consummated by the pertinent Arm? Area
Commander.
The mission of a disciplinary barracks as the custodian of
Army and Air Farce prisoners i s to promote their reformation
and rehabilitation with a view to their honorable restoration to
military duty or return to c i v i l life ad ureful citizens. Discipline
in a disciplinary barracks is adminstered on a corrective rather
than punitive basis. There is no "rock pile." Assigning tasks
that serve no useful purpose is prohibited as is making prisoners
hold arm8 in a folded position, or in an extended, strained position, for prolonged periods: w e of the lock step: clipping prisoner's hair to a length of less than five-eighths af m inch (except
for medical reasons) ; requiring silence a t meals (except while
a t attention or as a temporary measure) : use af the ball and
chain or irons (except far the purpose of safe custody1 ; or other
cruel or inhumane treatment such as flagging. branding, tattooing
the body, or any other punitive measures not specifically authorized by regulations.
Upon arrival a t the diciplinar:v barracks, the prismer'8 commitment papers are examined. Tu be accepted, the prisoner must
have six months or more remaining on his sentence to confinem e m 5 The confinement of prironers in a disciplinary barracks
pending trail by court-martial 1s not authorized, unless such priso n e r ~are serving previously adjudged court-martial sentences.6
Officer prisoners are not confined in a dieciplinary barracka.'
However, once his status changes from that of an officer-prisoner
to that of a sentenced prisoner, the individual may be transferred
to a disciplinary barracke for confinement therein.
The prisoner's commitment papers having been found to be in
order, the prisoner is given a preliminary medical examination,
fingerprinted and photographed. Valuables and personal property
(including his record of trial by court-martial) are inventoried
and placed in an individually sealed container, xhich is filed in
the Personal Property Section. He i s given a haircut," iswed
' P a r . 4b. A R 633-5, 24 Se? 1957, as changed by C 3, 11 Feb 1959.
' I d par 3d
I d . par. 4 6 ( 3 ) .
'There 16 no prescribed type of cut. Thereafter. each prisoner receive8 a.
hair c 1 t at the diieiplinary barracks barber school ar tua-iveek intervals.
There 1 8 no charge made for the hair eutr

DISCIPLINARY BARRACKS SYSTEM
special clathing,a and is assigned to the Reception (quarantine)
Barracks. The purpose af such segregation is three-fold: to discover any contagious disease: to assist the prisoner in his transition and orientation to life in a penal institution; and to study
and observe him under controlled conditions and complete his
orientation.
During this particular phase, one of the most important documents to confinement authorities is the staff judge advocate's
review. For the first few weeks after the prisoner's arrival, the
staff judge advocate's review, along with the General CourtMartial Order and the previous confinement officer's report, is
the only information available, other than the accused's own story
concerning the reason for his incarceration. The review furnishes
an impartial summary of personal background information from
both the military and civilian standpoint. The comments of the
staff judge advocate as to a man's potentialities f a r restoration
are a weighty factor in deiermining his immediate future.
The disciplinary barracks does not directly receive a copy of
the prisoner's record of trial. The prisoner's individual copy is
sometimes retained by him in his personal property file, but frequently he has destroyed it or mailed it to his home. If retained
in his personai property file, no person has acces8 to it without
the prisoner's consent.
Following the initial phase of the processing procedure, the
prisoner is scheduled for a series of orientation lectures and
interviews with members of the professional staff, i.e., the Education Officer, Chaplain, Judge Advocate, Social Worker, Psychologist, Psychiatrist, and Medical Officer. During this phase of
processing, members of the educational staff interx7iew him and
administer aptitude and intelligence tests. An educational folder
i s prepared, and the prisoner given preliminary educational and
vocational counseling. He is interviewed by the Chaplain with
respect to his religious background, advised of the church services
aiailable and invited to participate in the various religious pro.
Srams offered. The Judge Advocate's orientation consists of a
resum6 of the court-martial appellate procedures prescribed by
the Uniform Code of Military Justice. Approximately 90 percent
of the prisoner8 arriving at the disciplinary barracks are in an
adjudged (appellate review not completed-sentence not finalized)
status. I t is absolutely essential that each prisoner be given the
' S h i r t and troUBers fx'oo1 or khaki) : HBT work umform. All outer garments are of B "idbrown" edor and bear the initials "USDB."
*oo
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same factual lecture; any and all false rumors be dispelled; and
that erroneous information previously given by well-meaning
"guard-house" lawyers be corrected. In addition, Board of Review
decisions, in many cases, have been forwarded to the disciplinary
barracks prior to the arrival of the prisoner. These are immediately served on him, and he is counseled by a lawyer regarding
the apparent merits of his case as well as his righta to petition
the Court of Military Appeals far a grant of re\,iew.
The Social Worker prepares a background paper on the prisoner which includes a discussion of the offense (including the
prisoner's version), a personal history, general background, and
information on his educational and occupational deuelopment,
social history, environment, and military career. This entire
report is substantiated by FBI files, school and military records,
etc., before being put in finai form. The report also includes a
personal evaluation of the prisoner, including recommedations
for planning his prison career. This last step is a subjective
evaluation designed to enable the commandant and confinement
officer better to rehabilitate the individual and to place him in
a jab which will give him the moat satisfaction commensurate,
of course, with his custody clearance.
All prisoners are tested with the Xultiphasic Personality Inventory Test, a sentence completion test, and a picture drawing
test. The first consists of 550 questions on the individual's environment-family,
personal, ethical, and physical. The second
test calls for the primner to fill in a blank space, which will gire
sense and meaning to the question. This gives valuable clues t o
the examiner about the person and hia mental atmosphere. The
picture-drawing test is often the most revealing of the three. In
it, the prisoner is asked to draw the picture of a person of either
sex, after which he i8 asked to draw a person of the opposite 6ex.
The Size and intricacy of the drawing, the position of the drawing
on the paper, development of the figure and many other paints
of evaluation aid the expert in his analysis of the prisoner. After
the initial tests, the psychologist will evaluate each of the prisoners and select those who show a need for further testing. Ta
this special class of prisoners, he a i l 1 administer a Thematic
Aperception Test and the Rohrschach Test. The Thematic Aper.
ception Test is merely a drawing of a situation, a dramatic scene,
and the prisoner is asked to describe what is happening in his
own words. Nothing in particular IS suggested by the scene; the
story described is the prisoner's awn and may be very revealing
38
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:oncerning his inner thought processes and mental attitude. The
Rohrschach Ink Blot Test is perhaps the most enlightening of all
the examinations. The prisoner is shown 10 cards which contain
ink blots of different size& shapes, and colors, and is asked to
give his impression of the blot as it appears. This test must be
conducted by an expert, or it is valueless. However, in the hands
of such a person, every movement, every suggestion or reaction
by the prisoner may be pertinent, meaningful, and revealing.
The patients are all, of course, given intelligence or IQ tests, i.e.,
the Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale, and aptitude tests to
aid the planning of his future prison career. This also is an aid
in preparing the psychiatrist far his examination of the prisoner.
There is a routine psychiatric examination given to all prisoners in which the doctor tries to get the man to express himself,
to speak of his offense, or to discuss anything else which may be
on his mind. Thereafter, an initiai interview report is prepared,
noting those prisoners who need further help. Later, these may
receive group 01 individual therapy, or perhaps even bath. The
Psychiatric and Seurolagy Section includes two officer psychologists, plus a staff of 12 to 14 enlisted interviewers, testers, and
case workers, most of whom are college graduates. Finally, a
complete physical examination is given the prisoner by the Medical Officer and his staff.
The results of these various interviews and tests are forwarded
t o the Classification Division, where this information, together
with that received from the Prisoner Personnel Division, is eompiled into a Classification Summary. This summary is used by
the members of the Institutional and Clemency Classification
Boards far their guidance in determining custody, quarters,
employment, education and vocational training psychotherapy,
and other programs, as well as for making recommendations
with regard to restoration, clemency, and parole.
11. PROGRAMMISG
A. Institutional Progranming
Pertinent regulations10 dictate that within 30 days and in no
case later than 46 days following his arrival a t the disciplinary
barracks the prisoner will be individually considered and an
institution p r o p a m established for him concerning the nature
of his custody nhiie in confinement, including the degree of
supervision required because of conduct or known characteristics
l'Par. 13, SR 210-181-1. 31 p a y 1951, as amended.
A m 4081B
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of the individual; work assignments to shops, schools, vocational,
an general assignment work; and special programming deemed
appropriate. The Inditutional Classification Board (to be distinguished from the Institutional Clemency Classification Board,
discussed i n f r a ) is the medium through which the prisoner's
institutional program is effected.

B. Custody
I t is the disciplinary barracks' policy to impose on a prisoner
the minimum amount of restraint necessary to insure continued
control over him. In determining the degree of eustory, no single
factor such as type of offense or length of sentence is utilized.
A combination of all known circumstances of the priwner's case,
plus abserwtion made of him is determinative. When a prisoner
leaves the Reception Barracks, he is initially housed in the most
secure facility available and is permitted ta move about inside
the enclosure o n l ~in the company of an unarmed guard. This
prisoner is also assigned to duties inside the enclosum If the
prisoner's conduct remains good and he earns good work reports,
he will move through the various degrees af custody until he
attains a minimum custody ststud. Each change in custody is
authorized by the Commandant in approving the recommendations of the Institutional Classification Board. There are three
Custodr Grades :I1
(1) ZIaximum Custody--Usually reserved for those indi%idual prisoners with long sentencea, who hare committed serious offenses, or who have many previous
convictions. It is initially utilized in order to enable
the individual to establish, a3 a matter of record, either
his Food intentions or his unwillingness to adjust.
( 2 ) Xedium Custody-Reserved
for those prisoners considered to require continuous superriaion, but who are
not belieied to parses scharacteristies of a dangerous,
rialent, or trouble-making nature, requiring apecial custodial controls. A medium custody prisoner is allowed
to go from place t o piace within the enclosure under
normal suuervision (bv means of an individuallr controlled pass eystem)
( 3 ) Minimum Custody-Reserved for those prisoners eon.
sidered to be suffieientl3- stable, dependable and trustworthy to require little or no custodial supervision.
~

Ibid
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Minimum custody prisoners may be further divided into
Minimum "A" and Minimum "B." The former may be
assigned to live in less secure housing units within or
without the enclosure; they may also move about (within
limits) and perform assigned duties without guards or
immediate supervision. The Xinimum "B' custody prisoners are not quartered outside the enclosure, and, when
detailed to work outside the enclosure, must be under
the supervision of overseers or unarmed guards a t all
times.
C. Educational Program
The educational program a t a disciplinary barracks is cansidered of utmost importance to the success of the rehabilitation
program. Regulations12 provide that 811 illiterate prisoners must
attend c l a ~ s e sin elementary subjects until they have attained
a n education of at least the fourth grade level under criteria
established by the United States Armed Forces Institute. All
prisoners are urged to improve their educational level while in
confinement. To assist them in accomplishing this, the educational
program embodies academic courses on levels up to and including
two years of college. Enrollment in academic courses is on a
voluntary basis, and class schedules are arranged for both day
and evening sessions so that they will not conflict with work
schedules or other essential functions. Instructors are qualified
military and civilian personnel or, when available, qualified prisoners. Correspondence courses from an approved list are also
made available.
According to statistics released by the Armed Forces,13approximately 38 percent of Army prisoners in disciplinary barracks
have an eighth grade educanon or leas; 45 percent hare less than
a high school education; 15 percent have completed high school;
and approximately 2 percent have completed one or more years
of college.

D. Vocational Program
A carefully planned vocational program operating in conjunction with the academic school materially assists in the readjustment and rehabilitation of the prisoner. The Vocational Training
Program a t the disciplinary baracks encompasses some 20 indusI d . par. 53.
Semi-Annual Statistical Rewrt. 1 Jan-30 Jun 1868. Army and Air Force
Prisoners, Department of t h e Army, Office a i The Provost I a r i h a l General.
*DO
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trial trades, including auto mechanics, machine shop work, carpentry, plumbing, woodworking, upholstering, furniture manufacturing and finishing, garment work, and office machine repair.
vocational training an the farm includes both general farming
and specialization in cattle, swine, poultry, truck crops, and greenhause operation. Products produced in the vocational shop are
sold through the disciplinary barracks vocational sales Store t o
eligible purchasers and are not sold in the open market. The
Federal Prison Industries a180 operate units a t certain of the disciplinary barracks. Their production, af course, is a part of the
armed forces procurement program.
Every effort is made, consistent with the operating requirements of the disciplinary barracks. to assign or reassign prisoner8
to vocational programs in keeping x i t h their capabilities and
interest, and which will contribute toward their rehabilitation
and adequate employment upon return to civilian life. Extra good
time abatement" and industrial wages are authorized to encourage prisoners to earn assignments to industrial and key
Service employment and to render their best service on such
assignments. In making assignments to the Federal Prison
Industries where industrial wages are authorized, full consideration i s given to those prisoners with dependents in need of financial assistance. Wages are computed on a piece-rate basis, depending upon the skill involved. In this respect, it is possible f a r a
skilled craftsman t o earn as much as 810 a month. However, the
average earned is $30 to 840 per month. Extra goad time abatement may be earned as follows :Ii
(1) Semi-skilled workers a t the rate of two days f o r each
calendar month of employment.
( 2 ) Skilled workers a t the rate of three days for each calendar month during the first year of employment, four
days far each calendar month during the second, third.
and fourth years of such employment, and five days for
each month during the fifth and succeeding years of
employment.
In the case of those prisoners for whom formal vocational
training i s not considered appropriate or practical, every effort
is made to assign such prisoners to details which will provide
"To be eligible. a prisoner must be serving a sentence for a definite term
a i years of confinement other than f o r life.
= A R 210-185, 21 l a y 1961: par. 60, SR 210-165-1, 31 Yay 1851,

as

amended.
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them the maximum benefits from a rehabilitative viewpoint,
keeping in mind both their adjustment to Confinement and their
needs upon release. Those prisoners not considered suitable for
vocational training because of lack of aptitude, low educational
or intelligence level, lack of interest, or insufficient time remaining for the attainment of minimum vocational training goals, and
for whom other specific job assignment8 are not considered appropriate, are classified "general assignment." Specific detail assignments for all prisoners so classified are made by the Disciplinary
Barracks Employment Officer in accordance with the institution's
work requirements.
A 40-hour work week is normal f a r the employment of prisonem and is the minimum acceptable. This does not mean, hawever, that the workload of prisoners assigned to duties necessary
in the maintenance, operations, and administration of the disciplinary barracks is always so limited,
111. T H E ISSTITUTIOSAL CLEMENCY
CLASSIFICATION BOARD
Separate and distinct from a!ny clemency action accomplished
by means of appellate procedures incident to trial by courtmartial, every prisoner, adjudged or sentenced, incarcerated in
a disciplinary barracks will appear before an Institutional Clemency Classification Board in aceordance with prescribed regulations and scheduies,le as fallows:
( 1 ) In cases in which the sentence to confinement is less
than eight months, as soan a s practicable.
(2) In cases in which the sentence to confinement is eight
months or more and less than two years, not earlier
than four months nor later than six months from the
date the sentence to confinement became effective and
annually thereafter.
(3) In cases in which the sentence to confinement is two
years or more, not earlier than six months nor later
than eight months from the date the sentence to confinement became effectire and annually thereafter.
(4) In any case at any time prior to completion of the
sentence, upon recommendation for cause.
As previously stated, by the time the individual prisoner is
scheduled for an appearance before the Institutional Clemency
I'

Par. 6, AR 633-10, 28 O c i 1959.
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Classification Board, a comprehensive file has been amassed.
Prior to the prisoner's actual appearance before the Board, his
file, including the psi-chiatric and psychological evduation provided by the Psychiatry and Neurology Section, is made available
to board members, and an individual member will have been
assigned the duty of preparing and presenting the case to the
Board. The prisoner is not permitted to have counsel."
The Clemency Classification Board i s appointed pursuant to
pertinent regulations" and i s composed o f a t least five members,
to include representatives from the Classification Section, the
Supervisor of Prisonere' Section, the Psychiatry and Neuraiogy
Section, the Education and Training Section, and such other sect i o n ~ 'of~ the disciplinary barracks as may be determined by the
Commandant. The Parole Officer or a representative from the
e ~which
Parole Section will serve as a board member in all c a ~ in
a prisoner is being considered f a r parole. The Board is convened
a t the direction o f the Commandant, the frequency being determined by the institution workload.
The officer assigned the duty of preparing and presenting the
prisoner's c a ~ eis responsible far reading carefully the contents
o f the classification summary previously compiled by the Classification Section.?O Each member of the Board x i l l also have a
copy of such summary available far reference a t the time the
prisoner appears before the Board. In addition, the presenting
officer is required to examine the individual's file for vital information which may hare been received subaequent to the preparation of the summary.
In preparing his brief o f the case for presentation to the Board,
the presenting officer wiii include the fallowing data from the
staff judge advocate's review:
(1) Detail8 of the offense.
( 2 ) X.laximum sentence which could have been imposed for
the offense.
( 3 ) Whether the current sentence. if it is lesa than the
maximum which could have been imposed, is the result
of a pretrial agreement between the accused and the
United States.
Par. a b , AR 633-20, 19 Jun 1956.
" P a r . 12. A R l l [ c 1 8 5 , 21 Map 1951.
-'Par. 10, SR 210-186-1, 31 \lay 1951, 81 amended
I d . par. 18.
ii
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(4) Impressions of the staff judge advocate with regard to
the prisoner's rehabilitation potential.

( 6 ) Any other information which is deemed of importance
t o the Board.
As the fate of the prisoner in so f a r as clemency, restoration.
parole, or transfer to a Federal penal or correctional institution
depends to a great degree upon the thoroughness with which
the member prepares and presents the case to the Board, the
importance of the staff judge advocate's review cannot be overemphasized. After the case is presented orally to the Board,
recommendations of the members are held in abeyance, pending
interview of the prisoner.
After the prisoner has reported to the Board, he is put completely at ease and in no way embarrassed by needless questioning concerning his offense or past military or civil criminal
record, the details of which are contained in the presenting offiper's brief and the classification summary. The prisoner is not
made to feel that he is facing a judge or jury or that his fate
is in the hands af the Board. The Board,avoids any indication
of haste, impatience, or other action that would lead the prisoner
to believe that the proceedings are perfunctory or that the decision ta be rendered in his case was determined before his appearance The time of the board members is normally not taken up
in discussing the merits of clemency, parole, or restoration, as
the prisoner has been thoroughly oriented concerning all aspects
thereof prior to his appearance. However, in the event the prisoner has a specific question in mind concerning these subjects,
it is the duty of the board members to answer it, and the prisoner is afforded full opportunity to express himself concerning
his desire for clemency, parole, and restoration. While each prisoner appearing before the Board is automatically considered for
clemency (reduction in sentence of change in type of diacharge),21
and
he is not considered by the Board for restoration
~

Par. 5, A R 633-10.28 Oet 1959.
'"AR 633-20, 19 Jun 1966. To be eligible for eonsideratmn, the pr~aoner
must be confined pursuant t o B sentence or aggregate aentenee of one y e n
or more ~n B disciplinary barracks and must have served ane-third of the
total of hls term of confinement. but in no case less than SIX months, or
hare ierved 10 years of a term of life, or of a term or aggregate terms of
mope then 30 years.
AGO 408.8
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to duty unless he e x p r e ~ d prequests to be so considered.23 In
that event, he is required to file an application in which he agrees.
if restored to d u t x to serve on duty for a period equal t o the
unserved portion of his enlistement or a t least one year (whicheYer i s the longer) foilowing his releaae from confinement.
The members of the Board constantly bear in mind that each
prisoner appearing before them is an individual--a fellow human
being who i s soon destined to leave confinement. whether it be
through restoration, parole, or release a t the expiration of his
sentence It is the responsibilitr of the Board to determine the
optimum manner and time for such release. At the conclu~ionof
the interview, the griaoner is not informed of the Board's recommendation but is told that the Baard'a recommendations in his
case will be submitted t o the Commandant for review and thereafter forwarded t o the Office of The Provost Marshal General.
Department of Army, IVaahingtan, D.C., f a r further review,
processing and ultimate submission to the Secretary of the Army.
He will be informed of the Secretmy's decision when it i s received,
normally, within t w o t o four months
The Board, in arriving a t its recommendations, considers the
offender and the effect its recommendation will hare upon Society
and the armed forces. Of course. it considers the offense or
offenses of which the prisoner has been convicted. It recognizes
that it is not dealing with an innocent man who has committed
an offense and has been subjected to punishment. The Board also
recognizes that punishment is a vital factor in maintaining discipline, as a deterrent to others, and as a means to correct the
individual offender.

__

"'Par Sa, AR 600-332, 24 May 1561, Specifiel t h a t the p n m n e r will be
eoniidered for restoration ~n all c a i e i prior ta ~ e l e a a efrom confinement and
a t such other times as the priaoner i~ considered f a r clemency Hawever, by
letter, AGPK-CS(>I) 263.12 (2 Jun 1064) GI, Department af the Army, 16
.Tun 1564, subject: "Applications f a r RestoratIan to Duty? I t 13 rpeclfied
t h a t the individual desiring restoration must submit a prescribed wrltten
Dpphcation. The prescribed application form IS designed to determine t h e
prisoner's attitvde toward restoration a t the dirclplmary barracks before
Department af the Army has taken BCLLOO t o approve 01 disapproie I t I?
SI% designed t o enable the Department of the Army co determine wherher
to r a i v e the voluntary extsnmon requirement a n d , or to determine u h e t h s r
he will be required t o enlist f o r one af the periods authorized by AR 601-210,
1 2 Apr 1856 The determination of the Department IS transmitted t o the
dmeipimaiy barracks I" the form a i an approval letter. The prisoner can,
a t t h m time, elect uhether ta accept OF reiect rertoratmn. Par 5 ) . AR so&
332. s v p m , states. "Xormally a pnsaner wili not be restored ta duty until
he has been confined 6 manthr OT has served one-third of hls rentence, whichever IS the l e s e ~ r . "
46
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A. Reduction In Confinement

In arriving a t its recommendations, the Board first examines
the sentence to see how a reduction in confinement or a change
in the form of discharge would affect the services. After such
consideration, it appraises the man and his future. In arriving
at its conclusions, the Board evaluates the prisoner's entire civilian, military, and confinement records, substantiated, when available, by collateral data. In cases where a reduction in the period
of confinement is recommended because of family hardship, the
Board's recommendation includes, whenever practicable, verification of the extent of contribution by the prisoner to his family
prior to entrance into the service, and during absence (if any)
from the service. Its recommendation would further indicate
whether the family condition was aggravated by the prisoner
himself since entrance into the service or whether the present
hardship has been created by circumstances surrounding the
family itself.

B. Parole
The Board next considers the individual for parole. The Department of Army, in AR 633-20, 19 June 1966, has defined
parole 8s :
'*a farm of conditional release from confinement granted to a carefully

selected military pmoner who has served 8. portion of his sentence to
confinement and whore release under supervision 1% considered ta be
in the beit interests of the prisoner, the military service concerned,
and society."

Generally, a prisoner, to be elisible for parole, must be cantined
in a disciplinary barracks pursuant to a sentence or aggregate of
sentences of one year or more and must have served one-third of
the total of his term or aggregate terms of confinement, but in
no case less than six months, or be one who has served 10 years
of a term Of life, or a term or aggregate terms af more than 30
years. There are certain exceptions to this rule, the most common being:
(1) A prisoner whose parole has been revoked previously
will not normally be eligible f a r further parole eonsideration until he has completed one year in confinement subsequent to his return to the disciplinary
barracks.
( 2 ) A prisoner who has any indictment or detainer pending
against him in any Federal or state court ordinarily
will not be paroled.
A 0 0 UB4B
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A prisoner released on parole remains under the legal custody
of the Commandant of the disciplinary barracks and under the
supervision of a United States Probation Officer until his maximum release date. Parole is not clemency. It has none of the
elements of clemency. I t i s not awarded for good conduct while
in confinement. It has no connection with forgiveness. Parole
i8 based upon the principle that training and treatment in the
disciplinary barracks a r e only a part of the correctional process
and that they should be followed by a period of guidance and
superrision in a normal community. The conditions and terms
of parole are reasonable and constructive. With the exception
of submitting monthly reports to the United States Probation
Officer, not changing his residence or employment without per.
mission, and staying within a specified geographical area, little
more is expected of a parolee than is expected of any lawabiding
citizen, i.e., not associate with persons of bad or questionable
reputation. work diligently a t a lawful occupation, and support
those dependent on him.
C.

Restoration To D u t y

Prior to L'nitad States v. May, 10 USCXA 258, 21 CMR 432
(1959) approximately 60 percent of the prisoners admitted to
the disciplinary barracks had their punitive discharge "suspended
until the accused's release from confinement or until completion
of appellate review, whichever is the later date." In such a case,
and when the appellate review had been completed and the prisoner had not been selected for restoration, the necessary administrative action was taken to effect the punitive discharge a t the
time the prisoner was released from confinement. There was no
requirement that further court-martial orders be promulgated
and no hearing under the provisions of Article 72 was held. As
a result of the .May decision ~ o m 397
e prisoners in the disciplinary
barracks immediately became "true probationers" with entitlement to be returned to an honorable duty status upon completion
of their confinement. No special program w a s adopted a t the disciplinary barracks whereby the return ta duty of these individuals
would be accelerated. These individuals continued to be processed
and evaluated in the same manner as prisoners with executed
disehargea. Of course, the fact that the prisoner will be eventually
returned to duty without clemency action is a strong factor in
his favor. In the e w n t he is recommended and approved far an
early restoration to duty he i s processed in the same manner as
48
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i s a prisoner with an executed discharge. That is, he is required
to extend the unserved portion of his enlistment and ia required
to complete the course of training gixxn in the Retraining Company before being restored to duty. A few prisoners when offered
the opportunity f a r such a n early return to duty, refuse and elect
to complete the approved period of confinement and be returned
to duty with the obligation of completing the period of enlistment plus making up the lost "bad time." In such event, they
a r e nevertheless transferred to the Retraining Company and
required ta take that course of training during the eight week
period prior to the expiration date of their sentence.
Subsequent to the M a y decision a very small percentage (unofficially reported to be less than 2 % ) of the prisoners admitted
t o the disciplinary barracks have had their discharges suspended
by convening authorities. Consequently, the selection of prisoners
far restoration to duty is now one of the principal functions of
the Institutional Clemency Classification Board.
In considering a prisoner for restoration to an honorable duty
atatus, the Board must adhere to the policy criteria outlined in AR
600-332, 24 May 1961. These regulations outline the conditions
under which suitability for restoration to duty is determined and
the procedure by which restoration will be accomplished. Paragraph l e states:
"A prisoner's entire civil, military. and confinement record will be con.
sidered in determining his suitability for realoration to duty. Desertion
or absence without leave t o avoid embarkation f m oversea duty. desertion from units engaged in eambat (unless the offender was a victim Of
combat exhaustion foilowmg wbstantial combat service), a history of
exceirive drunkenness, repeated absence without leave, DI_ continued
dimeulty in adiusting to m i h t s r y life will a r d m a n l y disqusiify for
restoration t o duty In the absence of exceptional cireumJtaneeJ. can.
victim of a crime involving moral turpitude and generally reeagmzad
a% a feiany in the c n 4 courts will s l ~ opreclude restoration t o duty.
These 'exceptional eiicumstsnces' will include such fsetorr 8 s youth.
a e a m p 8 r s t m i y low degree of moisl turpitude or wrongful intent in t h e
eommiisian of the offense, a rubitantialiy clear civil and mihtary record.
with B reputation f o r honesty and good behavior. and demonstrated
ability t o perform military duties in B creditable manner. Such eale3 w11i
be determmed on Indiwduai merit, w t h due consideration of the effect
which such restoration wII have upon the esprit and good name of the
ATtXY.''

Among the basic factors favoring restoration are: youth a t
the time of the offense: first offender; possesses skills needed by
the service; strong motivation: favorable prior service record ;
fararable eoaluation by former company commander or the staff
A00 40318
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judge advocate; stable personality; profited by confinement experience; nature of offense; circumstances surrounding the commission of the offense; psychiatric recommendations. Among the
basic factors militating against restoration are : serious juvenile
problem; civil criminal record; present offense foiiaws a pattern;
poor previous service adjuatment: disturbed family situation
which seems likely to affect service adjustment; iacking in aptitudes and skills needed by the service; not motivated for restoration; serious nature of offense; failure to meet current physical
and intellectual standards : psychiatric indication of personality
disorder. alcoholism, drug addiction; sexual deviation, mental defectiveness. etc.: poor response to the institution program: or
effect upon the military service and community.
I t is the intent of the Department of Army to insure that each
prisoner whose restoration to duty is approved will be required to
serve a t least one year subsequent to the date of his restoration.
Thus, the restoree must extend far a period of three, six, nine, or
eleven months (under current regulations) in order to complete
the required one year service. If, by an eleven month extension,
the restoree cannot fulfil the one year requirement, he ?nay be
authorized to begin B new enlistment or the extension requirement
may be waived by the Department of the Army. However, extension plus the term of enlistment already served cannot exceed six
years.24 If extension to provide one year of service following
restoration exceeds the six-)-ear limitation, the prisoner may be
restored to ~ e r r eout the unexpired portion of enlistment upon
his executing a "Statement of Intent" to re-enlist upon completion
of the existing enlistment. The above may be summarized as follows :
"Prisoners having rugended punitive discharger lseleeted f o r
restoratmn prior to completion of this period of confinement1 and lees
than m e year t o serve on their Isit s e i n e e ahhgafian. must mn'e the
voluntary extension in addition to the unserved portion of the existing
service obiigatm If the prior J ~ T V ~obligation
C ~
i s eloie to o m year.
the Department of the Army may waive the voluntary extension l e quirement, and such i a i v e r when granted uiii he norad in the Depaitment of the Army appirai4 ietters.
"Primneri with rrccicted punitive discharger will he rertored t o duty
in the Regular Army f a r a period equal ta the unserved portion of their
d r d rhl? per-od is f o r m e year or more
If the p m o n e r has more than m e year remaining on the vnserved portion of his prior iervice obiigabon. he w i 1 be required to eniisr in the
Present
Regular Arms f o r m e of the periods authorized by &R 615-210

_______

-'Par. 12, A 8 601-210. 27 Apr 1959
0
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statutes do not provide f o r enlistments for a period of m e year. I n
each m t a n c e . Department of the Army letters announeing approval
or ~ e ~ t u r a t mt no duty ~ 1 1 1specify a h e t h e r the prisoner will be required
to enlist f o r m e of the periods authorized.''*

Realizing the soundness of the basic concept af one year's service after restoration, the infiexible statutes nevertheless result in
an inequitable distribution of service among restorees. For instance, a prisoner with an executed discharge and having less than
one year remaining to serve an his current enlistment will refuse
to apply for restoration because i t would require him to enlist for
a minimum three-year term while many of his contemporaries are
required to serve for one year only.
D.

Transfer To Federal Institvtions

The Institutional Clemency Classification Board, in determining
whether ta recommend the transfer of an individual to a Federal
penal or correctional institution or to retain him at the disciplinary barracks, is guided by the criteria set forth in pertinent
regulations28 and a Department of Army policy letter, dated 12
December 1956.1' In the latter, it is stated:
"In general, prisoners who appear t o be restorable t o military duty,
youthful prisoners, and p r i m n e ~ sa h o have committed military tYPe
offenses or m m r e i m l offensel. w d be retained in disciplinary barracks.
The objective in transferring priranera from diseiplinarr barracks t o
Federal penal and earreelional instifutime 11 t o provide f o r the separation of thone p m a n e r i who. by reason of affenrer or background. evidence
t r a i t s of criminality or ther eharaccerintiei which render inadvisable their
a i m i a r i o n with minor, youthful, non.crimins1 offenders; and. other
types of offenders who appropriately may be rehabilitated through
confinement in a disciplinary barracks."

Inclosed with the quoted letter was a copy of the specific factors
which were to be cansidered in selecting prisoners for transfer.
This inclosure stated:
"FACTORS TO B E CONSIDERED W H E N S E L E C T I S G P R I S O S E R S
FOR T R A N S F E R TO F E D E R A L I K S T I T U T I O N S

"1. A pnasner normally will be selected for transfer is m e of the
following eamdtiana exist.
~

1st Ind from Office of The Adjutant General (AGPK-CS 253.12) dated
3 AUE 1954,addressed to the Commandant, U S Army Rehabilitation Training C h e r , Camp Gordon, Georgia.
"Par. 4a(l) and ( 2 ) . A R 633-5, 24 Sep 1857.
"Letter from Office of The Provost Jlarnhal General (PMGK-ST 253.91)
addreseed t o Cammandanta of all disciplinary barracks, sub e c t : Transfer
of Prisoners F r o m Dmeiplinsry Bsrrackn to Federal Institutions."
AGO 40340
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He has been canuicred of and

i6

seriing sentence for one of the

(11 Arson. kidnappine, murder, pandering. rape
radoms.
rraffickmg ~n narcotic?, 07 cream", o r
( 2 ) Asaaulf with B dangerous s e a p o n , acrempted murder. attempted rape, burglary-. mutin), and robbery, If the affenle was aggravated by reason of the prisoner' conduct
b His background reveals a pattern a i dehnqvenei or Crlmlnsl
ndKanng thar hir continued a m c i a t i o n with s a u t h f u i and
1 t j p e offender3 would be m a d m a b l e
p p e a r ~t h a t hir eontinned confinemenr ~n a
are an extremely ad'erse effect on the rehab
pnsaners.
"2. Enleis o m of the factors indicated ~n paragraph 1 exlrrs, P
prisoner nm'maily w i l l not be aelected f o r transfer ii one of rhe f a l l o i l n e
eonddonr e x i ~ t ~ :
a. H e 18 under 22 years of age.
b. He is serwne B sentence f a r rhe c o m m i m m of a military type
of offense or B rniP.01 C i V l l offenre.
c He has no prior e w i l record of eonfinemenr in an adult penal OT
adult corremonai Institution
d. It appears t h a t continued canfinemem in a discipllnars barracks
aouid be more beneficial to B p m a n e r because a i some special t r a m m g
or guidance he 15 reeeirmg. or because of some other campelline eircumJtanee.
"3 A prisoner mrmalls wIi not be releered for transfer ro a Federal
penal O r corrections1 inltlr"rl0" I f :
8 . Hw senrenee has not been finally appiaved, or if
h. He appear3 t o be reriarable to military duty, or d
e HIE case 13 scheduled f o r r e ~ f o r a t ~ o nelemeney.
.
or parole consideration prmr to his next annual ~ e i i e wdate
"4. A p r i ~ o n e r will not be selected for tranifer under the above
criteria i i such t r s n r i e r 16 o t h e r a m prohibited by la!,, regulation, or
other direcfiver."

The classification summary and the Board's recommendations
(with the number of votes far and against recorded) are farwarded to the Commandant of the disciplinary barracks for his
action. The Commandant, after consulting his staff Judge advocate and his director of classification, indicates his approval or
disapproval. Thereafter, the entire elassification summary, including the Board's recommendations and the Commandant's
action, is forwarded to the Office of The Provost Yarshal General,
Department af
The Corrections Dirisian in the Office of
_____

Effective 22 Aue 1964. renorti and material dealins with correctional
a c t i t i e s were rra&ferred f & m The Adjutant G e n e r h t o The Provost
Marshal General pursuant to Department of the Army letter A G P Z ( M )
310 1 110 Auz 19541. Office of The Adiutani General. dared 10 A u e 1954.
s;hj&;:
"An~a;neement of Transfer o i Staff Functions."
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The Provost Marshal General is responsible for maintaining records of each prisoner, far the review and analysis of their cases
with respect to consideration for restoration, clemency, and
parole, and for presenting the facts in each case,zQ
When classification material forwarded by the disciplinary
barracks reaches the Corrections Division, the file and all available material maintained in the Division are assembled and forwarded to a case analyst. Following analysis, the case analyst
sets forth his own conclusion and prepares a brief of the case for
presentation to the Restoration Board in the Office of the Chief of
Corrections Division. This Board is composed of a minimum of
three officers. The prisoner is not entitled to counsel before this
Board. The Board's recommendations are acted upon by The
Provost Yarshal General, who has the delegated power to disapprore all cases in the name of the Secretary of the Army, as
well a s the authority to approve restoration of offenders to duty
in those cases involving military offenses.80 Felony cases, if
approved by The Provost Marshal General, &re submitted for final
approval to the Office of the Secretary of the Army.
Those cases which The Provost Marshal General does not
approve for restoration are presented to the Army and Air Force
Clemency and Parole Board for consideration with regard to
clemency and parole,31as may be, appropriate. Cases are presented
by qualified case analysts employed in the Corrections Division
and are accompanied by the recommendations of The Provost
Marshal General and the recommendations of the disciplinary
barracks Classification Board and the Commandant. The action
of the Army and Air Force Cliimency and Parole Board in each
case is forwarded to the Office of the Secretary of the Army f a r
approw.1 in Army cases and to the Office of the Secretary of the
Air Farce, for approval in Air Force cases.
The Army and Air Force Clemency and Parole Board operates
in the Office of the Secretary of the Army and consists of three
members. The chairman af the board is a civilian, a man of long
and successful extensive experience in penal administration,
parole of prisoners, and related problems: the other two members
-Par. I d , AR 15-130. 23 M s y 1951.
'Delegated to The Provolt Marshal Genersl per memorandum from the
Assistant Secretary of the Arms, !W Hugh hl. Milton, 11, dated 9 Aug 1054,
with the provim that c a a e involving offense% of a civil nature (felonies)
and officer case% would continue to be forwarded to the Secretary'& Office.
"Par. 41, A R 15.130, 23 May 1951.
*eo
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are Department of the Army and Air Force field grade officers, a t
least one of whom must be a judge advocate. Personal appearances by or on behalf of the prisoner are not p e r m i t t d a >
The Board make8 clemency recommendations to the Secretary
of the Army with regard to Department of Army personnel and
to the Secretary of the Air Force with regard to Department of
the Air Force personnel. These recommendations may include the
subatitution, for good cause, of an administrative farm of discharge for a. punitive discharge far those persons confined in disciplinary barracks. Clemency jurisdiction with respect to remission of sentence and change of form of discharge far those military prisoners in confinement in 17edera.l institutions remains with
the Departments of Army and A.ir Force. Parole af individuals
incarcerated in a Federal institution is a matter for the United
States Board of Parole.
The Board ie also charged with developing and recommending
uniform policies with respect to clemency and parole mattera, such
policies to become effective when approved by the Secretaries of
the Army and Air Farce.
The objectives and policies of the joint program of the Army
and Air Force Clemency and Parole Board are exceedingly important to defense counsel and other judge advocates engaged in
the administration of military justice. These abjecti\ws and
policies, as extracted from AR 15-130, 23 May 1951, are:
"3. Objectlies and pdicier--a
The general objectlvei of the joint
program are ti l ) Y ~ i n t a i nuniform policies with regard to punishment and
treatment a i the prisoner personnel of the reepective Departments.
(2) Obtain uniformity ~n rentenees f o r b m i l a r offenies and offenders.
131 Reduce ~entenees to the minimum eoniiitent x i t h insinraining
current and f u t u r e diaeipline in the s e r ~ i c e aand the beit interests of
society and the prmner
(4) Release from confinement. under ~ u p e r i l s l o n . to complete
the service of t h e n ~ e n f e n e e r~n the free community, selected p r m n e r r
who have s e n e d a p o r t m of their sentences in confinement and whose
parale ~ 1 1 1be ~n the beit interests of society, the services, and the
prlJoner
( 5 ) Maintain vnlform p o l i d e l m t h regard t o parole of the
priioner ~ e r i o n n e l of the respective ierjl:~e%.

> > I d per 4p
I
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character, kind, and length of military ~ e r v i e e ; mental and physical
condition; age; eonduct in confinement: dependents; and civilian record.
(2) Civil court standards of punishment generally will be used
BP a guide ~n determining appropriate sentences for ofensen commonly
recognized as crimes by civil courts.
(31 In the event a p r m n e r is not eilglble far restoration t o duty
for ~ e r v i e ebecause of some mental or physical disability, and his eiwl
and mlhtary record i s such t h a t but far such dlsability, > t appears reasonably certain t h a t he would h a w been returned to duty with an oppar.
tunity to earn an honorable discharge, p r o v ~ s o nmay be made in unumsl
easea, where clearly equitable, to substitote an administrative form of
discharge or dismissal executed ~n accordance with sentence of t h e
C o u r t m a r t i d Similar action also may be taken r h e r e it convincingly
appears after t r i a l that, a t the t m e of the eammieaian of his ofense,
a pnsoner was not mentally rerpansible for his s e t s under accepted iegai
standards.
( 4 ) Where the offense or circumstances surrounding i t and the
Primner’s military record generally are such 8 8 to clearly indicate t h a t
B dishonorable 01 bad eonduet discharge eonititvter exeem\w punishment, an administrative form of discharge may be granted.
.”

..

The board first examines the sentence to see what effect a reduction in sentence or change in form of discharge would have on the
services. After this is evaluated, it gives consideration to the rehabilitation of the man and his future. It is not always possible
o r feasible f a r the board to follow the recommendations received
from disciplinary barracks. They are, however, given the greatest
weight and are followed in every instance possible if such action
can be taken without violating existing Department of the Army
or Department of the Air Force policy.
Prior to 1969, while an adjudged prisoner’s case was undergoing appellate review, favorable board action regarding a reduction in confinement or parole rarely resulted. The theory apparently was that, until an accused became a sentenced prisoner, it
was wise to avoid confusion “by leaving action on sentence solely
in the hands of those who would rule on the appeal.”88 I n those
rare instances where the board did act favorably, it did so through
the means of transferring the adjudged Army prisoner from B
disciplinary barracks to the Retraining Command at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. In many instances, the prisoner, knowing that he
could not hope for parole prior to completion of the appellate review, chose to forego his statutory right to petition to the Court of
Military Appeal8 in an effort t o expedite his release an parole.
During 1958, the Judges of the Court of Military Appeals ex~

Everett, Mil~toryJustice in the Armed Foroes o t the Knited States, 258
269 (195s:

*oo
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pressed concern over the number of prisoners requesting with.
drawal of their petitions for a grant of review. As a result, The
Secretary of the Army approved a plan whereby adjudged
prisoners could be paroled from disciplinary barracks, if atherwise meeting the criteria for parole, in a statua known as "Cammandant's Parole."3i However, during 1959 only one prisoner was
approved for this type of parole.
While parole or a reduction in the period of confinement rarely
results in the case of an adjudged prisoner, restoration to duty
does occasionally occur. In such event, the prisoner is processed
and transferred (in an unsentenced status) ta the Retraining
Command a t Fort Leavenworth, K a n s a ~ , ~ a
The decisions of the Restoration Board and of the Army-Air
Force Clemency and Parole Board are processed in the Office of
The Provost Marshal General and dispatched to the disciplinary
barracks. The decisions, known by prisoners as "Washington
Approvals," may be expected to be received a t the disciplinary
barracks within 60 to 120 days from the date the prisoner
appeared before the Institutional Clemency Classification Board.
Fallowing the initial consideration, each prisoner's c a ~ eis
thereafter reconsidered annually by the Departments of Army
and Air Force. Accordingly, each case 1s scheduled for cansideration b s the Institutional Clemency Classification Board a t the disciplinary barracks a t such time 89 will allow their recommendations to arrive in the Office of The Provost Marshal 30 days in
advance af the established "Annual date." In addition to normal
reconsideration. special consideration may be directed by the
Secretary of the Army, or may be authorized by the Commandant
upon recommendation of the clemency classification board, or for
goad cause shown Prisoners may f a r n a r d requests to ihe Commandant asking that they be granted a "Special" board Boards
under these circumstances are not granted except in those instances wherein n e w information is submitted that materially
affects the prisoner or some important change has taken place
that indicates reconsideration is in the best interests of the milit a r y service, society, and the prisoner concerned. In this regard,
trial defense counsel may materially assist their "clients" by forwarding to the disciplinary barracks. for inclusion in the prisInterim instrvetionsl letters have been furnished the Commandants of
the disciplinary barracks (Ltr DA OPMG(PMGK-S 2 E 3 . 2 ) dated 11 Feb
1959)
See note 13. m p r a
6
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m e r ' s file, letters of character references, commendations, etc. In
addition, duplicate copies should also be forwarded t o the Corrections Division, Office of The Provost Marshal General, Department of the Army, in order that they will be directly available to
the case analyst and may be presented to the Restoration Board as
well as the Army-Air Force Clemency and Parole Board. Documents and character evidence introduced a t the court-martial are
not, as a matter of routine, available to the Institutional Clemency
Classification Boards, the Restoration Board, or the Army-Air
Force Clemency and Parole Board.
Following receipt a t the disciplinary barracks of the decision
of the Restoration Board and the Army-Air Force Clemency and
Parole Board, the prisoner is officially informed of the result.

IV. APPELLATE REVIEW OF COURT-MARTIAL RECORDS
As stated in the first paragraph of thia article, the record of
trial of the prisoner is transmitted directly to The Judge Advacate General while the prisoner is being transferred to the designated disciplinary barracks.
Simultaneously with the processing of the prisoner a t the disciplinary barracks, the preparation of the classification summary,
and the disposition of the prisoner's case regarding restoration t o
duty, clemency, and parole a t the Departmental level, the priso n e r ' ~record of trial is being legally reviewed under provisions of
the Uniform Code of Military Justice.
In order that a complete picture may be presented, it is believed
appropriate briefly ta review the action taken in completing the
appellate review af the prisoner's case. Each punitive discharge
case receives a mandatory review by a board of review in the
Office of The Judge Advocate General. The accused is entitled to
be represented before the board of review by appointed appellate
military defense counsel on request, or he may retain individual
civilian counsel a t his own expense. The Judge Advocate General
has recently held that when an accused has retained individual
counsel of his own choice, the accused is not entitled, a8 a matter
of law. to appointed military appellate defense c o u n d B BThis is
not to imply that the services of military counsel will be denied to
an accused who has retained individual counsel. I t does mean
that, in the event the accused retains individual counsel, the services of military appellate defense counsel will be proffered but in
I'JAGJ 1968/6470,24 Nov 196s.
A 0 0 "0318
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the event the individual counsel retained by the accused conducts
the appellate representation of the accused in such a way that the
military appellate defense counsel cannot conscientiously participate in the case or make demands upon the military counsel which
are inconsistent with the Canons of Ethics or the ordinary decent
relationships between lawyers, the military appellate defense
counsel may thereafter, with permission of the appropriate board
of review and upon a showing of good cause, withdraw from the
case.
Under the Code, the board of review has extensive powers. I t
has the authority to consider the legal matters involved in the
trial and ta correct any errors by dismissing the charges or ordering a retrial. Further, in determining the legal sufficiency of a
case, a board of review has the power to weigh the evidence, judge
the credibility of the witnesses, bearing in mind, however, that
the trial court has heard the witnesses, and has had an opportunity to observe their demeanor. Finally, a board af review has
the power to modify sentences, approring only such part of the
sentence as they deem appropriate.
Although the board of review has the power to review sentences, i t does not have the authority to suspend any part of the
sentence. I t is encouraged, however, in a proper case, to make a
recommendation to The Judge Advocate General for suspension,
either of the punitive discharge or the sentence in its entirety.
The Judge Advocate General has been delegated authority, a t any
time prior to completion af appellate review, to mitigate, remit, or
suspend, any part or amount of the unexecuted portion of any
sentence, including all uncollected forfeitures, other than a sentence approved by the President.B'
After the board of review has completed its review of the case,
the decision is forwarded to the staff judge advocate a t the disciplinary barracks a h e r e it is served an the accused. At this time,
the prisoner IS individually counseled concerning his appellate
rights. Such counseling becomes a rather challenging endeavor.
Obviously, for a judge advocate properly to prepare a petition for
grant of review t o the Court of X l i t a r y Appeals, it is necessary
to read the record of trial: to verify the facts related by the
accused: and to research the questions believed ta merit cansideratian an appeal. In those instances in which the prisoner has his
personal copy of the record of trial, a problem presents itself be*'Par 2. AR 633-10. 28 O c t 1919.
8
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cause of the lack of sufficient legally trained personnel a t the disciplinary barracks to read each record, interview the prisoner
concerning the unrecorded phases and the basis for tactics or
strategy utilized a t the trial. Of more importance is the problem
often presented to the staff judge advocate a t the disciplinary barracks wherein a prisoner reveal8 information which results in a
conflict of interest between the staff judge advocate's primary
duty as legal adviser to the Commandant of the disciplinary barracks and his secondary duty of serving as counsel far the accused
in perfecting the accused's petition ta the Court of Military Appeals. The vast number of prisoners arriving a t the disciplinary
barracks without copies of their record of trial also presents a
problem. In these cases, the judge advocate has no alternative but
to prepare a "Pro Forma" petition, leaving to the Defense Appellate Division in the Office of The Judge Advocate General the duty
of reading the record of trial and, if deemed warranted, filing a n
amended petition to the Court of Military Appeals.
I n counseling a prisoner, his age and mental group are factors
in the amount of time and effort expended. In a recent survey,
the median age of Army prisoners confined in the disciplinary
barracks was shown to be about 26 years Some 27 per rent were
21 and under; 21 per cent were between 21 and 25 years; 26 per
cent were between 25 and 29 years: 12 per cent were between 30
and 34;and 13 per cent were 35 and over. Of this group, approximately 38 per cent possessed an eighth grade education or less; 46
per cent possessed less than a twelfth grade education; with some
12 per cent possessing a twelfth grade education. Only 0.2 per
cent were college graduates, with approximately 2;)~ per cent
possessing some college training. A comparison of the GI reflects
t h a t 49 per cent of the prisoners were placed in the below average
group, with 30 per cent falling with the average
Any appellate system which must rely upon the prisoner's ability to understand the technical proceedings and upon his ability to
carry on m extended correspondence with his appellate defense
counsel is inherently unjust. Under the current system, the judge
advocate a t a disciplinary barracks has no alternative but forward, regardless of the merits, a "Pro Forma" petition when the
prisoner e x p 2 p ~ e aB desire to petition. The Chief Judge of the
United States Court af Military Appeals early recognized this
problem and stated that it is necemary for the Court t o deny
approximately 85 per cent of the petitions received in the Court
- s e e note
AGO 40318
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for want of good cause. To correct this situation, the services
have proposed a change in the Code which will provide t h a t the
Court of Military Appeals need consider petitions for grant of
review o n l . when Counsel who represented the accused a t trial or
before the board of review, or appellate defense counsel appointed
by The Judge Advocate General, if the accused was not represented by counael before the board of review, or civilian counsel
retained by the accused, certifies that, in his opinion, B substantial
question of law is presented and that the appeal is made in good
faith.
If the accused decides not to appeal, he may request the immediate issuance of his Anal general court-martial order. This action
on his part does not prevent him from later changing his mind
and filing a petition, but it does permit the publication af the final
general court-martial order ordering the sentence into execution,
subject to possible revocation.
If rhe prisoner decides to petition the Court of Jlilitary Appeala, the petition is prepared and forwarded to the Office of The
Judge Advocate General of the Army where it is referred to the
Defense Appellate Division. Here, the record of trial is again reviewed by the appointed appellate defense counsel. and if there
a r e substantial matters of law u.hich appear to need emphasis in
the accused's interest, a brief i8 prepared and forwarded to the
Court. If the appellate defense counsel is unable to find substantial errors of law which appear to need correction in the
accused's interests, the petition is forwarded by "Cover Sheet" to
the Court. If the petition is favorably considered, the case is set
down for a hearing a t some future date.
Following the decision of the Court of Military Appeala, the
opinion is forwarded to the staff judge advocate a t the discipiinary barracks f a r service on the accuaed and the preparation and
promulgation of the supplementary or final general court-martial
order ordering the sentence into execution. Currently, approxlmately one year elapses between the date an accused is tried by
court-martial and the date his sentence is finally ordered executed.
As a result, many prisoners who have completed their period of
confinementcannot be released from the service. Prisoners in this
category are returned to duty "pending comdetian of appellate
review." Further. as an adjudged prisoner is not subject to the
same treatment as a sentenced prisoner, the administration of the
work details a t the disciplinary barracks is unduly complicated.
60
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Upon completion af appellate review, a prisoner's civilian, military, and confinement record is reviewed by the staff judge advocate prior to the promulgation of the general Court-martial order
ordering the sentence into execution. If the caw invalves a punitive discharge not previously suspended and it appears that
restoration is warranted, either immediately or by the time the
Sentence to confinement is completed, the punitive discharge may
be suspended with a provision for automatic remission. The officer
exercising general court-martial jurisdiction over a prisoner confined in a disciplinary barracks does not have the authority to
mitigate, remit, or suspend any other portion of the prisoner's
sentence. These latter actions may be exercised only by the Secretary of the
In actual practice, the officer exercising general court-martial jurisdiction over the prisoners confined in the
disciplinary barracks, rarely ever exercises his power to suspend
the execution of the discharge. Thus, if the convening authority
does not suspend the execution of the discharge, i t is practically
never suspended thereafter.
In cases in which the convening authority has not initially suspended the execution of the punitive discharge until the accused's
release from confinement, and, because of ashort appellate review,
the supplementary general court-martial &-der is often promulgated ordering the punitive discharge executed, prior to the
accused being afforded sufficient time to demonstrate his worthiness of being restored to duty. This executed discharge creates a
problem when the accused is subsequently selected for restoration.
This soldier will forever have a punitive discharge on his record.
Other soldiers, however, whose appellate review has been more
protracted, are afforded a greater period of time to "prove" themselves worthy of restoration. Consequently, if they are fortunate
enough to earn a suspended discharge, there will be no mention of
punitive discharge on their permanent r e ~ o r d . ' ~
In addition, a military prisoner whose punitixw discharge has
not been executed retains certain rights and privileges. He remains a member of the Army, even though his enlistment terminates prior to the final action in his case, i.e., until separation
from the service is accomplished by execution of the punitive discharge, or by other means. He may, prior to the convening of the
general or special court-martial which will try him far another
Par. 2. AR 633-10, 28 Oet 1959.
'Ltr. AGADI-P(M) 210.8 (20 Aug 196%). JAGJ, Department a i the
Army, 28 Aup 1956, subject. "Suspension of Punitive Discharges."
A 0 0 40B,*
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offense. exercise his right purauant to Article 26(c), Uniform
Code of Military Justice, to request, in writing, that enlisted pers o n ~serve on the court. His dependents remain entitled t o post
exchange privileges under the provisions of AR 60-10, 26 April
1957, as changed; medical care under provisions of AR 40-121, 5
November 1966: and all other normal privileges and benefits
afforded other members of the armed farces, including commis.wry privileges."

.'l

LENGTH OF TIME A PRISONER SERVES
I S CONFISERIENT
Always an item of interest to judge advocates is the length of
time a prisoner serves a t the disciplinary barracks. This, of
course, depends on many factors and each case is individually eonsidered on its merits. Hawever, during the six-month period
(January-June 1958) approximately 1600 Army persons were sentenced to a punitive discharge and confinement. Of these, approximately 66 per cent were convicted of military type offenses and
46 per cent of civil type offenses. AWOL represented approximately 29 per cent of the offenses and desertion another 20 per
cent. Of the ciYil type offenses, larceny accounted for the largest
number, 22 per cent.
The median sentence for these 1500 persons was 14 months.
Sentences of less than two year3 were adjudged in about 85 per
cent of the cases; from two to four years in about 12 per cent of
the cases; and of fire years in only 3.4 per cent. Approximately
63 per cent of the offenders receired dishonorable discharges and
47 per cent received bad conduct discharges.42
The earning of good conduct time and employment abatement
time along with the restoration, clemency, and parole program
materially reduces the amount of time actually required to be
served in the disciplinary barracks. But this is not to be construed
to mean that B prisoner spends only a few months in confinement
and then is restored to duty, as is so often believed. Of Some 1526
Army prisoners released from disciplinary barracks and Federal
institutions during the January-June 1968 period, 84 were restared to duty, 305 were granted parole, and 1187 were released
through expiration or remission of sentence. These prisoners
served a median of 117 months in confinement, approximatel? 68
__
* Ln. A G A I - P I M ) 253 ( 3 S a 1857), PYGK Department of the Arm?.
~~

2 5 Sep 1967. subject "Certain Riphts and Priwleger af Mlllirary Prisoners
and'or Their Dependents."
See note 13, s ~ p m
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per cent of their original sentences. Prisoners restored t o duty
served a median of 9.2 months while paroled prisoners served a
median of 16.3 months.43

VI. RESTORED TO DUTY
While the mission af the disciplinary barracks a8 custodian of
Army and Air Force prisoners is to promote their reformation
and rehabilitation with a view ta their honorable restoration to
military duty or return to civil life as useful citizens, we must
realize that the prisoner has been initially classed 8s nanrestorable
by the staff judge advocate and the convening authority prior to
his arrival a t the disciplinary barracks. I t is therefore surprising
that the Restoration Board is able to restore as many as it does.
In F Y 1956, 40 prisoners were restored to duty from the disciplinary barracks: in F Y 1966, 116; in FY 1967, 202: and in F Y
1958, 172. Thia is approximately fire per cent of those prisoners
submitting applications for restoration. Therefore, counsel advising accused regarding their chances of earning restoration to duty
once they are incarcerated in the disciplinary barracks should not
be overly optimistic.
Staff judge advocates in deciding whether to recommend canfinement of an accused in a post stockade or in & disciplinary barracks should realize that the rehabilitation program a t the disciplinary barracks is primarily designed to create in the individual
a healthy outlook on life and teach him a gainful trade in order
that he may adjust himself to civilian life. Therefore, if the
accused is believed to h a w the potential for further military service, the punitive discharge should be suspended and the post
stockade designated as the place of confinement.

VII.

PETITIOSS FOR N E W TRIAL

Article 13, Uniform Code of Military Justice, provides that, a t
any time within one year after approval by the convening authority of a court-martial sentence which extends to death, dismissal,
dishonorable or bad conduct discharge, or confinement for one
year or mare, an accused may petition The Judge Advocate General far a new trial on the grounds of newly discovered evidence
or fraud an the court. If the accused's case is pending before the
board of review, or before the Court of Military Appeals, The
Judge Advocate General must refer the petition to the board or
" S e e note 13, *r*p7a.
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the Court, respectively, for action; otherwise, The Judge Advocate
General acts upon the petition.
There i s no provision of law whereby an accused may be f u r nished c o u n ~ e la t government expense after the completion of
appellate review." In fact, fallowing the decision of the Court of
Military Appeals in those case8 i n which a petition f a r reyiew has
been submitted, appellate defense coun~elin the Defense Appeilate Division informs the accused that he no longer represents
him.':
While it i s true that an accused need not be represented by
counsel an a petition for B new trial since the proceedings a r e
nonadrersary in nature, nevertheless, when he is a prisoner in the
disciplinary barracks, it becomes the duty of the staff judge advocate to counsel him and, perhaps, to assist in the obtaining,
through correspondence, of evidence.
In rendering this advice and assistance, the staff judge advocate
does not function within the capacity of a legal assistance officer,
8s AR 600-103 precludes the furnishing of such assistance concerning military justice matters.
VIII.

THE LEGAL ASSISTASCE PROGRAM

The legal assietance program a t a disciplinary barracks is
aimed not only at maintaining the morale and efficiency of the
command a t a high level but also is definitely an important part
of the prisoner's rehabilitation program. While active military
service precludes and avoids many legal problems, the change to
a prisoner status seems to concentrate an individual's legal, marital, and financial problems. With the delivery of every bag of
mail, the divorce actions, the "Ilear John's," the creditors' letters,
the sad, sad stories of parents, sweethearts, and relatives come
pouring in. Experience has shown that a vigorous legal assistance
program is essential to the satisfactory adjustment of the individual to prison life. While the legal assistance program is primarily
designed to avoid worry over personal problems an the part of
soldiers in order to leave them free to devote their best and undivided efforts ta performing military duties, it goes much
further in the c a w of those servicemen who ha\w lost their freedom of movement. Prison confinement where his visitors are
supervised, his correspondents limited. his mail inspected, preJXGJ, cni 376446.Pertet (12 ~ p 1956)
r
* J A G FL 6 ( 6 Dec 1 9 5 6 ) .
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sents a particularly complicated and confused problem to the
young prisoner.
During the initial orientation of incoming prisoners, full explanation is given regarding the authorized activities of the legal
assistance officer. As the individual becomes adjusted to prison
life, he has sufficient time to think of his many troubles. The
reputation of the legal assistance officer rapidly spreads through
the prison. Good work results in more work. In that respect, a
prison is no different than a civilian community.

IX. OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMESDATIONS
Based upon this writer’s experiences while assigned as the

Staff Judge Advocate, Branch United States Disciplinary Barracks, Lompoc, California (1956-19581, and a rather comprehensive study of judge advocate activities within the disciplinary
barracks system, the following observations are recorded:
1. The Commandant of each disciplinary barracks should be
granted general court-martial jurisdiction under the authority of
Article 2 2 ( a ) ( 6 ) ,Uniform Code of Military Justice. It is submitted that this would result in maximum utilization of manpower, funds, and efficiency in the furtherance of current Army
polici~. It is not contemplated that the Commandant would exercise the authority granted insofar as referring cases f a r trial by
general courts-martial. He would, however, be authorized thereby
to handle the many administrative functions attendant upon the
exercise of general court-martial jurisdiction, including the eonvening of boards for the elimination of unsuitable prisoners who
might otherwise be returned to duty through technical errors
resulting in the dismissal of charges against them or disapproval
of the punitive discharge. This delegation of authority would re8Ult in improved discipline, increased morale, and greater interest
in the rehabilitation program. In accordance with present regulations.’O the officer exercising general court-martial jurisdiction
over a prisoner a t the time of the promulgation of the supplement a r y general court-martial order ordering the sentence into execution is limited ta suspending until release from confinement with
provision for automatic remission B punitive discharge not previously suspended. Prior to 22 January 1958, the officer exercising
general court-martial jurisdiction over B prisoner confined in the
disciplinary barracks had the authority not only to suspend punitive discharges but to mitigate, remit, or suspend, In whole or in
“Par. 2 b and b ( 2 ) , AR 633-10.28 Oet 1969.
*oo
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part, any unexecuted portion of a sentence pertaining to an unsentenced (adjudged) prisoner. I t is believed the current Army
PolicY, a s enunciated in AR 633-10, dated 28 October 1959, impinges on the discretionary sentence po\%-ersgranted t o such canrening authorities by statute. In this regard, na such restriction
has been placed on the Air Force officer exercising general courtmartial jurisdiction aver Air Force prisoners confined in the
A r m s operated disciplinary barracks.
2. Army Regulations 633-10, 28 October 1959, paragraphs 2a,
b, and (21, should be amended to restore to the officer exerasing
general court-martial jurisdiction over adjudged prisoners and
sentenced prisonera with suspended discharges confined in a
United States disciplinary barracks the authonty to mitigate, remit, or suspend any unexecuted portion of the sentence. The
Commandant, as stated in paragraph 1, supra, i s the most logical
person t o exercise such authority. He is personally familiar n i t h
the prisoner's response to the rehabilitation program as developed
a t the disciplinary barracks; he can conduct personal interviews;
and he has access to the entire pretrial and post trial record af
the prisoner. An additional and w r y significant factor is that the
officer exercising similar jurisdiction oyer the Air Force prisoners
confined in the disciplinary barracks has full authority and does
often mitigate, remit, or suspend unexecuted portions of sentences
of Air Force prisoners. This inconsistency in policies discriminates against Army prisoners and is the source of considerable
irritation between the groups, resulting in the Air Force prisoners
having higher morale, as they are cognizant of the fact that the
Air Farce continues to "look aut" far their prisoners after incarceration. This recommendation i s not to be construed to imply
that the writer desires the Commandant to usurp the functions
presently being performed by the Restoration Board in the Office
of The Provost Marshal General or the A r m p A i r Force Clemency
and Parole Board in the Office of the Secretarr Of the -4rmy. I t
is advocated that the Commandant or the officer exercising general court-martial jurisdiction over an Army prisoner afford the
prisoner such considerations as are authorized by the Code a t the
time he promulgate^ the supplementary general court-martial
order, leaving to the Restoration Board and the Clemency and
Parole Board their functions to further review those cases not
receiving favorable action by the general court-martial authority
3. The responsibility for the preparation, processing, maintenance, analysis and evaluation of records of prisoners eonfined
66
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in the disciplinary barracks relating to the mitigation, remission,
or suspension of unexecuted portions of sentences should be
removed from the jurisdiction of The Provost Marshal General.
I t would seem to this m i t e r that the Xilitary Police Corps should
limit its role a t a disciplinary barracks to custodial responsibility,
i.e., accept those committed to their custody, retain them in
accordance with perscribed penological concepts, and release
them when ordered to do so by proper authority, leaving to
another agency of the Army the responsibility to determine the
standards and conditions under which the prisoner i s to be
released. It appears to this writer that a policeman who is
charged with the responsibility of investigating a crime, apprehending the culprit, and guarding him subsequent to trial is not
unbiased when the time comes far consideration of the prisoner
far restoration, clemency, or parole. This is all the more true
when one considers the currently declining trend in the number
of prisoners being confined as well as those already in confinement in disciplinary barracks; the consequent necessity to re.
trench in the type and number of educational, vocational, and
maintenance projects: the dismissal or transfer of personnel:
and the discontinuance of additional disciplinary barracks. One
can easily appreciate the great difficulty B police officer would
have in remaining unbiased when considering whether one of
his key prisoners is deserving of a reduction in his period of confinement in order to be released into civilian life. To entrust
youthful prisoners to the hands of a professional policeman for
indoctrination, rehabilitation, and return to civilian life as good
citizens with its attendant requirement far respect for the individual's legal rights, his confidence in the judicial system, and
the administration of the laws of the land is contrary to our
accepted practices in civilian life. The Judge Advocate General's
Corps" would, in this writer's opinion, be a more appropriate
service agency for assumption of this responsibility.
4. The authority delegated to The Provost Marshal General
by the Assistant Secretary of the Army for creation of the
Restoration Board and to take actions in connection with the
approval and disapproval for restoration of individuals incarcerated in the disciplinary barracks should be withdrawn and
such function consolidated in and exercised by the A r m y A i r
Force Clemency and Parole Board. In this connection, the writer
~

'.The governing control a i the disciplinary barracks (U.S.Military
Prison1 W B Q veited I" The Judge Advocate General from 17 September 1913
to 4 March 1915 (Par. 146066. War Department, dtd 17 September 1918).
*oo 40848
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has serious doubts as to the power of the Secretary of the Army
ta delegate this function to The Provost Marshal General.
5 . The staff judge advocate section a t a disciplinary barracks
must be assigned a sufficient number of legally qualified personnel to allow for the convenient separation of the usual inetallation judge advocate activities from those involved in the handling
of appellate defense and legal assistance matters for prisoners.
Widely misunderstood outside of the confinement facility proper
is the fact that the supervision of military justice, the administration of military affairs, the furnishing of general legal services
to the Commandant and legal assistance to prisoners confined in
the disciplinary barracks are all duties placed upon the staff Judge
advocate as an integral element of the command+' Perforce the
administration of military justice a t an installation wherein a
disciplinary barracks is located has one unique adjunct-the comprehensive activities relative to appellate matters. To avoid an)taint of a "conflict of interest" in the counseling of a prisoner
regarding the merits of his case or the preparation af his petition
far review it is mandators that a sufficient number of qualified
personnel be assigned to allow for a reasonable delineation of
duties. I t is not my intention to advocate two physically separated
judge adweate offices far a disciplinaey barracks but rather to
recommend one such office with a sufficient number of legally
qualified personnel assigned thereto to allow dichotomous operations.
6. Supplementary general court-martial orders should be promulgated, recording the legal fact that each successire phase of
the appellate review of a case has been accomplished and again
ordering the sentence into execution when the appellate procedures hare been completed. Finance and personnel administrators
have been taught to rely upon the general court-martial order
to spell out to them the applicable terms of the individual's
reduction, forfeiture, and confinemmt. If no supplementary general court-martial order is promulgated, the personnel charged
by law with the application of appropriate procedures will of
necessity have to rely on assumptions or constantly contact the
appropriate staff judge advocate section to ascertain the current
status of an individual's appellate review. For example, an individual is sentenced to reduction, a bad conduct discharge, total
forfeitures and confinement a t hard labor for nine months. The
convening authority approves and orders the sentence executed
(whether he suspends the bad conduct discharge is immaterial).
~

..AR 1-140. 0 Dee 1051.
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The case is automatically forwarded to the appropriate Judge
Advocate General,'Q where it is referred to a board of review.3o
The board of review affirms the findings and sentence,i1 and the
accused subsequently submits a petition for grant of review to
the United States Court of Military Appealsa2 which denies the
petition. Under our present system, we refer ta Appendix 15b,
Manual for Courts-Martial United States, 1951. and letter, JAGJ,
CM 348479, 31 January 1952,and do Bot publish a supplementary
general court-martial order. Of course, the Office of The Judge
Advocate General is notified by electrical message that the
accused has been officially advised of the fact t h a t his petition
has been denied. In the example, if after the board of review
decision has been served on the accused, he chose not t o petition
the Court of Military Appeals, again, the Office of The Judge
Advocate General would be notified by electrical message and,
again, no ~upplementarygeneral court-martial order would be
promulgated. I t is only in those eases wherein B change in the
initial sentence approved by the convening authority occurs t h a t
the promulgation of a supplementary general court-martial order
is required. Without the publication of a supplementary general
court-martial order a t each succesdve stage af the appellate procedures, there is no official final pronouncegent to the interested
agmcies of the Government. The only record of appellate procedure having been completed is the paper emanating from the
board or Court, and, with its limited distribution, all other interested agencies must, after a reasonable time has elapsed,
simply assume that the proper procedures hsve been aecomplished. I t is submitted that, if a supplementary general eourtmartial order is considered necessary after a change has occurred
in the sentence, as approved by the convening authority, it is just
as essential that a supplementary general court-martial order be
promulgated ordering the execution of a sentence upon its affirmance. Under the present system, if an accused person is restored
to duty "pending completion of appellate review," a supplementary general court-martial order announcing that fact is required.
It would again seem equally essential to promulgate a supplementars general court-martial order announcing the fact that
an accused, having had a rehearing ordered in his case, ia restored
to duty and transferred for the purpose of the rehearing a8
Art. 6 6 ( a l , UCMJ.
Art. 66(b), L'CMJ.
= A r t . 6 6 ( c ) , UCPJ.
Art. 6T(b) ( 3 ) . UCMJ
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ordered by the board of review deciaian and that "X" command
has been designated as convening authority by The Judge Advocate General. There are those who will argue that there matters
a r e now covered in appropriate special orders, but I maintain
that general court-martial orders are the only proper military
documents t o recite and record judicial procedures and actions.
If special orders are required for the issuance of travel requests,
meal tickets, etc., then the special orders should cite as their
authority the appropriate supplementary general court-martial
order. Paragraph 91, AR 22-10, 19 August 1957, as amended,
appears to confirm this r e ~ o m m e n d a t i o n .As
~ ~few of the original
(initial) general court-martial orders defer or suspend the application of the forfeitures. it appears mandatory that, in each
instance in which a sentence i8 ordered into execution, a supplementary general court-martial order be promulgated, yet none
i s required.34

X.

CONCLUSIOSS

While the primary objective of the Army correctional program
is to promote the rehabilitation of prisoners with a view to
restoring to duty the maximum number of those qualified in
order that they mag erentually earn honorable discharges, the
relatively m a l l perecntage of those actually restored to duty,
either directly from the disciplinary barracks or through the
retraining program, leads to the inevitable conclucion tha: the
program a t the disciplinary barracks is designed to incarcerate
unaucceasful soldiers and through effort, faith, leadership, and
understanding rehabilitate them, not f o r restomtion t o d u t g hut
f a r return to civilian life as good citizens.
The number of prisoners confined in disciplinacy barracks has
continuall>- decreased since the period immediately following the
Korean War. The decline in the number of admissions t o disciplinarr barracks refiects the noxv generally low number of
offenders in the Army. In June 1967, the disciplinary barracks
a t Fort Gordon, Georgia, was inactirated; in January 1968, the
disciplinary barracks a t Fort Croader, BIisaouri, was inactivated ;
the disciplinary barracks a t New Cumberland, Pennsylvania, was

..

and Chlef,
'."The Settlements Operations, Finance Center, 1S Army,
Army Audit Branch. General .4eeounting Office,
will each be furnished
B copy of the iupplernentary orders promulgating resvlts of affirming action
in all cases where the o ~ i ~ i order
n d approved B punibve diaeharge and the
application of the forfeiture is not deferred or suspended pending completion
a i the appellate review.''
" L t r . JAGJ. CM 348118

...
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discontinued in January 1959 ; and the disciplinary barracks a t
Lampoc, California, was inactivated in August 1959. The continuing downward trend in the number of court-martial case8
will further reduce the requirements for a disciplinary barracks
type of confinement facility.
The increasing utilization of administrative boards for the
elimination of unsuitable personnel is another factor to be considered in determining the necessity for continued operation of
a disciplinary barracks.
~~~
As a matter of fact, if the Department of Army p o l i c ~regarding the confinement of individuals in a Federal penal or correctional institution is more rigidly enforced, the entire disciplinarg
barracks system could be abalshed, for the Federal reformatory
system, now utilized far youths and men under the age of 30 who
are considered to be capable of rehabilitation, can easily he
adapted to military needs. In these instituitions, almost half
of the inmates are guilty of violating Federal laws related to
transportation of stolen vehicles; approximately 16 percent hare
violated some phase of the Federal juvenile delinquency lams
applying to boys under 18 years of age: the remaining have committed various other offenses not dissimilar to those crimes normally associated with individuals confined in disciplinary barracks
as a result of having committed civil type felonies. A study of
inmates of the Federal reformatories reveals startling similarities to those confined in the disciplinary barracks. The inmates
of bath institutions can be described as coming from limited
social backgrounds which offered little in the way of vocational
training and, of course, many have long prior records of delinquency. The program a t both the disciplinary barracks and the
Federal reformatory is designed to give the individual some type
of vocational training that may he put to use when he leaves the
institution. Both types of institutions offer various types of educational classe8: particpation in recreational activities is encouraged; and medical care and religious training, 8 s well a s
personnel counseling, are available. The Federal Bureau of
Prisons operates other reformatories, principally designed for
the receiving of youthful offenders whose background is primarily
rural and economically and educationally substandard
It must he understood, however. that there are other factors
which weight heavily in favor of the Army's continued operation
of its discinlinary barracks system. First, the public has seemi n d ? been lured to the belief that a disciplinary barracks is not
~
_
_
= s e e note 28, aup7e.
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a prison. Consequently, it accepts a youth's confinement i n a n
Army disciplinary barracks, whereas his transfer to a Federal
reformatory or penitentiary would carry with it the Stigma
attached to such institutions. Secondly, there would be no appreciable saving in appropriations. The Federal system would
need greater funds were they to accept military prisoners convicted to civil type offenses. Thirdly, the Army's penal system,
generally conceded to be the best in the United States, would be
last. While it may be argued that a disciplinary barracks is a
necessity only during wartime with our greatly expanded military forces, it must also be realized that personnel required to
operate such institutions must be trained in peacetime. The time
is now long past when untrained soldiers can successfully operate
a modern penal institution.
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MULTIPLICIOUS PLEADING"
BY CAPTAIN KENNETH L. YOUNGBLOOD"

I.

INTRODUCTION

Far a military offender to be charged with two or more offenses
for acts arising from the Same transaction is not new to military
law. This practice, known as multiplicious pleading, has been
characterized by the Court of Military Appeals as the recurrent
problem of the "one or the many."' The present court-martial
manual permits an accused ta be convicted for all offenses arising out of the same
The difficulties t h a t arise from
an aliegation of multiple offenses growing out of what appears
to be a single transaction are met by the establishment of principles having t o do with the imposition of sentence: for only if
the offenses are separate may an accused be sentenced for each
offense.s
The ease with which this principle may be stated is deceiving
8s t o its applicability and even its popularity. For instance, in
United States v. Johnson the Court said:
'Terrain difficulty f a c t situations which appear to smack of unfairne33 ~n doubling the punishment f o r what might be regarded a i m e
omission have Iequired this court TO reek B iudieial means of answering
perpiering q u e s t i ~ n s . Thls case presents another faetvai w i m n which
18 filled with doubt and for little reaeon. In the end result multiphedY
would be of little importance if the military services fallowed the
previous m l e t h a t where an accused i s found gnilty of two or more
offenses constituting different aspeeti of the same a c t OT omission, t h e
court-martial muat limit mpoiifion of pnnishmenr to the aet 01 omission
In its most important BJpectS."~

In United States v. Lerney, the Court observed that if courtsmartial did not use some discrimination in testing findings for
similarity of offenses, appellate tribunala would be processing
~

* Thlr a r t & was adapted from P thesis presented to The Judge Advocate General's School, U.S. Army, Charlottesviile. Virginis, while the author
was B member of the Seventh Advanced Class. The opinions and eonelusioni
presented herein are those of t h e author and do not necessarily Iepresent
the views of The Judge Advocate General'% School nor any other governmenta1 agency.
** JAGC, U.S. Army: member of the Oklahoma S t a t e Bar; graduate of
the University of Oklahoma Law School.
' U.S Y. Modesett, 9 USCMA 152,26 CMR 414 (1958).
'Par. 76a(S), MCY, 1951.
' U.S. Y. Soukup, 2 USCMA 141, 7 CMR 7 (1953).
' 5 USCMA 297, 17 CXR 297, 299 (1954).
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many cases t o correct improper sentences.s The large number
of decisions thereafter rendered by the Court concerning this
very problem established the accuracy of the court's phophesy
and the difficulty in determining just what constitutes separate
offenses in any given fact situation.
Often, when more than one charge is lodged against an offender,
the accuser's motires are immediately suspect. It ha8 been observed that prosecutors hare a propensity to allege as many
offenses as the transaction is capable of supporting.n A t least
one writer is of the opinion that under the military procedure
a malicious a c c u ~ e ris free to inflame the court by the preferring
of multiple charges
One should not be too quick t o condemn multiplicious pleading,
however, as it can properly Serre a legitimate purpose. It is
submitted that the evidence in ever>- case may not be susceptible
of onis one charge. Far erample, in a rape case where there is
some doubt as to whether the fifteen year old victim will continue
to maintain her expected testimony as to her iack of canrent, could
not a charge of carnal knowledge properly be preferred in addition to the charge of rape? Simiiarly, it is not difficult to imagine
a staff judge adrocate in a general court-martial jurisdiction
reviewing charges arising from Private Smith's dispute with his
company commander. In a typical case, Private Smith could, and
probably would, be charged with disrespect to his superior officer,
willful disobedience, provoking speech and communicating a
threat. 3Iultiplicious pleading? Of course. But which charges
should remain i n order to meet exigencies of proof and which
should be striken in fairness to the accused? Of those remaining which are separate offenses for puniahment purposes and
how are these determined? The answer to these perplexing questions is not always readily apparent.
11. HISTORICAL DEVELOPXENT
In the early days of military justice, the multiplication of
charges was generally "discountenanced."" But where the accused's act involved several distinct offenses, he could properly
be arraigned upon the Same number of separate charges.D I t

' D i g Op. J A G 1866. p. 46: Record Books, ~ 0 1Ill.
.
p 34s (Feb 1865)
'Dip. OP. JAG 1880, p. 147: Record Books, YOI.XXX. P 489 (Jul 1870).
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was considered undue multiplication of charges, however, to add
charges far minor offenses which were simply acts included in,
and going to make up, graver offenses already charged.lD Apparently even in this period those who drafted charges a t times
had trouble knowing how the evidence in the caw would ultimately turn aut. The opinion was expressed that the prosecution
was a t liberty to charge an act under t m or more farms, where
it was doubtful under which it !?.auld more properly be brought
by the testimony. Under such procedure, the accused w a s not
entitled ta call upon the prosecution to elect under which charge
it would proceed."
The noted military justice chronologer, Colonel !Villiam Winthrop, reported that in case8 where the offense apparently fell
equally within the purview of two or more Articles of War, or
where the legal character of the act of the accused could not be
precisely known or defined until developed by the proof, i t was
not unfrequent to state the accusation under two or mare
charges.12 I t was thought desirable, where the two articles imposed different penalties, to prefer separate charges thus giving
the court wider discretion as to the punishment. Colonel Winthrop admonished, however, that, where the case fell quite clearly
within the definition of a certain specific article, to resort to
plural charges was neither good pleading nor just to the accused.
In view of the court-martial's authority to make substituted findings where the proof fails to establish the specific act alleged,
the charging of the same offense under different forms was much
less frequently called for in the military than in civil practice.1a
Apparently the maximum authorized sentence could be adjudged for all charges upon which the accused was found gui1ts.l'
111. MULTIPLICITY OF CHARGES PRIOR TO T H E
USIFORRI CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE

A.

.Waanual for Courts-Martial, 1921

The provisions of the 1921 Manual were, for the purposes of
considering multiplicity of charges, identical with those of the
earlier Manual promulgated in 1917. A study of these provisions
reveal no startling change. Generally, the prohibitions previously
~

Record Books, VOI.
XV, p. 441 (dul 1865)
"Record Books, vo1. XXXIII,p. 306 (Aug 1872).
"Winthrop, Military Law and Precedents, I 206 at 143.
E d , 1920 reprint).
'I
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announced and toierations previousiy permitted ere adopted.
Howeier, a specific admonition as to the maximum Sentence that
should be adjudged and approved in cases involving multiplicious
charges was now present.
Paragraph 66 stated pertinently:
"The duplication of charges far the same act o r o m i i ~ i o n%ill
be
siwided except uhen by reason a i lack of definite information B P t o
available eridence ~f may be neeeiaary to charge the same act 01 o m m i o n
as constituting two or more distinct affennea. When the same act or
omiiamn in its different sipeetr I P charged BJ constituting two or more
offenrei. the court, wen though it arrived at a finding of guilty ~n respect of T W O or more speclhcationr, should m p a s e punishment only with
reference ta the act 01 orni$imn ~n Ita mort lrnporfanr B I P ~ C and
~ , if thir
rule be not abieried by the court the reviewing authority should take the
nsce3eary actlo"
I'

.

Despite the guidance of paragraph 66 of the Manual, "duplicatian," or multiplication, of charges continued. Charging an included offense with the majar offense appeared ta be the type
of improper pleading most indulged in. I t was held to be
improper pleading to charge an accused with two specifications, one for assault with intent to commit a felony and the
other for robbery, when the assault charged nas included in the
robbery.'& Also, conversion of property U'BS considered to be
included with iarceny,I6 and absence from guard duty was inciuded in absence without leave." Assault with intent to do
bodily harm by threatening another with a knife was held to
be but one element of the offense af assault with intent to commit sodomy and, accordingly, should not have been charged separateiy.lB After charging an accused with bigamy, he was further
charged with the incidents of that offense, adultery with the same
woman. This was considered to be contrary to good practice as
well as to the express provisions of paragraph 66 of the Manuai.18
It was not a duplication of charges far an accused's one act
to resuit in a charge of felonious assault under Article of War
93 and also a charge of assault upon his superior officer, under
Article of War 64. This result was arrived a t because the first
offense was of a civil nature and the second was purely a miiit a r 7 offense.2o Nor w a s it improper to e o n d c t an accused of
~

i op.
~ JAG
. 1912.40. D a a ( 6 ) .
i oP.
~ JAG.
.
fn. 16.
JAG 250.3, 15 Feb 1924. Dig. Op. JAG 1912-30. & 1443, p. 717.
Chl 143403 (1821). Dig. Op JAG 1912-40. 0 4 2 8 i 6 )
C M 122371 ( m a ) , D > ~oP.
. JAG, lizplo. in. 18.
C I 153372 (1922). h e Op. JAG, mv~,
in. 18.

"CM 120642 i i e w ~
CM m a 3 8 (i8ia), ~

1.
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desertion and misbehavior before the enemy where the absence
relied on as misbehavior before the enemy was the same absence
for which he was charged with deserti0n.l'
Pursuant to paragraph 66 of the Manual, upon review of those
cases where a multiplication of charges was found, the sentence
was adjusted to punish the accused's act or omission only
in its most important aspect. Thus, punishment was based on
the wrongful possession, rather than the wrongful use, of cocaine;g2and assault upan a superior officer was found to be the
more important aspect of a second charge of felonious assault
because it included the "civil'' offense of felonious assault and,
~~
upon review,
in addition, a breach of military d i ~ c i p l i n e .When,
it eauld be determined from the facts, circumstances and the
sentence imposed, that the erroneous multiplication had been
punished by the court in its most important aspect, further corrective action was not considered n e c e ~ s a r y . ~ '

B. Manual f o r Courts-Martial, 1928
The 1928 Manual failed to include a positive prohibition against
onreasonable multiplication of charges. Paragraph 27 stated
pertinently :
"One transaction, or what 19 mhrtsntiaily one'tiansactlon, should not
he made the banis for an unreasonable multiplication of charges agalnlt
m e person. , , , However, there are times when sufficient doubt as to the
facts or lsw exists to warrant making one transsetion the basin f o r
charging two or more offenses."

Limitations an punishment of offenses arising from one transaction were set forth in paragraph 80a:
"If the accused is found guilty of two or mare offeniel eonntitutlng
different aspects af the same act or ommion, the court should impose
puniihment only uith mferenee to the act or amiaiion in Its mort important aspect."

Although the intent of paragraph 27, cited above, appeared
obvious, boards of review differed in their interpretations of it.
Some held that this provision was directory only; others cansidered it to be mandatory. For example, those boards of review
taking the less restrictive view held that an accused might be
punished for an escape from confinement and a concurrent desert i ~ n a, failure
~ ~
to repair and rendering one's self unfit for duty
CM 130018 (IOIO),Dig. op SAG, ~
rfn IO.
~
,
"CM 166134 ( 1 0 2 3 ) . Dig. Op SAG 1012410. $402(2).
* C Y 153312 (10~2).nlg.op.J A G ,6upro,f n . 22.

"Dig. Op. JAG 101240. 0 428(5),p w r i n .
- S s e eases cited in C l l 313544, Carson, 63 B R 131 (1046).
*GO
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by use af intoxicating
and for manslaughter and reck.
lem driving "while drunk" resulting in a death.$'
Considerable insight can be pained as to the varying treatment
then accorded to multiplicious charges by considering the contents
of memoranda attached ta the record of trial in the case of the
Caited States v. Gal?agher.'E In the Gallagher case, officially
unreported but discussed in the Cnited States v. Carson,28the
accused was convicted of a thirty-nine day absence without leave
and breach of arredt, both offenses committed concurrently an
Xarch 11, 1930. The sentence approved by the reviewing authority was i n excess of that which could hare been imposed had
the accused's act been punished only in its mast important aspect.
A board of re%-iew,without opinion, held the record of trial legally
aufficient t o support the sentence.
However, attached t o the record of trial when finally filed was
the following memorandum:
"This ease brings up B eonfliet in ruliner betusen the Board of Review
and the Yllitarg Justice Section The Board of Rrvie,v has consistently
held f o r many years t h a t p a r 80a does not prohibit p u n i i m e n t f a r tu.0
offenses a m m g o w of the same act If one offense 1s not a l e m r ineluded
offenre of the other Thus the B 'R has held t h a t an accused may be
e r f m and escape from confinement
This hold'ng of the B R 1s eonnste
preme C o u ' t I" anslgovi eases
On the other
hand the Military Justice Section has held t h a t par 80a does ~ p p l y "

..

The other memorandum, initialed by two members of the board
of r e v i e w stated:
"I find no inconsistency. The Board has n e ~ e rheld. and neither
has the Section, t h a t m a I J B legal limitation I t expresses a p o l w
n.h.hleh the Section has tried t o get the field to follow. The Board ap.
prove% such procedure: and raise3 a question for the J . A G . as t o
a h e t h e r the .pol
applies here."

Apparently The Judge Advocate General decided the policy did
not apply here, as he approved the holding of the board of review
that the record of trial wa,s sufficient to support the sentence.
Subsequently, the term "unreasonable multiplication" in paragraph 27 of the 3Ianual was construed to connate "unreasonableness from the vieapoint of both the legality and the appropriateness of the punishment involved."30
C X 186486
C M 191695
" C h l 192117
.
iC M 313E44,
' C l I 186618.
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(1930).
Carson, 63 BR 137. 139 (18461.
Gavefte. 3 BR 26 (1931)
(1928). Dig. Op. J A G 1912-40.
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The real turning point came in 1946 when a board of review
considered the Carson case.31 The accujed was charged with
escaping from confinement on Yarch 4, 1946, and absenting himself without leave from that date until March 13, 1946. The
board of review concluded that the escape without leave. After
a comprehensive review of other decisions, it expressed the view
that paragraph 27 of the Manual, against unreasonable multiplication of charges upon one transaction, and the provision of paragraph 806, limiting punishment of such charges, must be construed together. Under such construction paragraph Boa was a
positive and mandatory rule of limitation. Thus, the rule emerged
that where B sentence w m imposed far two or more offenses constituting but different aspects of the 8ame act or omission, so
much thereof 8 s exceeds the maximum authorized penalty for
the most impartant aspect of the act or omission is illegal. As
the board of review put i t :
"To hold otheraiae would be to sanction dual punishment for substantially the same act. out of ail reasonable proportion to the full demands of justice, through the 6imple expedient of splitting it into Its
different anpeeta and charging each BQ B separate offense: thin would be
a vialent perversion of the spirit of the prahibitian against unreasonable mvltiplieation of chsrges eonteined in paragraph 27 of the Manual
far Courts-Martial snd would e o n w i t it into B mere deilse t o promate
injustice and wrong?'

The "most important aspect" was that for which the most
severe punishment was authorized, that is, the escape from confinement.
It was then stated that preriou8 expressions by The Judge
Advocate General and holdings of the boards of review stating
or implying to the contrary should not be fallowed. The Judge
Advocate General approved this holding July 15, 1946.
The rationale in the Carson case was followed in subsequent
cases considered under the 1928 ?iIan~al.~?
C.

.Manual for Courts-Martial, 1949

Paragraph 21 contained an almost identical provision with
paragraph 27 of the 1929 Manual against making one transaction the basis for an unreasonable multiplication af charges
against an accused. However, paragraph 80a, in setting forth
the basis far determining the proper punishment for a n offense,
said:
C Y 313544, Carson, 63 BR 137,130 (1046).
*" Chr 328401, Still, 17 BR 66 (19481,
.L

A 0 0 40348
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"If an aeewed I P found guilt? a i t w o or more offense. eonitituting
dlfferent aspects af the same act or o m i m o n , rho eavrt will nnpase
pmishment only w t h reference to the act or ~rnissionID ltn most ~ m portant aspect."

Thus, in accord with the Carson ease, the provision against
punishing one act for more than its mast serious aspect went
from "should not" to "would not."
From the number of records of trail received by the boards
of rerieu that continued to involve unreasonable multiplication
of charges, accusers and convening authorities apparently did
not pay any more attention to paragraph 21 of the 1949 Jlanual
than they had its predecessors. Nevertheless, the boards of review
alleviated this situation by treating paragraph 80a of the Xanual
as a positive and mandatory rule of limitatimgq In the first case
in which a board of review considered paragraph 80a it was held
that absence without leave and breach of arrest committed contemporaneousir could be punished only in their most important
aspect, the breach af arrest.34 Thereafter, absence without leave
was held not to be separate from failure to obey a lawful order
to report;lj breach of restriction and failure to obey a lawful
order were but different aspects of the same act;33as were desertion and disobedience of special orders to proceed when the accused's act in absenting himself without leave supplied one of
the elements af the desertion charge and w8.s also the basis of
the disobedience offense.8'
In one case the board of review, in a somewhat charitable
rationale, illustrated the extent to which it would go to comply
with the &mud directive to punish an act only in its most
important aspect.33 At the time the accused's offenses were eommitted he a a s a prisoner, under guard, on B work detail. While
so engaged he grabbed his guard's carbine. Holding the carbine
a t port arms, he told the guard not to follow and then ran into
the woads. After his escape he threw the carbine into a bunch
of bushes.
As a result of these acts, after his return t o military control
he was charged u i t h escape from confinement, larceny of the
= S P C M 1738, Edward ( B R ) . 6 BR-JC 339 (1950).
" S P C M 125. Iga ( B R J . 3 B R J C 373 (1949); accord, SPCM 260.
( B R I , 4 B R J C 413 (1949).
CM 345338.MleDonaugh ( B R ) , 11 B R 4 C 159 (1951).
SPCM 1711, Dam3 ( B R ) , 6 BR-JC 335 (1960).
"Chl 34500. Langley I B R ) , 12 BR-JC 215 (1851).
CM 337804.Albright ( B R ) , 4 B R J C 113 (1949)
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carbine and a sixty-two day absence without leave. All offenses
were alleged to have been committed on March 8, 1949.
The board considered that, as the escape marked the initial
date of the subsequent absence without leave, these two offenses
were but different aspects of the same act, punishable only in
their most important aspect, the escape. As to the larceny of
the carbine that the accused had taken from his guard while
escaping, the board was of the opinion that this act wa8 so closely
connected with the escape as to be a “component phase” of the
same act. The board said normally four walls and iron bars are
utilized to provide the physical restraint that is the essence of
Confinement. But where, as here, the military elects to use armed
guards to effect the physical restraint and the prisoner dissipates
this restraint through disarming the guard by snatching his
weapon, the theft of the weapon was but an incident of the act
of escape.
The board acknowledged the theft to be a separate and distinct
offense from the escape. Regardless, i t was constrained to hold
that the larceny, the escape, and the absence without leave involved substantially the same act. This was so to such an extent
that to permit it to be split into its different aspects for purposes
of increasing the allowable punishment would be a perversion of
the spirit of the prohibition against punishment for the same
act in its different aspects. Accordingly, only punishment for
the escape from confinement was permitted.
IV.

SEPARATE OFFENSES UNDER T H E UNIFORM
CODE O F MILITARY JUSTICE

A. The Bloekbargev Rule
The Supreme Court, in Blockburger v. United States,Be pronounced a rule concerning the separateness of offenses that had
had considerable effect upon the military system of pleading. In
the Blockburger case, the defendant was charged with violating
provisions of the Harrison Karcotic
He was cawiicted
on three counts of the indictment. Each of these counts charged
Blackburger with selling morphine hydrochloride to the same
purchaser. One alleged a sale, on a specified day, of ten grains
of the drug not in or from the original stamped package. Another
count alleged a sale on the following day of eight grains not in
’284 U.S. 288 (1832).
* A c t of 17 Dec 1814, ch. 1,

I

9 4101(al); and eh. 1, S 2 , 38

1, 88 Stat. 185 (now Int. Rev. Code of 1854.
Int. Rev. Code of 1854,

Stat. 186, 186 (now

64706(a)).
*GO 4 0 l l B
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or from the original stamped package. The last count charged
that the latter sale was not made in pursuance of B written order
of the purchaser, as required by the statute. Blackburger was
sentenced to fire years imprisonment and a two thousand dollar
fine an each count, the terms of confinement to run consecutively.
On appeal to the Supreme Court, he contended that hie punishment was multiplicious in that (1) the two aales charged, having
been made to the Same person, constituted a single offense; and
( 2 ) the sale without B written order and the same sale charged
a s having been made not from the original stamped package constituted but one offense for which only a single penalty lawfully
may be imposed.
The Court, Speaking through hlr. Justice Sutherland, disposed
of the defendant'a first contention by stating that the sale of
narcotics i d not a continuing offense, such as wrongful cohabitation. Each sale constitutes B distinct offense however closely it
may fallow another.
The defendant's second contention was a h considered without
merit. The Court said the statute created two distinct offenses:
one, selling the forbidden drug except in or from the original
stamped package; and two. selling the drug not pursuant to a
written order of the person to whom sold. The Court said:
"Each of the affenren created requires proof of a different element
The applicable rule I P t h a t where the same act o r rranraetmn conrtltvtes B v~olafionof two distinct statutory ~ m v z s m l .the test t o be
applied t o determine whether there are t w o orTen3er or onlv one, 1s
whether each p r o v i m n requirie~proof a i an addltmnai fact whwh rhe
other does not""

Applying this teet, the Court concluded that both sections were
violated by the one act and two offenses were committed. Indicating that the sentence adjudged by the trial court seemed unduly sei-ere, the Court nevertheless affirmed the judgment.
On June 30, 1968, a divided Court, in a case almost identical
with Blockburger on the relevant facts, declined to overrule this
decision." The Court painted out in support of affirmance that
the three statutory provisions that the petitioner wm charged
with vioiating had different origins both in item and design. A
reading of the opinion reveals that the Court was quite concerned
over the non-medicinal sale af narcotics, "a social evil 88 deleterious as it is difficult to combat.'' Reasons far the dissenting
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opinions were varied. Chief Justice Warren argued that Congress had provided three avenues by which to prosecute one who
traffics in narcotics, not three cumulative punishments f a r the
deefndant who consummates a single sale. X r . Justice Douglas,
joined by Mr. Justice Black, took the position that the Blackburger
case should be overruled because the rule laid down therein was
in violatian of the constitutional provision against double jeopard.
Y r . Justice Brennan dissented an the ground that Blockburger
permits multiple punishment only where each provision allegedly
violated requires proof of a fact that the other does not. The
decision of the majority was inconsistent with this principle,
hi8 opinion stated, because it allowed separate offenses to be
proved and separate punishments to be imposed upon the proof
of a single fact, that is, possession of unstamped narcotics.
Apparently the Supreme Court's position on separateness of
offenses will remain a s announced in Blockburger and Gore.
B. Legialatice Intent
Examination into the history of the preparation of the Manual
for Courts-Martial, United States, 1951, indicates t h a t the
drafters intended to adopt the "Blockburger rule" with regard
to determining separate offenses arising out of one transaction.
One of the principal reasons for such adoption was that Federal
Courts could be looked to for precedent. I t was hoped t o "eliminate the need for unnecessary corrective action by reviewing
autharitiea in that, if the sentence is supported by a good specification, it will be unnecessary to determine whether the offenses
are ~ e p a r a t e . " ' ~What was desired in court-martial practice was
the application of a "reasonable rule." F a r instance, it was not
contemplated that an accused be charged with bath a principal
offense and a lesser included offense. However, it was considered
that a single transaction might be the basis of several offenses
if necessary to meet the contingencies of proof. Punishment in
such cases, however, could be given only for separate offenses."
For several separate and distinct offenses, even though they be
alleged in the same charge, it was intended t h a t the court, in its
discretion, could adjudge the aggregate of the limit of punishment for each separate and distinct offense in a case,'J
a

Legal and Legislation Basil, ,Manual /or Coarts-Morttal. Cnitsd States

1951, at 78

" I d . at41.
* I d . a t 189,lQO.
A00 , 0 8 6 8
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C. Manual jor Courts-.lfartial, Cnited States, 2961
In light of the foregoing background, and considering their

importance, it is essential to examine those provisions promulgated in the Manual for Courts-Martial, Cnitrd States, 1961,
dealing with multiplicious pleading.
Paragraph PGh states in pertinent p a r t :
"One transaction, OF a h a t II iubrtantially m e transaction, ihovld not
be made the baii. far m unreasonable multiplication of charges againif
m e permn.
There are times, however. when sufficient doubt as t o
the facta 01 the law exists to w a r r a n t making one transaction the basis
f a r charging two or mare offenses
.I'

...

..

Paragraph 746(4) states than an accused "may be found guilty
of two or more offenses arising out of the same act or transaction, without regard to whether the offense are separate."
Paragraph 7Ga(8) states:
"The maximum authorized punishment may be imposed f o r each af
t a o o r more separate offenses arising out of the same act o r traniacnon.
The t e s t to be applied in determming r h e t h e r the offenaes of which the
acevied haa been eoni,icted are aeparate l e t h i r : The offerne8 O W separate
zf each o f f e n s e roguiies n n o f a i an eiemmt not rrquwed to pvoile the
o t h e r Thus, if rhe accused 13 eonneted of escape f r o m confinement ( A r t .
offenses ~ r i r i n gaut of the same act
96) and d e s e r t m ( A r t . %-bath
or transaction-the court may legally adivdge the maximum pumih.
ment authorized for each aRense because an intent to remain permanently
absent is not a necessary element of the offense of escape. and a freeing
from restraint is not B neeeirsry element of the offense of desertion.
An aeeuned may not be pumihed f o r both a principal offense and far an
offense included therein became It uavld not be necessary I" proving
the included offense to prove any element not required to prove the
p m c i p a l offenie" (emphasw supplied)

A lesser included offense is defined in paragraph 168:
"An offense found 19 necemari1~-ineluded ~n an offense if all of the
elementn of the offense found are neeensary elementi of the offense
charged A n offense 15 not ineluded wrlhin an offense charged if ~t req u m s proof of any element not required i n i r o r i n g the offense charged
or if i t involve3 acts of which the accused was not apprised upon his
arraignment."

V. MULTIPLICITY AND THE COURT O F
MILITARY APPEALS

A considerable number of cases involving multiplicious pleading have now been decided by the Court of Military Appeals.
As shall be seen, the seemingly simple rule set forth in the
Manuel for determining separateness of offenses has not been
followed by the Court. In general, the Court's approach has been
on a case-by-case basis. However, during the Court's considera81
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tions certain discernible tests have been applied in determining
the separateness of the offenses of which accused have been convicted.
A.

Tests Used to Deternine Separateness of Offewes

1. Separate Elements
The first case in which the Court decided it was necessary to
construe the Manual provisions regarding multiplicity was United
States 1'. Y a r b o r o z ~ g h .The
~ ~ Court rather mechanically applied
the "separate elements" standard and found that there was no
basis for a claim of multiplicity as conspiracy to malinger and
malingering were separate offenses.
In the Johnson case,47 the Court considered whether specificstions alleging desertion with intent to remain away permanently
and desertion by enlistment in another armed force were separate.
While absent without leave from the Navy, Johnson had enlisted in the Army without disclosing his farmer affiliation. The
Court stated that an application of the Manual-Bloekburger test
would constitute the offenses as separate ones. But the principal
question with which i t was concerned was not separability but
whether Article 8 5 ( a ) ( 3 ) , the section proscribing desertion by
enlisting in another armed force, created a substantive offense at
all. I t was held that Congress had sought merely to perpetuate a
rule of evidence by which the prosecution could prove absence
without authority with intent to remain away permanently and
had not created a new and separate offense.
2. Separate Duties
The "separate element" test was again applied by the Court
with B "separate duties" alteration in United States v. Soukup,'S
where the accused was charged with misbehavior before the
enemy, through cowardly conduct, and willful disobedience of a
lawful order. The accused, who had been stationed with his company a t the front in Korea, was found three or four miles to the
rear. When ordered to return to his unit, he refused to do so. The
Court, when examining the charges, was of the opinion that the
standard of separate elements was fully effective when applied
to the facts of this case and that the offenses were entirely
separate. The author judge, Judge Brosman, further noted that
two "separate duties" were breached: the one ta remain with his
~

1 L'SCMA 6 i 8 , 5 CMR 106 (1962).
U.S.V. Johnson, 5 L'SCDIA 297, 17 C X R 297 (1954).
" 2 USCMA 141, I C M R 17 (1953).

*oo 608,B
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company on the line-the other t o obey the direct and specific
order ta return thereto.
In a similar type case,'@ the Court again held against the accuaed an the question of multiplicity. The facts in that case
showed the accused reported for duty a t the forward command
post of Company A. An officer informed him he was being assigned to a platoon in position an B designated hill. The accused
replied that he could not go to the assigned area and when the
order was repeated, repeated this a n s m r . The Court said the
specifications and facts were similar to Soukup and so established
separate offenses. Judge Brasman, concurring in the result,
was not a t all sure that this case was similar to Soukup. He
believed that if the accused wva8 under a preexisting legal duty
to serve with the 2d Platoon a t the time he was ordered to do so,
then B S o u k u p situation would exist. Judge Brosman assumed
he was not under such a duty and, accordingly, the Court's
analysis in Soiikup required a conclusion that the charges were
multipliciaus.
3. Material Facts
Cnited States V. Larnsyso involved charges of absence without
leave from a Saval training station and failing to obey an order to
report to the same training station. There, Judge Latirrer,
speaking for the majority of the Court, said if two offenses are
not identical in that each requires proof of a material fact t h a t the
other does not, there could be no question but that they are
separate.
Lame8 has now been overruled," but therein Judge Brosman,
in a separate opinion, observed what he considered confusion in
the way the principal opinion implied that the terms "element"
and "fact" could be used interchangeably in the d u t i o n of multiplicity problems. He stated pertinently:
"Certarnlr the term 'element' should not be used ~n B peneraliied or in
vacuo ~ e n s e ,but must always be relared t o the facta of the mdii,idual
case. Disregard of this. I believe, can only lead ta ermr.""

In the R e d e n i w case,53the Court again spoke in terms of "material facts." Redenius was charged with desertion with intent
to remain away permanently and desertion with intent ta shirk im~

"US. 7.. Wallace. 2 USCMA 696, 10 CMR 93 (1953); ef.
mick, 3 USCYA 3 6 1 , 12 CnIR 117 (1953).
2 USCYA 563, 10 ChlR 61 (1953).
U.S. v Granger, 9 USCMA 719. 2 6 C J l R 4 8 9 11968).
2 USCMA 563. 672.10 CMIR 61. 70 11963).
1 U S C I A 161.16 C X R 161 ( 1 9 5 4 ) .
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portant service. Both charges set out the same period of absence and
alleged the same manner af termination. The evidence shoved
that orders had been issued transferring the accused to Camp
Stoneman, California, for further shipment t o the F a r E a s t
Command. He did not report by July 7, 1952, as ordered, and was
apprehended on September 11, 1952. At the trial the defense
counsel moved to strike Specification 1 on the ground of multiplicity but the motion v a s denied. The Court stated t h a t since
different intents were set out in each specification and present
intent may be regarded as fact, a superficial application of the
Blockburger test would make it appear that two offenses were
described. The Court painted out, however, that the only "material fact" set out in the second specification, or found in the
proof, that could give rise to an inference that the accused intended to shirk important service was the imminence of his shipment t o the F a r East Command. The only place this fact appeared
w . 8 his assignment to Camp Stoneman for such shipment. Yet,
the facts of the accused's assignment to, and departure from,
Camp Stoneman were "material facts" in proof of the specification alleging an intent to remain away permanently. The Court
went an to say that in desertion imminent overseas shipment may
supply a n inference of two different intents, either of which is
sufficiet to complete the offense. As inferences, the different intents a r e not self-sustaining facts: instead, they find support only
in the overt act. Under the allegatiana and proof in this case, the
single overt act was identical f a r both specifications. Hence, the
intent which could be inferred from the one overt act may be one
or the other of the two possibilities, but it could not properly be
split into fractions of each. The Court then concluded that, under
the allegations and proof, the specifications were not separate
according to either the Blackburger rule or the Manual test."
The Court also pointed aut that under the "duality of duty"
test, as set out in Soukup, supra, only a single offense appears.
The accused's only duty was to remain with his organization until
reassigned. "Where an 'identification of duty' underlies two
ostensibly different offenses, there is but a single offense."5s
*Accord. U.S Y . Deharl, 4 CSCMA 5 6 6 , 16 CMR 130 (1954). where
Government sgpellate caunael conceded I t eauld not dmunguiah U.S. 7 .
Rendemus, supra, fn 63.
"U.S. V. Redeniun. 4 USCMA 161, 161, 15 CMR 161, 167 (1851).
IC0 4 0 s m
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4. Legal sol.rns
In the Cnited States V. Beene, the Court viewed the problem af
multiplicity "through the spectacles of legal norms or standards."je Beme had been convicted of drunk driving, resulting in
personal injury to a German Sational, and 8180 involuntary manslaughter arising from the death of that Same peraan. In the
Court's opinion Judge Brosman emphasized that the Court had
sought to avoid a ''doctrinaire approach" to the problem of multiplicity. I t was pointed out that the "duties" adverted to in
Soaknp and Radenius were but the correlatives of j u r i d i c norms
requiring adherence. These n o r m s - o r standards-are
designed
to facilitate societal living and punishment will be ascribed in
accordance with the number and value of the norm8 transgressed.
The Court reamned that whether Congress intended to erect
Separate norms in B case like the present one could be determined
by considering the gravamina of the offenses. I t found the gravamen of Article Ill wholly different from that of Article 119 and
that separate norms were established. Further it w a s explained:

". .

the two offenses ere separately punishable under any teat of
vhich we are aware-that IS, they are characterized by two pavarnina,
t w o ethical norms, two duties. T W O jet? of elements and even two sets
Of faefs.'"'

I t was pointed aut that injury resulting from drunken driving
was not an element of the offense of drunken driving, but rather
constituted an aggravating circumstance: and the addition of
aggravating circumstances, in this case, would have no effect on
the question of separateness.ja
Apparently, as these charges would have withstood any separability test, there was little need for the Court to bring forth the
"legal norm" test in a field which was already being filled with
enough perplexing tests and approaches. Probably the best thing
about the "legal norms" test is that it has not been fallowed by
the Court since its initial announcement. The Court may hare felt
somewhat on the defensive in deviating from its previous concepts, for it stated:
"It 1% suggested thar the w w s proposed here are I" no WIJO ~m.
miscible with thoae expressed by the Supreme C o u r t ~n the Blackburger
esse. Blockburger indicates that each count of an indietmenr must ?e.
quire proof of B distinct and additional fact in order that ~t may eon-
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a barn f o r separate puniahment. Our point ~ m p l y1% that thin
f o r t , of vhleh proof is demanded, must be significant i n that It i n w l v e ~
the infringement by the aceused of a diitinet norm etaablished by
society through Its iaamaking agencies. In short, this separate iact
must constitute the open sesame to B separate norm To require leas
would be to permit the muitiplicarion of punishments through the artful, but meaningleaa, rephranings of the proiecutol.''*

B. Question of Lesser Included Offenses
There is another approach to the problem which, although not
possessing such eye-catching labels as other tests devised by the
Court, is probably the mat important one. This deals with the
question of lesser included offenses. The Manual provides in
paragraph 76e(8) that an accused may be punished for separate
offenses arising out of the same act or transaction but he ma? not
be punished for both a principal offense and for a n offense included therein. Paragraph 158 states that a n offense found is
necessarily included in a n offense charged if all of the elements
of the offense found are necessary elements of the offense charged.
Thus, as a general rule, it may be determined whether a n offense
i s included within another by considering the elements of proof
required for each of the two offenses. However, this rule must
be modified a t timea in order to achieve proper renults, as waa
demonstrated in L'nited States v. Davi8.S' Davis was charged with
felony murder. The court-martial, by excepting the reference
to the perpetration of armed robbery alleged in the specification,
found him guilty of unpremeditated murder. In considering
whether unpremeditated murder was an offense included within
felony murder, the Court said that the paragraph 158 rule
was a sound and workable one in most cases but "badly
.
the test in paragraph 158, the
fails" in homicide ~ 8 ~ 8 sUnder
Court reasoned, unpremeditated murder could not be found as B
lesser included offense within felony murder as it is not necessary
to establish that the accused caused the death of his victim with
a n intent t o kill or t o inflict great bodily harm in order to prove
felony murder. If unpremeditated murder cannot be lesser included, it must be a separate offense within the definition of parsgraph 7 6 a ( 8 ) of the .Manual as each offense requires proof of an
element that the other does not. The Court pointed out that if
this is true, and the facts of a ease would sustain both offenses,
then the accused could he charged and sentenced for each separately. "No one-we dare suggeSt-would
countenance such e.

__
jS

U.S. V. Beene, 4 U S C Y A 177, 130, 16 C M R 177, 130 (1954)

m Z USCMA 505, 10 CMIR 3 (1953).
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1. Absence Without Leave Charged W i t h Other Offenses
"As it is true that a rose by any other name would smell as
sweet, so it is equally true that a man may be punished only once
f a r the same offense regardless of how that offense is labeled."B'
Thus spoke Judge Ferguson for the Court in the Posniek case,
holding t h a t the offense af absence without leave is a necessarily
included lesser offense of the offense of missing movement and
that, when the absence alleged in each charge is the same, the
charges are multiplicious.
The facts in Posniek a r e simple. The accused was absent without leave from his unit, a Kaval ship, for about a week and during
the same week, through neglect, missed the movement of his ship.
The Court, in considering the case, professed to reject a t least
the nomenclature of its previous rule8 in favor of "the fundamental rule that a person may not be twice punished for the same
~ F : n s e . ' ' ~The
~
Court stated that if the evidence sufficient t o
support a conviction on one charge will support a conviction an
another charge, the two charges a r e not separate. This is so, it
was pointed out, because when this test is met the "offenses"
alleged are in reality the same offenses.
The Court concluded that "logically" every missing movement
offense includes an unauthorized absence plus other factors.Bg
These other factors are circumstances that aggravate the offense
of unauthorized absence, including the cause of the accused's absence-neglect or design.
Several c a m involving these same offenses fallowed Posnick
without much discussion by the Court.'O However, in a subsequent
ease involving absence without leave and missing movement
through design, the Court used the more persuasive argument that
Congress intended that missing movement be an aggravated
f a r m of absence without leave. The fact that the movement
was missed by design, rather than neglect, i8 an aggravating
circumstance that may be considered in arrivina a t sentence.r1
~

"U.S

V. Posniek, 8 U S C M A 201, 203, 24 CMR 11,13 (1957).
" I d . at 103. 24 C M R at 13.
'*For discuwon of U.S. V. Posnick, 8 U S C P A 201, 108, 24 CMR 11. 13
(1957). and opinion that holding may be detrimental to enforcemsnt of
discipline I" the armed forces, see Note, 26 Gea. Wash. L. Rev. 348 (1958).
" s e e U.S. V. xooiiey, s USCMA 656, 25 C m 159 i1958): u s . ".
Henleg, 8 U S C M A 840. 24 C M R 150 (1957): U.S. v. Undemaod, 8 USCMA
888, 24 C Y R 148 (1957).
U.S. Y . Bridges, 9 USCMA 121, 25 C M R 388 (1958) The Court eonceded there could be unauthorized absences that were outside the orbit of i t s
statement in U.S. V. Posnick, 8 USCMA 201. 24 CMR 11, that every missing
movement offense includes an unauthorized absence. However, the Government reailzed no comfort from this concession.

MILITARY LAW REVIEW
The problem o f multiplicity seems to abound in conjunction
with absence wihout leave, probably because it is so easy t o
charge and prove.? One of the cases cited most by the Court in
determinng the separateness of absence without leave and other
offenses is Cnited States 7 . , M ~ d e s e t t , ' which
~
involved charges
of absence without leave and breach of restriction arising from
the same act. The Court applied, with favor, the rule enunciated
in Posniek, supra, that if the evidence sufficient to support a canvictim on one charge will Bupport a conviction an another charge,
the two charges are not separate. It pointed out that when the
Government, to show the circumstances surrounding the breach
of restriction, relies upon proof of an unauthorized absence from
the area of restriction, and that proof is by itself also sufficient
to establish the unauthorized absence, the same evidence supports
the conviction for bath offenses. As a result such charges are not
separate.
The foregoing principle has been applied to other cases of
absence without leave and breach af restriction," breach o f
and escape from confinement.13
There are, of course, occasions when an accused can absent
himself from two different places by two separate acts and thereby commit two separate offenses. The Court recognized this in
the Helfrzek case,:' where the accused wss charged with two
offensee of absence without leave and two of breach of restriction.
The initial date and place of each unauthorized absence carresponded with the time and place of the breaches of restriction.
The accused having pleaded guilty, no evidence was presented
in the record of trial. However, the Court examined the accused's
pretrial statement which indicated that the first absence and
breach of restriction were separate. The Court reasoned that the
same situation was possible in regard to the remaining charges
and held against the accused on the issue of multiplicity. Simisee par. 164a. ~IC!,3,1961, p 313.
8 USCMA 152.25 C I I R 414 (1858)
U.S. V. Maare, 8 USCMA 722, 26 CMR 502 ( 1 8 5 8 ) , where Government
conceded U.S v hladeiett, 9 USCMA 152, 25 CMR 414, WBI dispoaitive of
mvitiplieity i s m e ; U.S. \'. Holland, 9 USCMA 323, 26 C>lR 103 ( 1 8 5 s ) ;
C.S. Y . Welch, 0 USCYA 235. 26 CMR 35 ( 1 8 5 8 ) : V.S. Y. Lave, 8 L'SCMA
215, 25 CMR 477 (1858)

U S. \.. Taghone, 9 USCMA 214. 25 CMR 476 (1958)
.* W.S. V. Green, 8 USCDIA 585, 26 CklR 366 ( 1 8 5 8 ) ; U.S. s.. Ph>llipa,
8 USC?,lA 323. 26 CMR 103 ( 1 9 5 8 ) : U.S. Y. Teitnort, 8 USCMA 322. 26
CMR 102 ( 1 9 6 8 ) ; U.S. v Klttle, 8 USCMA 321, 26 C Y R 101 (1858);
U.S. V. Welch, 8 USCMA 256, 26 CMR 35 (1858).
-.U.S Y. Helfriek, 9 L'SCMA 221, 25 CMR 483 (1868)
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larly, in the subsequent case of United States v.
where the specifications alleged the accused's unauthorized absence from his place of duty, the "Naval Receiving Station" of
the Naval Station s t San Deiga, and also his breach of arrest from
the "Saval Station," the Court found no multiplicity. I t said that
although bath offenses were alleged to have occured an the same
day, the accused's unauthorized absence from hia place of duty
did not necessarily prove his departure from the place of arrest.
While these two cases are not inconsistent with its former holdings, it does indicate the Court might not now be looking so hard
to find multiplicity.
2.

Lesser Offense-Greate? Punishment

A unique problem is brought to light by the Court's application of its lesser included offense principles in solving multiplicity
questions. As applied by the Court, it is possible for a lesser included offense to hare a greater punishment than its principal
offense.
Morgan was convicted of
Such a case was the ~MOTQWZ
several offenses, among which were assault with intent to commit
sodomy and sodomy. Both offenses were committed upon the
Same person, a t the same time and as part of the same transaction.
As indicated by the allegation of assault, the sodomy was a nonconsensual one. Chief Judge Quinn, speaking far the Court, divided
as usual on multiplicity questions, analogized the force aspect of
sodomy to the offense af rape. In rape, he said, the force that
constitutes the assault is also the force that shows the victim's
lack of consent. "So, too, if sodomy i s accomplished by force, the
force is an inseparable part of the single act which the accused
intended to
The Court rejected as unrealistic the
Government's contention that the aggravated assault required
proof of a specific intent while the completed act of sodomy did
not. I t said that in either offense the intent of the actor was to
accomplish the unnatural union. So the assault did not require
proof of an intent different from that present in the completed
offense. The Court concluded that Article 125 included consensual and noneonsensual sodomy and that where the latter
variety i s shown to exist assault i s an essential element. It dismissed as "anomalous" the fact that the authorized punishment
VSCMA 400, 26 CMR 180 (1958).
.'K S. Y Jlorgan, 8 USCXA 341. 14 CMR 151 (1957); accord.
Villiams, 8 C B C M A 55, 25 CMR 317 (1958).
I d at 343, 21 ChlR at 153.

U S , V.
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f a r the lesser offense of assault with intent to commit sodomy was
ten years, while that f a r sodomy was only five years,e1
Judge Latimer vigorously opposed the Court's reasoning. He
considered the two offenses to be separate because the assault
with intent to commit sodomy requires a n element which sodomy
does not-an assault-while sodomy requires penetration, which
the other offense does not.
Considered in this light, the Morgan case appears to constitute
a departure from bath Blockburger and M c V e y . However, probably if it were not for the discrepancy between the punishment
for the lesser and principal offense, Morgan would not be so
noticeable. If the Court continues to adhere to its position in the
M o i g a ~ease, it would seem appropriate for the Table of Haximum Punishments, in the Manuel, to be amended to conform
therewith. A possible solution would be to divide the punishment
under Article 125 to provide for a higher maximum punishment
far cases of noneonsensual sodomy.
C. One Act-One

Punishment

A series of cases has appeared in which the Court has dealt with
the problem of multiplicity not so much from the lesser included
offense standpoint as by stressing the view that when the accused
committed only one act he shouid not be punished twice. In
United States v. Brown,82the accused left his Air Force parka
with a "lady of pleasure" as security for payment for the services
she had rendered. He was to redeem the parka in about a week.
Several months later when attempting to redeem it so that it
could be turned in t o mpply, he found it had been soid. Ultimately
he was charged with wrongfully disposing of the parka, military
property of the United States, and also larcency of the parka.
The Court held the two charges to be multiplicious and said the
differences in the proof required for the two offenses were illusory
when there was but one act by the accused. "We are persuaded
then that when a single act violates bath Articles, it vas not intended that the offender be subjected ta two punishments."88
Judge Latimer of course dissented, stating that the Manual rule
was not rendered inapplieable because a single act established bath
offensea.
The Court's language in the Brown case could be construed a8
a partial return, a t least, to the "most important aspect' rule of
* p a r . 1 2 ~n~i c.M , 1961.
I S USCMA 18, 23 CMR 242 (1957).
* I d . aL 20.23 C M R at 244
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the earlier Manuals. However, in the subsequent cases in which
the Court cited Brown, this construction was not a s explicit.
Rather, the argument most noticeably advanced was that offenses
were not separate when committed by a single act and proof of
one was sufficient to establish the other. Thus, B charge under
Article 121, alleging larceny of the contents of letters, and another
charge under Article 134, alleging larceny of the letters as mail
matter, were held not separate.8' One fraudulent claim cannot
be made into separate offenses by charging violations of different
subsections as the acts invoived in the transaction are not separate.
They merge into one step.83 Also, larceny of money and presenting a false claim f a r the same amount, on the same day, at the
same place and to the same victim are not separate offenses.6e
Very recently, the Court declined to extend the scope of the
Brown case. This disinclination was expressed in the ca8e of
Cnited States v. .McClary.sr McClary had been convicted of
stealing paint belonging to the United States on Sovember 5,
1951, and two days later selling this same paint. In addition, he
was convicted of similar transactions involving the stealing of
glass substitute on December 6, 1951, and the sale of thia 8ame
Government property on December 7, 1957. The board of review,
relying on the Brown case, held that each larceny and the subsequent disposition of the mme property were a single transaction
since the thefts were committed for the purpose of making wrongf u l sales. The Acting Judge Advocate General of the Army
certified the record of trial to the Court to determine the correctness of the board of review's holding.
The Court believed "the board broadened the intended scope
of our holding in that case."88 Distinguishing Brown as a
Peculiar case on its facts, the Court said in the case a t bar there
wp8 a ponitive violation of two distinct Congressional statutes, and
there wae no compelling reason to say that fairness to the accueed
required the punishment to be limited to ana. Before concluding
that the offenses were clearly and distinctly separate, Judge
Latimer, speaking for B majority of the Court said:
- U . S . V. Dieano, 8 USCMA 333, 24 CMR 153 (1857): ef. U.S. V. Renton, 8
USCMA 697, 23 CMR 201 (1968)i U.S. V. Crunoe, 9 USCMA 793, 14 CMR
211 (1954). But ef. U.S.Y . Real, 8 L'SCMA 644, 23 CMR 148 (1938).
m U . S . v, Rose", 9 L'SCMA 173, 3 CMR 437 (1838); aooovd, U.S. V.
Lemieur, 10 USCMA 10, 27 C Y R 84 ( 1 9 5 8 ) .
U.S. Y. Reams, 9 USCYA 6 9 6 2 6 CMR 475 (1965).

"US

Y.

McClary, 10 USCMA 147, 27 CMR 221 (1969).

*Id. at 161, 27 CMR at 223.
*OD
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"The crime of ~ e l l m gGovernment properrs IS complete uithout regard to the manner m xhlch p o s s e i r m 1% obtained, and the a'fenre af
rtealine 1s committed reEardless of the manner I" which the thief later
deala u i t h the property, pretermirting an intent ro return at the time of
property. And sale of Gorernment property does not require proof of
wrongful taking a h i e h 1s not neceiaars ~n the isle of Government
property And sale of Gorernment property doel not require proof of
wiancful taking "

D. Current Trend
I t is nece~saryto go back to a case decided in 1951, uhich did
not concern multiplicity as such, to evaluate properly 8ome of the
Court's most recent decisions involving multiplicity to ascertain
what may be a shift in the Court's thinking. In that c a ~ e rxitad
,
States v. B o s ~ e l l . ~the
' ' charge was desertion b u t it became necessary because of the peculiar findings returned by the courtmartial f a r the Court of Xilitary Appeals to determine whether
escape from confinement v a s an offense lesser included within
desertion. The Court held it w a s not, for the fallowing reasons.
To prove an escape, it must be shmm the accused was placed in
lawful confinement. While such evidence of escape bears upon
the accused's intent t o absent himself or remain away u-ithout
authority, it is not an integral part of the general proof required for desertion. "Hence, neither from the standpoint of
allegation nor from the standpoint of praof,"Ol was escape from
confinement a lesser offense included within the desertion charge.
The Court did not discuss the fact that the evidence in the case
showing the accused's initial absence, which formed the basia for
the desertion charge, also showed the escape from confinement.
S o r was it much concerned that the accused's escape was a ma.
terial fact in providing the accused's intent to desert and that his
intent was shown in part by his escape from confinement, a s "it
is not an integral part of the general proof required for desertian."Qz
One case such as this certainly is no trend. I t could not affect
the well entrenched rule of lesser included offenses announced i n
the Dauis case. However, other cases fallowed where the issue
was specifically raised as to the multipliciow nature of charges
alleging desertion and escape from confinement, when both charges
arose from the one act of the accused.08
~~~~

'' I d

a t 152.

27 CMIR at 226.
23 C M R 368 I l M i )
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In the Haliburton case, decided October 3, 1958, i t was stated
that, in light of Posniek, supra, and Modesett, supra, "the prevailing rule" of the Court was that offenses arising out of the same
transaction are not separate for punishment purposes if the proof
sufficient for one offense will also prove the other.W In Halibvrton it was held that desertion and escape from confinement
were Separate and in no way multipliciaus. The Court went on to
say that proof of desertion w a s not sufficient to prove the elements
of escape. I t said:
"Desertion can be, and frequently IS, f r o m a place other than m e of
confinement. On the other hand. proof of escape does not prove the
specrfic intent requmte far desertion. This intent t o remain w a y
permanent!y need not w e n be formed m the mind of the aeevred a t
the moment of deparrure or e%cape.''"

Judge Latimer, speaking for a unanimous court, distinguished
the Court's holding of multiplicity in cases involving absence without leare and escape from confinement, where the e\,idence of
escape prox-ed the unauthorized absence, on the ground of the
specific intent necessary for desertion.
Although the Court approached the problem reciting the Pomick
rule, actually it appeared to be saying that each offense required
different elements of proof and therefore the offenses were
separate.
On the same day that Haltburton was decided, the Court also
decided L'nitrd States Y. Granger.Be There, it was held charges
of failure to obey an order to report and absence without leave
were multipliciaus ;07 charges of desertion and breach of restriction, desertion and escape from custody, desertion and escape
from confinement were not multiplieious.
Four days later the decision in r:nited States v Morse w m
rendered.gB Xorse was a guard in an area where an ice-cream
vending machine had been broken into an two occasions. Because
of these prior break-ins, the money changer and some coins were
coated with a fluorescent paste and a powder t h a t leave8 a blue
stain upon contact. When the machine was again rified and traces
U.S v Hahburton. 8 USCMA 694, 695.
695, 26 C I R 474. 476 (1868)
(1868).
"Ibrd.
- 9 U S C l l A 719,26 CJLR 498 ( 1 9 5 3 ) ,
Owrrvling U.S. V. Larney, 2 USCICA 563, 10 C M R 61 (19531, mpra,
f n . 60.
" 9 CSChlA 790. 26 C Y R 61 ( 1 9 5 8 ) . Campsre U.S. Y . Gibson, 3 USCMA
146, 14 CMR 164 (18541. ahere the Court, considering charge? against a
guard uha had broken i n t o three buildings and rified coin boxen of vending
machines therein, said better examples of reparate offenses could hardly be
imayined.
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of fluorescent paste found on his gloves and blue powder Seen on
his hand, Xorse, after his confession, was charged with and
convicted of a number of offenses. The three specifications of
Charge I alleged dereliction of duty by breaking into the vending
machine on three separate oecasians and stealing coins therefrom. Three of the specifications of Charge I1 alleged wrongful
damage to the vending machine by prying it open with an iron
bar on the Same dates a8 the dereliction offenses. Three of the
specifications af Charge Ill alleged larceny of the coins from the
machine, two of which corresponded in date with the incidents
alleged in Charges I and 11. In addition, another specification of
Charge I1 alleged damage to the machine and one under Charge
I11 alleged Isrceny af coins on the same date. The accused contended the charges, except four counts of larceny and one of damage to property, were multiplicious.
As to the dereliction of duty charges the Court agreed with the
accused. It said the specifications alleged that each act of dereliction consisted of damage to, and theft from, the machine. These
allegstions made larceny and damage integral parts of the offenses
charged. Therefore, the Court pointed aut, the proof sufficient
to establish the dereliction in each instance necessarily proves the
other offenses.
The accused was not as fortunate as to the remaining specifications. The Court stated:
"The evldence sufficient to support the findings of laiesng from the
machine does not also Bhow the nature and extent of t h e damage . . .
And. eonveraely, proof of damage ta the machine does not establish chat
the money w86 taken from It.""

Consequently, these offenses were held to be separate and distinct.
The Court's reasoning 8s to the dereliction offenses obviously
fallowed Posniok and Modesett as proof of the derelictions
charged would prove the other offenses of larceny and damage.
But on this same stsndard would not the proof sufficient to prove
larceny also prove the damage to the machine? The Court said
this evidence did not come within its prevailing rule because it
did not also show the "nature and extent" of the damage. Had
the Court wanted to extend Posnick and Modesett to the larceny
and damage offenses could it have done s o ? Surely evidence
sufficient to establish the larceny of coins that had been rifled
from a cain vending machine by prying it open with an iron bar
would be sufficient to esbblish the damage to that same vending
machine. To show the manner in which the coins were taken the
a
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prosecution would have to show the nature of the damage and a t
least Some of the extent of damage. In this regard, the extent of
the damage is important not so much as an element but as an
aggravating circumstance in furnishing a basis f a r additional
punishment.1o0
So, as in Haliburton and Granger, it seems the Court did not
choose to extend its "prevailing rule," that is, offenses arising out
of the same transaction are not separate for punishment purposes if the proof sufficient for one offense will 8180 prove the
other, as f a r as it might have been expected.'o'
In the Beene case it stated it had rejected the interpretation
that offenses were separate "if offenses alleged may-theoretically
and conceivably-be established by evidence not the same. . . ."loa
In these last decisions the Court appears to be finding that
separate offenses are established by evidence theoretically and
conceivably not the same.

VI. T H E E F F E C T O F MULTIPLICIOUS CHARGES
A, Limitations on Punishment
The Manual authorizes punishment to be imposed upon an
accused only for separate offenses arising out of the same act o r
transaction.1os The Court of Military Appeals when first eonsidering the question, and on many other occasions, stated that
the only prohibition against multiplicity contained in the Manual
is that the maximum sentence may be adjudged only for separate
offenses."' It has recognized that paragraph 14b(4) of the
Manual is direct authority for the validity of findings of guilty
under each of two or mare specifications, although they are
admittedly but different ways of alleging the same offense.1oE
As Judge Latimer put i t :
"This permits a convening authority to frame the apeelfieations in
such a way that an unexpected turn in the ewdenee will not resuit in a
fatal vsrianee nor in the neeesat) of disapprowng a finding 3olely
~

See U S V. Beene, 4 USCMA 117,182. 15 CMR 117, 182 (1954).
-'See P.S. V. Blair, 10 USCJdA 161, 27 C Y R 235 (18591, where offenaes
of arongfully using marihuana and unlawfully transferring marihuana
were held to be aepsratelr puniiable. The transfer consisted of the accused
Irn

and other persons passing marihuana cigarette back and farrh while they
smoked it
" " I d . at 178, 15 CMR BT 178.
1m Par. 76ai81, MCM, lS5l.
'*E.g., U S . v. Yarborough, 1 USCMA 678, 5 CMR 106 (19521; PS. Y.
Dsndanesu, 5 USCMA 462.18 CMR 86 (1966).
' " E . # , U.S. V. Jahnmn, 5 USCMA 297, 17 C l l R 297 (1054).
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beesu:e the i a c r r f o u r d f a i l
mer r:iegeri " '

.O

pro,i

t a e offenre in the particular ma?.

Such broad language should not, however, be taken to mean
that charges can be preferred without discrimination where
several offenses arise out of the same transaction. Some reseryation b?- the Court, although not defined, is indicated. Use of such
phrases as "no error aould neeessarily result from charging and
conricting the accused of offenses arising out of the 8ame traneactian"lO' and "under ordinavu circumtances, the question of multiplicity affects only the sentence"-o' indicates the Court would
a t least look \yith disfavor upon an unreasonable multiplication of
charges.
Some limitations as t o what is considered unreasonable have
been established. The Government will not be permitted t o allege
lesser included or separate offenses arising aut of the same
tranaactian when they are not shown to s e n e any purpose other
than to be the base for admitting otherwise inadmissible testimony.:OOTor can unwarranted charges be preferred and used to
force the accussed to offer a guilty plea to some charges in exchange for dismissal of the others.'1n
The issue of multiplicity, and requested instructions in regard
to the maximum authorized instructions, should be preaented
by the defense counsel to the law officer to insure proper determination of the issue a t that level."' When the law officer finds
that multiplicity is present and it has been made to appear
"through semantical manipulation" that the accused has cammitted more offenses than he actually has, the burden then falls
He must then instruct in open court that
upon the law
the maximum sentence imposable is different from the apparent
total imposable because of the effect of multiplicity on sentence
.1

o

I d . a t 289. l i C3lR a t 299; accord, par. 2 6 b , M C M , 1851.
U.S.V. Soukup. 2 U S C M A 141. 115. 7 C\lR I-, 21 (1963)

IEmpham

S. Y . Bell, 8 U S C M I A 193, 196, 24 C Y R 3, 5 (1917). (Empharir added J
S. r. Rarren, 6 U S C l l A 418. 423. 20 CJIR 135, 138 11955) (opinion
m e r , J 1. Qmnn, C. J.. eoneurring ~n the r e ~ u l fof this e a ~ e ,dirasao-

eiated himself from this opinion. He %aidheretofore B C C Y J ~ T Jhave been free
t o ~ l l e g ean offenre I?. as many x a g i ab they deemed adnsable. and eon' e n l n g authorities i e i e m n l a r l y at hberry t o refer such eharpes for trm1
10 reviewing charges upon the bails of a n abuse of
did n o t think rhis was a proper ease for aueh review
8 U S C l I A 623. 26 C\IR 403 (1958)
ensen, 4 USCDIA 22. 11 C M R 22 (1954), US. v Bell,
8 USCYA 193,24 C Y R 3 (185:)
x i U.S. Y. Posrick, 8 USC\IA 201. 205,24 CllR 11, 15 11967).
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consideration.11a In such cases the maximum sentence imposable
is limited to the most serious of these offenses, that is, the one
that carries the greater punishment.'1i

B. Subsequent Reassessment of Sentence
Suppose a case where multiplicity is present but the law officer
fails to take proper action with regard to the sentence. Such
error can be purged by any reviewing authority, with requisite
power, redetermining the appropriateness of the sentence in the
light af that error.11s If the error is brought to light in the staff
judge advocate's review t o the convening authority and the appropriateness of the sentence determined,"6 or the board of review reevaluates the sentence with full knowledge of the problem, further
Consideration by the Court of Military Appeals is neither necessary
or required."'
Before the Court of Military Appeals this issue may be raised
by appellate defense counsel even if not noted in the proceedings
below.11s If the Court finds multiplicity and the reviewing, that
is, sentencing, authorities have not considered the sentence on t h a t
basis, the record of trial usualiy is returned f a r reconsideration
In such cases the Court usually returns the
of the
record to the appropriate Judee Advocate General for resubmission to the board of review so that the board of review can
reassess the sentence.1zo However, in one c a e a rehearing on the
Sentence was directed.I2l
The accused receives the benefit of the doubt as to whether his
sentence was affected by the multiplicious charges.lZ2 If there is
a "fair risk"12J that the accused's sentence was greater because he
was convicted of two offenses instead af one, the record of trial
will be returned even if the maximum sentence was not a d j ~ d g e d . ' ~
lbid. See U.S. V. Thorpe, 8 U S C Y A 7 0 5 , 2 6 C Y R 485 (1968).
U S Y. Yoderett, 9 uSC15A 152, 26 CMR 414 ( 1 9 6 8 ) ; U.S. Y. Klliiams,
9 USCMA 55, 25 CMIR 317 (1858); U S Y . Morgan, 3 C S C P A 341, 24 CMR
161 (1057).
"U.S. V. Crusae, 3 USCIIIA 783, 14 CMR 11 (1854).
V S. V. Rack, 9 USCMA 503, 26 C X R 283 11968).
'--u.s.V. B ~ I I8, USCMA 1 8 3 . ~ 4
8 (issi).
y'U.S. V. JAWS. 9 USCMA 216, 26 C l l R 477 (1818).
"*See U S. Y Welch, 9 ESCMA 265, 26 C Y R 35 (1963).
- E # , U S Y XModesett, 8 U S C I A 152, 26 ChIR 414 (1868).
"U.S. Y . Parnlek. 8 USCYA 201, 24 C X R 11 ( 1 9 5 7 ) .
"'U.S. v hladeiett, 9 USCMA 121, 2 5 CMR 414 (1968).
% = u s . hicreY 4 TSCYA 167, 16 c m 16; ( 1 0 ~ 4 )
T.S. I cooper.2 USCMA 353, 8
133 (1953) ; C . S . V. i f o r b e . 8
USCMA 789, 27 CMR 6 7 (1868). Lanmei, J., dirrenting on the ground that
Article 59, CCYJ, applies to sentences 2% w e l l 8 s findings.

cim
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Occasionally, even though the sentence is based on multiplicious
charges without proper limiting instructions, the ease will not be
remanded. As, for example, when the difference in the maximum punishment is very slight,125or the accused's sentence, when
charged with a number of serious offenses, is lenient when compared to the legal maximum
C. Dismissal oiMultiplieious Charges

In the great majority of cases in which it has considered the
effect of multiplicious charges, the Court of Military Appeals has
held that the error relates only to the sentence.'?' In no case has
the Court set aside a valid finding of guilty solely because the
specifications upon which i t was based \Tas multiplicious.lzs But
haw about the law officer at the trial? Does he have authority
to dismiss a charge he determines to be multipliciaus? If he does
dismiss such a charge, what is the effect of this action? Can a
board of review dismiss an otherwise valid charge because of
multiplicity?
At the outset it i s apparent that consideration muat be given
to paragraphs 26b and 74b(4), of the Manuel. Paragraph 26b
cautions against using one transaction as a basis for an unreasonable multiplication but recognizes that, a t times, sufficient doubt
as t o the law or facts may exist to warrant making one transaction
the basis for charging two or more offenses. On the nther hand,
paragraph 7 4 6 ( 4 ) permits an accused to be found guilty of two
or more offenses ariaing aut of the same transaction, regardless
of whether the offenses a r e separate.
The Court has considered giving the accused relief by dismissing the multipliciaus offenses rather than by causing a reconsideration of the sentence.lZ9The first case where such relief had
been given was the Strand case which involved the accused's
efforts to avoid the consequences of a "weekend marriage" by
sending his wife a false communication regarding his death. Be-

_ _ ~ ~

'=Bee U.S Y. Holland, 9 USCMA 32:l. 25 CMR 103 (19531 (SIX months),
elfriek, 9 USCMA 221, 25 CMR 483 (1858) ( o n e m o n t h )
V. Reams, 9 USCMA 696, 25 CMR 4 7 s (1868). Ferguson, J., dlssenring on the ground t h a t the law officer's instructions1 error exceeded by
ten ?ears the msxlmurn confinement imporable
- C S. Y. McCormick. 3 USCMA 351, 12 C Y R 117 (1853)
' U S Y Drexier. 9 CSCMA 405, 412, 25 CMR 185, 192 11913) (dmrentlng opinion of Latimer, J , ) ,
US. v Drexler, 9 USCYA 406, 26 C Y E 155 (1968) : U S r. Strand. 6
CSCMA 297. 20 C X R 13 (1965). C.8 v C i u i a e , 3 VSCY.4 793. 14 CMR

211 (19513
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fore arraignment, defenre counsel moved to dismiss, as multiplicious, the specifications of the Additional Charge. The law
officer reserved his decision until the court-martial returned
findings of guilty on all charges. Before it closed to deliberate
on the sentence, the law officer ruled that Specification 2 of the
Additional Charge was a lesser included offense to Specification 1
and ordered it dismissed. In addition, he instructed the court not
to consider the dismissed specification in fixing a sentence.
The Court approved the law officer's actions. From B consideration of the holding in this factual situation, the following cancludons of the Court emerge. If an accused believes charges a r e
multipliciaus, he should more to dismiss one or more of them.
A motion to dismiss a specification on the ground of multiplicity
usually presents a question of law which is interlocultory in
nature. The law officer can rule finally on such a motion. If he
desires to change a ruling a t any time during the trial, he may.
This power t o change includes the power t o reserve decision.
In case af doubt the law officer should reserve decision on the
motion until the facts are developed and he can better evaluate
their legal effect.
I n United States V. Drerler,'30where a Navy board of review
dismissed a multiplicious charge and reassessed sentence, the
Court further expressed itself regarding the power to dismiss a.
multiplicious specification, particularly with respect to a board of
review. There Chief Judge Quinn, speaking for B majority af
the Court stated that a board of review, possessing the powers of
an appellate tribunal, can in the interest of justice and in its
sound discretion, dismiss a multipliciaus charge. Further, that
the form of the charges need not be corrected by dismissing the
multiplicious charge and ordinarily, a reconsideration of the sentence is directed.
In its opinion the Court gave Some help t o law officers, 8 8 to
when a charge should be dismissed, by stating "when it is manifest that the charge is identical to another, a motion to dismiss
one or the ather is proper."'al
Judge Latimer dissented from the majority of the Court. He
believed that on m a n s prior occasions the Court had fixed with
certainty the rule t h a t multiplicity applies only t o sentence unless
in originally pleading the offenses there w a s an unnecessary
multiplication. He stated that "unreasonableness" must be tested
in relation to conditions as they exist a t the time the charges are
~~

V. Drsxler, 9 L'SCMA 405. 26 CXR 186 (1958)
U.S. v Drexler, "Pva, i n 128. at 408,26 C M R at 188.

U S.
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prepared. And in this c a ~ e ,involving desertion and missing
movement, he did not think it was unreasonable to plead two
offenses to cover the contingencies of proof. He considered the
board of review's action was based on its belief of the unfairness of the present law rather than the fact that error was committed.
In yiew of the language in both Drezlei and Stmnd defense
coun~el,a t bath the trial and appeliate stage, can be expected to
probe further into this asgect of the Court's disposition of multipiicious offenses, to see if this is the limit to which the Court wiii
go.
In the several cases inralring multiplicity which hare been decided after Dresler, the Court, having opportunity t o do so, has
made no mention of dismissal of the offending
Rather, the findings of guilty were affirmed and any correction
neceseary was done by causing a reconsideration of the sentence.
Considering paragraph 26b of the Manual, which specifically
provides far charging several offenses n h e r e doubt as to facts or
iau exists, it would seem that the Court should use some Caution
in saying that when it is manifest that one charge I S identical to
another. a motion to dismiss is proper. If the Court continues to
use this language, then to give effect properly to paragraph 26b
in its entirety, the Court should follow Judge Latimer's suggestion.
That is, the test far "unreasonabienesa" should be determined in
relation to conditions as they exist a t the time the charges are
prepared. Thus, only if it was "manifest" at that time that one
charge was identical to another would a motion to dismiss be
This m u i d give effect to the admonition in paragraph
26b not to unreasonably muitiply charges and also would recognize the right given therein to the pleader to charge more than
one offense when warranted by doubt a d to the law or facts. An
obvious example of "unreasonableness" a t the time the charges
are prepared would be where a charge of desertion and one
alleging absence without leave, covering the same period and
absence, were preferred by the accuser.
In addition to determining if and when a multiplicioua charge
should be dismissed, other problems could confront a law officer
if a muitiplicious charge is dismissed. Suppose the following case.
An accused, prior to arraignment. more8 to dismiss one of the
charges against him on the ground that it is multipliciaus The
".E . g . , U S . ti. Morse, 9 U S C I A 799, 27 C M R 6: (19681 E B v Reams.
9 CSCBIA 696, 26 C I R 476 ( 1 9 5 8 ) .
See T.S v Cruaae 3 LTSCY.4 798. 796, 14 CMR 211, 214 (19541
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law officer concurs and orders the specification dismissed. Upon
trial f a r the remaining charge, the accused is acquitted. After
trial, the dismissed charge is preferred again and the accused
brought a trial thereon. How should the law officer a t this second
trial rule with respect to the accused‘s motion to dismiss on the
ground of former jeopardy? Does the dismissal of a multiplicious
charge bar t n a l for that offense after acquittal for the nonmultiplicious charge?
Both the Code and the Manual state t h a t no person shali be
tried a second time for the same offense without his ~onsent.’~‘
The law officer, in such a case, muat find out why the multipliciaus charge was dismissed in the earlier trial. Was it a lesser
included offense? Under the facts of that case, was it the same
offense as the charge upon which acquitted, but was alleged a8
another offense? To make a proper determination as to the
effect of the dismissal, a t least the previous record of trial should
be introduced. If it can be ascertained that the charge upon
which the accused is n o m being tried i d a lesser included offense
of the offense far which previously acquitted, the answer i s clear.
The accused when tried for an offense in the Sense Of Article 44
of the Code cannot, without his consent, be tried for an offense
necessarily included therein.
The determination of whether the particular offense is included
within the charge of which the accused was acquitted may not be
easy As previously noted the Court of Military Appeals modified
the Manual rule on determining lesser included offenses. It
applies a liberal standard and tests the facts stated and proved
in support of the principal offense to determine whether lesser
included offenses are comprehended therein.13s Accordingly, the
l a w officer must also use the liberal standard. Similarly, the
broader the test of included offenses, the broader should be the
test of inclusion when the accused pleads farmer jeopardy to a
subsequent
Recent cases decided by the Supreme Court have interpreted
strictly the protection afforded an accused against former jeopardy.18’ Nevertheless, it i s submitted that the Court of Military
-* U C I J , Art.

( ? f a 1 i par 68d. MCM, 1951
’“U.S. Y . Habba, 7 OSCIIA 693, 23 C l l R 167 (19571.
46 Calif. L.Rev. 634 (1957)
’“.See C l u e d Y . Illmail, 366 U S 671 (1963), holding t h a t the defendant’s
two former trials f a r the murders of A and B IS no bar to his trial f o r the
murder of C, all of a h o m were killed during the i s m e Incident. Evidence of
deaths of A. B. C, and D were intraduced at each t n a l . Hoag Y. Xew Jersey,
356 E S 434 (1’353). B u t quaere d pmiecurar ha. ejil moni,es?
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Appeals ail], as it has in determining the existence of lesser included offenses, adopt a liberal standard in deciding, for purposes
af farmer jeopardy, whether an accused is being tried for a lesser
include offense.
Whether the offense in quejtion is a lesser included offense is
not the only thing for which the lam officer must be alert. For instance, a situation might arise as in L'nited States v. Rosen, where
the accused's acta in committing larceny and also violating different subsections of Article 132 of the Code were held by the
Court not to be separate steps in the same transaction but to
"merge" into one step.13y If the Court thought such a merger
took place. it is likely it would think that a subsequent trial for
one of these violations, which had been dismissed before the
accused's acquittal on the rest of them, would be violative of the
former jeopardy provisions. If all the alleged acts merge into
one step, acquittal of the "step" should bar a trial for one of the
acts which would have made part of the step, had it not been
dismissed.
If the offense in question is not a lemer included offense af the
offense for which tried or has not merged therein, former jeop.
ardy will not have attached, even though both crimes arise aut
of the Same transaction. In such case the elements of each are so
different from each other that the law permits punishing both
without violating the privilege against being twice placed in
jeopardy f a r the same offense.'3e
Throughout its decisions on multiphcity. the Court has emphasized its concern that a n accused might be punished twice for the
same offense. I t can be argued that where the accused has been
acquitted in a prior trial for offenses arising out of the same
transaction, he would not be punished twice even if tried again
for another offense which also arose from that same transaction.
The danger of double punishment would not exist because the accused had not s e t been punished. In such instance would the
Court apply a less liberal rule f a r former jeopardy pu~posesthan
it has in determining multiplieious offenses?
In a situation where the accused was being tried on a speeification previously dismissed as multipliciaus, it could he argued that
the Court, by a little judicial legislation, might apply a different
rule as to former jeopardy issues, when related to multiplicious
offenses. The rule could be that the punishment far the second
~~~

" 9 USCYA 176, 26 CMR 431 (1968).
'ISee U.S v Calhaun. 5 U S C I A 128,1 8 CMR 52 i 1 9 5 6 l . which folloaa the
rule of Gavisrea v U.S., 220 U S 338 (1911).
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trial not exceed that which could have been imposed had the
multiplicious offenses been tried in one trial, and could not exceed
the maximum provided for the offense for which tried a t the
second trial.
I t does not appear likely that the Court wouid do this. The
Court has been noted far endeavoring whenever possible to give
exwry consideration to the accused. Actually, the prohibition
against former jeopardy is not against being punished twice hut
against being tried twice."" In any close question pertaining to
former jeopardy involving the welfare of an accused, undoubtedly
the Court wouid apply B liberal interpretation to such a vital safeguard rather than " a narrow, grudging a p p l i ~ a t i o n . ' " ~ ~

VII. CONCLUSIONS
The problem of multiplicity has two facets: ''unreasonable"
multiplication and separateness of offenses f a r punishment
purposes.
Probably very little would have been heard of "unreasonable"
multiplication of charges had accusers, judge advocates and convening authorities used some discretion in the number of
charges, arising from one transaction, that were sent to trial. If
charges were examined more carefully prior to referral for trial
with B view toward sending to the court-martial only the strongest
and most specific charge f a r the wrong done, only a rare case
would the cry of "unreasonable" multiplication he heard. This
procedure wouid have more advantages than disadvantages.
Aside from eliminating the litigation of multipliciaus pleading
and the resultant delay and expense for review thereof by appellate tribunals, the Government would experience no material
change in the sentence adjudged if the accused were found
guilty. Rarely does a court-martial return the maximum sentence
imposable for all offenses alleged. Courts-martial, \%-heneonsidering specifications arising aut of one transaction, adjust their
sentences accordingly and usually limit punishment to the accused's dereliction in its most important aspect.142 Also, "if only
for tactical reasons, an accuser uill not want to give the impression that he wishes to persecute, not prosecute, the ~ f f e n d e r . " ' ~ ~
K.S. Y. Bsll, 163 U S . 662 (1386); we Slovenko, The Law on Double
Jeopardy. SO Tul. L.Rev 408,414 (1966).
.*'See Green Y. T.S., 365 T.S 184 (1957)
'"US. Y . Johnson. 6 USChlA 287, 300. 17 C M R 297, 300 (1954) fapinion
la

"Everett. Military Justice
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the Armed Forces of t h e United States,

141 ( 1 8 5 6 ) .
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This should not be construed as minimizing the nece3slty and
utilit) in some instances of following the procedure authorized in
the .lianuai to charge more than one offense a h e n warranted by
doubt as to the facts or the 18w. Judge Latimer has sugpested
that the test to determine unreasonableness in pleading must be
made in relation to condition8 as they exist a t the time the charges
are prepared:"
Possibly the test should be made as of the time
the charge8 are referred for trial. Usually, investigation after
the charges are preferred will reveal sufficient information so that
it can be determined whether sufficient doubt still remain8 as to
the facts or the lam to warrant charging multiple offenses. If a t
that time, and after adequate investigation into the transaction,
there is still doubt and the charpea are referred for trial. it is not
likely the Court of llilitary Appeals would consider them to be
unreasonably multiplied.
The Court is Drimarilr interested in fair olar for the accused.

MULTIPLICIOUS PLEADIKG
because the Manval drafters obviously did not intend that such
action be taken. Severtheless, the Court has shown on prior occasions t h a t it is not afraid t a overrule the .k'anUQl'S intent, whether
express or implied. If the Court's rule is adhered t o in the preferring and praces8ing af charges arising out of one transaction
it will see that such action is not necessary.

VIII. RECOMXESDATIONS
The Supreme Court has not had much trouble in applying
the Blackburger rule when determining the separateness of offenses arising out of one transaction. As previously noted, one
of the principal reasons behind the armed forces' adoption of the
Blackburger rule WBB that Federal courts could be looked t o f o r
precedent. However, the rule finally promulgated in the .+lanu51
was not the same as t h a t announced in Blockburger and subsequently followed by the Supreme Court. The difference in the
wording of the t w o rules is slight. But this difference may have
resulted in the several varying rules utilized by the Court of
Military Appeals since 1952 as contrasted t o the one rule successfully applied since 1932 by the Supreme Court.
As stated in Blockburger, where the same act or transaction
constitutes a violation of two distinct statutory provisions, the
test to be applied to determine whether there are two offenses or
only one, is mhether each provision requires proof of an additional
"fact" which the other does not."6
The Manual rule substituted "element" f o r "fact" when the
multiplicity proviaions af paragraph 7 6 a ( 8 ) were drafted. Possibly this lack of preciseness has contributed to the difficulty experienced by the Court and by others in adhering to the intended
rule. As said by the late Judge Brosman:
"Unlew we knav fully what v e mean and exactly u h a r we are doing.
the wards [element and fact1 should not be used interchangeably in
this retting in m) view Certainly the r e m "element" nhauld n o t be
used in a generalized or in vacuo sense, but m u ~ ar l u a g ~be related t o t h e

riteria, rather t h a n "elements," will
enable pleaders to distinguish with more preciseness the separateness of offenses. It will permit pleaders and the Court to rely on
the Supreme Court and other Federal Courts f o r precedent, f a r
they will be applying a standard identical in all respects with the
Supreme Court's test.
''e

284

"US

U.S.a t 304.
v Larney. 2 USC31A 563, 572, 10
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I t is recommended that this rule be affected by B statutory
amendment to the Code to provide far its inclusion. An appropriate place for this to be set forth would appear to be in Article
79.
As amended Article 79 could read:
"ART. 79 Leiier meluded and reparate offenses
( 8 ) An accused may be found gvilty of an offense neceiaarii? ~ n cluded ~n the offense charged. or of an attempt t o commit either the
offenre charged OT of an offense n e e e s ~ a r i l yineluded therein
( b l An aceuned may, by B m g l e act or amireion. violate more t h a n
one article under this code and may be canviefed and sentenced under
each a r f ~ c l emalafed unless the offenses defined therein m e identical.
The offenses are not identical d each artleal violated requires proof of
an addltmnal fact vhich the other does n o t "

Paragraph 7 6 a ( 8 ) of the Manual should then read:
"(8) The maximum authoriied pnnishmenf map be imposed f a r
each af T W O or more aepsrate offenses arising out of the same a c t or
transaction The teat to be applied ra determine whether the offenses of
which the accused has been convicted are separate IS this: The offenses
are separate If each require3 proof of an additional fact which the
ather d m not. The test for the separateness of these offensen muit not
be applied in a generslized manner but must be related to the facin of
the individual esse Thus. if the accused I P convicted of escape from
confinement ( A r t . 96) and desertion ( A r t . 8 6 ) k b o t h offenies arising
out of the lame act or transaction-the e o w f may legally adjudge the
maximum punishment a u t h o n m d for each offense because escape requires proof of B freeing from restramt, which deaertian does not,
and desertion reqnires proof of Intent to remain permanently absent,
which 1s a f a c t not required ~n proving ereape But, for example. if
t h e accused IS canviered of absence without leave ( A r t 86) and breach
of r s r t n c t m ( A r t . 134)--armng from the lame act-the offenies are
not separate if the fact of unauthorized absence from the area of restriction is elso svmeient to establish the absence without l ~ a v e ' '

In view of its close relation to the question of separateness of
offenses, it is also recommended that the part of the Manual which
defines a lesser included offense should be amended. The second
unnumbered paragraph under paragraph 168 of the M a n d
should read:
"An offense I J lesser rhan and necessarilp included ~n an offense
charged If si1 the facts required to prove the lesser offense are neees~ a r yfacts in proving the offense charged. An offense IS not ineluded
within an offense e h a w e d If It requires proof of any f a c t nac required
m prownp the offenre charged o r If it 1nv01,ea acts of x h i e h the accused
UBI n o t apprised upon his arraignment.
The question af inelusion af
offenses should be determined in terms of the alleiatianh and facta of
the apeelfie case If proof af the affenre charsed in the ipecificati~n r e quires the establirhment af every fact necessary t o prove another crime,
and if every n e e e i ~ a r sfact of t h a t ather offense IS alleged, the second
110
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crime 1s neeeasarily meluded. A familiar matanee of an ineluded
offense is absence without leave under a charge of desertion. Also,
where an acevaed is charged with robbery by farce and violence, and
the use of B dangerous weapon constitutes rho force and vielenee a i the
robbery charge, aggravated assault may be B lesser crime ineluded -5th.
in the robbery. But m e charged with desertion may not be found guilty
of bieakmg arrest 8 3 an ineluded offense thereunder because proof of
&meit, B neee88my f s e t in praving breach of arrest, is not P f a c t required m proving desertion."
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A SUPPLEMENT TO THE SURVEY OF
MILITARY JUSTICE
BY FIRST LIEUTENANT
WADE H. SIDES, JR., JAGC
AND F l R S I LIEETENANT
JAY D. FISCHER, JAGC'

Foreword
"The Survey of The Law-Military Justice: The United States
Court of Military Appeals 29 November 1951 to 30 June 1958"
appears in 3 Military Law Review 61-115, January 1959. I t
represents an effort by various officers of the Government Appellate Division, Office of The Judge Advocate General of the Army,
to present a concise summary of the principles which evolved
from decisions of the Court of Military Appeals during the titled
period. The instant supplement to that article constitutes a revision on the basis of cases decided by the Court from the terminal
date of the original article to 30 June 1959. However, Section
VII, dealing with Sentence and Punishment, is new. Just as the
original survey did not purport to cover every question considered by the hiehest military appellate tribunal, nor serve as
a substitute for research, so the instant material merely analyzes
the case8 regarded BS most significant in the several areas eonsidered during the survey period.
The opinions, doctrines, and conclusions expressed herein &re
those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the opinions
or doctrines of the Judge Advocate General's School, the Judge
Advocate General's Corps, the Department of the Army or any
other governmental agency.
I.

PRETRIAL PROCEDURE: CHARGES AND
SPECIFICATIONS: AND ARTICLE 51

During the survey period the Court of Military Appeals had
occasion further to articulate the nature and requirements of the
Article 32 Investigation. In Cnited States V. Samuels' the Court
* F i r i t Lieutenant Sides received his LL B. from Vanderbilt University
in 1856 and an LL.M from Yale University in 1056. He 1% a member of the
bar of Tennessee. F m t Lieutenant Fiseher received hir LL.B. at Columbia
University ~n 1855 and is a member of the bar of the atate of New York.
Both authors are member3 of the bars of the Supreme Court of the United
States and the Covrt of Mil~tary.4ppeal3. A8 appellate Government eoun~el
in the Office of the Judge Advocate General af the Army pursuant to Article
10, Uniform Code a i Pilitan, Juitiee. they have briefed and argued cases
on behalf a i the Government before the Court af Military Appeals.
' 10 U S C X A 206,27 CMR 280.
*oo
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held that, while the Article 32 Investigation is an ez parte proceeding a t uhich the Government is not a formal party, so that
traditional evidentiary rules are relaxed, it is nevertheless judicial
in character and is designed both to serve as B discovery procedure for the accused and to ascertain the probability of the t r u t h
of the charge8 Accordingly, while statements of legitimately
unavailable witnesses, to be admissible a t the Article 32 hearing,
need not qualify as depositions, it is error to admit them if they
are neither sworn nor affirmed; and, charges predicated upon
such evidence may be reversed where a timely objection has been
voiced a t the Article 32 hearing and made the basis for a motion
for appropriate relief at triaL2
Regarding the unavailability of witnesses a t the Article 32 proceeding, the Court of Military Appeals has issued a caveat that
the circumstances of unavailability should be disclosed by the
investigating officer.' It is clear, however, that a determination
of unavailability will be honored on appeal unless appropriate
relief was sought and erroneously denied at trial.'
Care must be taken by those charged with administering miiitary justice a t the trial level to avoid pretrial activities which
might be said so to align such officials with the prosecution so
as to impair or cast doubt upon their capacity impartially to
perform the post-trial judicial functions required of them Thus
a convening authority who grants immunity to a prosecution
witness,j and a staff judge advocate who promises to recommend
clemency for one co-conspirator if he will be a prosecution witness
in the trial of his accused confederate,O are disqualified to perform their respective past-trial functions in such cases. This
disqualification, however, affects only the individual, and does
not extend to the office, and absent B showing that the same
individual undertook both the partisan and the judicial functions,
there is no disqualification.'
Two cases concerning charges and specifications decided during
the period under consideration warrant mention here. The amendment of a specification to a charge of wartime desertion so as
to reflect the date and manner of termination is not the preferring of a new charge and does not destroy the efficacy of the
'lbid
I d . at 212.
27 CMR 284
'United States V. Whlte and Sirpiem, 10 USCMA 63, 21 CMB 137.
'United States V. Albright, 9 USCMA 628, 26 CMR 403.
-United States V. Giliiiand, 10 U S C P A 343. 27 C P R 417.
s

' United States V. Farriaan, 10 USCMA 220,
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original charge ta toll the statute of limitatione. Accordingly,
the statute of limitations may not be invoked to bar trial upon
the original charge as subsequently amended after the period of
limitation.8
It is now settled in the military that larceny by cheek can be
committed with a past-dated check, if the drawer intends that
insufficient funds shall be on deposit for payment upon presentment. The fraud consists in the misrepresentation of an existing
intention.@
In according its wanted attention to Article 31 issues. the Court
of Military Aipeals during the survey period enlarged the scope
of the retributive consequences flowing from a violation of that
Article, and also reemphasized the Article's general inapplicability to interrogators not subject to the Code. Thus, not only
is a statement obtained without the requisite warning, and by
promises of confidentiality, inadmissible against the declarant in
a trial by court-martial, but evidence derived from the inadmissible statement is equally tainted.'O
I t is now s e t t l ~ dthat civilian law enforcement officers not subject to the Code and not acting as agents of the military-whether
such officers be fareign," local,12 or federalla--are not required
to provide the warning prescribed by Article 31. And voluntary
statements obtained by such officers without a warning of rights
are admisaible before a court-martial, regardless of the admissibility under the iaw of the jurisdiction of which the investigator
is an ~fficial.~'Of course, the services cannot escape the requirements of Article 31 by having third parties act for them or an
their behalf in crime detection work. However, where the Army
does no more than furnish the Federal Bureau of Investigation
information to aid in the identification, location and apprehend o n of a deserter suspect, FBI agents do not become agents of
the military so as to require a warning of rights."
'United States V. Span", 10 USCMA 410.27 CMR 484.
'United States V. Cummins, 9 USCMA 668, 26 CMR 449.
"United States V. Haynei, 9 USCMA 792. 27 CMR 60. (This ease overruiedthe dictum appearing in United Staten Y. Fair, 2 USCMA 621, 10 CMR
19, mdicatmg that real evidence derived from an in-dmiaaibie statement is
admiesible into evidence.)
United States V. Girahsm, 4 U S C l l A 694, 16 C M R 268 (an opinion of the
late Judge Brarman, the principle of whleh survived the reconstitution a i
the Court and served as the basis far two deeirioni during the survey period).
"United States V. Dial. 9 USCXA 700. 26 CMR 480.
I" United States V. Holder, 10 USCMA 448, 28 CMR 14.
"Knited States Y . D i d BUPIO.
"United States V. Holder. m p i a

*oo
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11. CORIXASD INFLUENCE AND JURISDICTION
A convening authority's expression of a verdict or sentence
Preference, and its impact upon the discretion of the courtmartial, continue t o receive the close attention of the Court of
Military Appeals. Thus, where the court-martial is apprised,
through the admission of a service record extract, of a commander's dissatisfaction with the omission of a punitive discharge
from a sentence adjudged far the accused's farmer conviction f a r
larceny, the court's inclusion af a bad conduct discharge in a
sentence for escape from confinement is too Suspect to permit
affirmance.' An o v e r ~ e acommander's
~
legitimate concern, however, over the incidence of rape by members af his command,
even though this concern finds expression in remarks made to
his staff in conference, does not constitute command control where
the tenor of the remarks indicates that the commander, though
abhorring the crimes, is not so "panicked by the civilian community's outrage" that a conviction or a particular punishment
is sought or desired by him.?
Not only may direct influence by officials in a close command
relationship to the members of the court constitute unlawful cantrol, but policy pronouncements emanating from more remote
levels of command, if brought t o the attention of the courtmartial, may have a similar effect. The policy announced, for
example, in the S a r a 1 Supplement to the PIIanual, that confinement in excess of three months or a punitive discharge should
be accompanied by reduction in grade, cannot lawfully be injected
by the law officer into the sentence deliberations of the courtmartial.q To be distinguished, however, are such innocuous
departmental policies as that of the S a v y requiring convening
authorities in guilty plea cases to elaborate upon the circumstanced of the offense for the benefit of appellate authorities.'
The Court considered a number of jurisdictional questiane during the s u r ~ e yperiod. In two cases challenges to court-martial
jurisdiction over persons not on active duty in the armed forces
were rejected. Thus. discussing the significance of Reid v. Cocert,'
the Court held a civilian dependent accompanying the armed
forces overseas subject to trial by court-martial for a nan-capital
United Staten Y Coffield, 10 VSCMA 77, 27 C P R 151
Stater V. H u r t , 9 r S C l l A 735, 761. 762. 2: CMR 161
'Cnited Srater Y . Chaate, 8 USCYA 680, 26 CYR 460
' U n i t e d States V. Webster, 8 C S C Y A 615, 26 C\IR 396
' 364 U.S 1. 1 L e d 2d 1148. 77 S Ct 1222 (1862)
x

' Cmted
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offense.a And, in Cnited States v. Hooper,'the accused challenged
the jurisdiction of courts-martial to try retired officers in the
absence of a n order affecting their return to active duty. The
Court, however, held that even absent such orders, an officer On
the retired list of a regular component entitled to receive pay
is part of the "land or naval forces" of the United States within
the purview of the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution and is
subject to court-martial jurisdiction under Article 2 ( 4 ) of the
Uniform Code of Military Justice. The Court pointed out that
if orders affecting a retired officer's return to active duty were
required to vest court-martial jurisdiction, Article 2 ( 4 ) would
be meaningless since the authority to hold trials by courts-martial
could then be found in Article 2 ( 1 ) of the Code.
In United States T. Martin,8 a challenge to court-martial jurisdiction was based on the argument that the accused's induction
into the Army was illegal since he attained only a score of nine
an the Armed Forces Qualification Test a t the time of his induction. Under the Universal Military Training Act of 1951 the
passing requirement for the Armed Farces Qualification Test
was to be fixed at a percentile score of 10. The Court concluded
that notwithstanding that a person attains an AFQT score below
ten he may properly be administratively determined to be acceptable for induction and accordingly lawfully inducted into the
Army. The Court reasoned that the passing requirement for the
Qualification Test appearing in the Universal Military Training
Act was intended as a restriction an the 8erviceS to prevent them
from excluding certain persons from induction and does not
operate as a limitation on the right of the armed forces t o induct
certain persons attaining lower scores. And in Cnited States v.
another challenge to jurisdiction on the basis of an allegedly illegal induction was rejected. There the accused, a
Mexican national who entered the United States with his parents
when he was two year8 old and who continuously resided in this
country until his induction, sought to characterize himself a s a
"border crosser" and thus exempt from induction under the terms
of an Executive Agreement between the United States and
Mexico. Differentiating "border c r o ~ e e r ~from
"
"illegal entrants"
on the ground that the former category clearly contemplates
persons only temporarily in the United States, the Court found
'United States V. Dial, 9 USCMA 541. 26 CMR 321.
7 9 CSCMA 631, 26 CMR 417.
8 9 USCMA 558, 26 CMR 348.
' 10 USCMA 334, 21 CMR 408.
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the accused to fall into the latter classification and, as a resident,
subject to induction into the armed forces.
During the 8urvey period, the Court again had occasion to eansider the status of a person who enters the military service prior
to his seventeenth birthday. Reiterating the rule that a person
below the age of seventeen is incapable of entering into an enlistment contract and that if enlistment is effected it is void and the
enlistee not subject to trial by eourt.martial,'O the Court announced that B change in the status of such B person remaining
on active duty between his seventeenth and eighteenth birthdays
on the basis of a "constructive enlistment" must be shown by the
Government." Another youthful soldier, a Reserve Forces Act
( R F A ) trainee, challenged the jurisdiction of a court-martial
which tried him for the offense of escape from lawful confinement on the ground that the offense was committed and the trial
held subsequent to the date provided for his release from active
duty in the orders which ordered him to active duty. The accused
argued that these orders were self-executing insofar as this termination date was concerned and that in the absence of amending orders court-martial jurisdiction terminated on the date proaided for hia release from active duty. Noting, however, that on
that date the accused had "bad time" resulting from pretrial eanfinement to make good, the Court concluded that under such eircumstances amending orders are not necessary to continue caurtmartial jurisdiction until such time as the requirements of the
"bad time" statute have been fulfilled.'*
In L'nited States Y. Frmh,lBthe question faced by the Court
was one of jurisdiction over an offense rather than jurisdiction
over a person. As a result of his offer to sell various documents
to agents of the Soviet Union. the accused was charged, inter
alia, with wrongfully and unlawfully attempting to communicate
information relating to the national defense of the United States
to a foreign nation in violation of Article 134, Uniform Code of
Military Justice. Concluding that this specification, although
alleging the conduct in question to be of a nature to bring discredit upon the armed farces. in substance alleged a capital
offense in vialation of the Espionage Act, the Court held t h a t
subsection 2 of Article 134 could not be used to support courtmartial jurisdiction. The Court reasoned that subsection 3 of
See United S k i e l

Y. Elantan, 7 USCMA 684, 23 CMR 128
Overton, 9 USCMA (184.26 C M R 484.
Doherty, 10 USCYA 468, 28 CMR IO.
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that article indicates that Congress intended not to permit the
prosecution of any capital offense in a military court under any
guise except when specifically authorized by statutory enactments.
Although nu difficulty would have been encountered had this case
arisen prior to 1954, when a peace time vialation of the Espionage Act did not permit the imposition of a death sentence, in
that year Congress changed the maximum punishment and authorized capital punishment. The Court of Yilitary Appeals
concluded, "By increasing the punishment and by not specifically
authorizing t r i a l by courts-martial of those violators who are
subject to military law, Congress fixed the trial of peacetime
violators of the Espionage Act in its mast serious aspect, if
committed within the confines of the United States or on the
high seas, beyond the pale of military courts.""

111. EVIDENCE
During the period under examination the Court considered
many diverse evidentiary problems. In two cases the status of
depositions introduced into evidence in court-martial proceedings
was clarified. In the first of these, stating that a deposition is
not an exhibit b u t rather the equivalent of the testimony of m
unavoidably absent witness, the Court held that permitting a
court to examine such evidence in closed session over defense
objection constitutes error requiring r e v e r d on B showing of
prejudice.' Such a showing was held to exist where the prasecution case relied mainly an depositions which were submitted to
the court in closed seesion while a defense motion to aimilarly
submit a transcript of the accused's testimony was denied.l However, in U i t e d Statas v. Poiitte.' where the accused admitted
making a confession which was recounted in a deposition of his
commanding officer but sought to tender a n excuse for said confession, the Court, aithough finding error in permitting camideration of the deposition in cloeed session, concluded t h a t no prejudice
resulted since "the court-martial had no issue t o determine as to
the statements made in the deposition when it retired into closed
session."
Documents of a different nature were the subject of eonsideration in United States Y. Grwso.' There the accused was convicted.
" I d a t 10 USCMA 179.
'United Ststes Y. Jakaitia, 10 USCMA 41, 27 CMR 115.
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' 9 USCMA 679.26 CMR 369.
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zntei alia, of larceny of an electric razor. The razor had been
recovered from the accused by an investigator who testified that
the accused claimed to have purchased It a t a Navy exchange.
The investigator's further testimony that he had checked the
records of the exchange and found no record of an? such purchase b3- the accuaed was the subject of dispute, it being contended an appeal that it constituted hearsay since the admissibility af the examined records had never been determined. The
Court concluded that neither the business entry exception to the
hearsay rule nor the best evidence rule apply when the facts
sought to be prored are independent of the writing and are baaed
upon the witness' awn knowledge and conduct. What i s to be
established in this situation 1s the absence of an entry which
is separate f r o m the content of an entry. Proof that a search
has been made of a record and that no entry was found to exist.
although involving in a Sense the document's terms, uaually does
not require the documenva production for proof.
The effect of the absence of requested counsei at the Investiga.
tire stage on the consideration of an accused's statement, first
considered in Pmtad Stater v. Gunnels,' vas the subject of
further amplification by the Court. The Court clearly established
that before an issue af Ioluntariness may be raised b y the alleged
denial of opportunity t o consult counsel at the investigatite stage.
a clear relationship must exist between that fact and the accused's
statement.'' Thus, where an accused makes a statement in the
belief that he could not consult with counsel until he had done
80, an issue of voluntarlneas may be raised.' However, where an
accused requested legal assistance a t the outset of a n interview
which terminated without anythine of an incriminating nature
arising, did not renew this request the fallowing day when he
advised the investigator that he was ready to talk and there was
evidence that the accused confessed because he had been told that
a witneas had identified him aa being connected with the offenses
suspected, the Court held that even if there was an improper
denial of c o u n ~ e ls t the firat interview it had no apparent effect
or influence on the second meeting between the accused and the
agent 8
' 8 USChl.4 130, 23 C I I R 314
%
Cadman. 10 USCIIA 222, 27 C I I R 296: s l i o United
UBCIIA 480. 26 CMR 260

'United Slates
S t a t e l v Cat*%.9
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Valuntariness i n B different Setting formed the basis of the
decision in l'nitid States V. Fmslwnd.' There the Court ruled
that testimony concerning the results of a urinalysis x a s inadmissible when the accused provided the specimens only after
being ordered to do so, after initially refusing ta supply such
specimens. Such an order violate8 Article 31, Uniform Code of
Military Justice. This article \vas also the subject of consideration ~ndetermining the admissibility of certain evidence in United
States v. .Morse."' There, in the absence of an Article 31 warning,
a criminal investigator, in an effort to discover detection powder
indicating the pereon responsible for breaking into various d o t
machines, examined the hands and gloves of a soldier who had
been ordered to report to the orderly room together with the
clothing worn by him on a certain occasion. Only after ascertaining the presence of detection powder by observing the accused's hands and gloves, as well as examining the gloves under
ultraviolet light, did the ivestigntor provide the accused with the
required Article 31 warning. The Court held that the visual
inspection of the person af an accused or suspect does not violate
any Constitutional right or Article 31 of the Uniform Code Such
an inspection d o e r not require a suspect t o say anything or produce any incriminating evidence. The observations of that which
is open to view and patent in either natural or artificial light is
neither a search nor does it req lire a statement within the meaning of Article 31. The Court f rther held that the visual examination of an accused's outer garments a t the time of his interrogation does not constitute an unlaxr-ful search, nor does such an
inspection trespass upon his privacy.
Search and seizure principles received considerable examination
in several other cases also. Thus, the Court reaffirmed the view
that wherever receipt of evidence obtained by a search is challenged, the prosecution must affirmatively establish the justification for the search to the satisfaction of the law officer." Such
justification was found when a first sergeant secured and examined a duffle bag discovered in a storeroom where the bag was
believed to contain
The Court reasoned that the
seizure under these circumstances was legal since a noncommissioned officer mho becomes aware of the presence of marihuana,
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the possession of which is presumed to be unlawful and which
can easily be concealed or removed, in a common area within the
command clearly viaible to anyone who happens to look, acts
reasonably in seizing the material. Moreover, the subsequent
examination of the duffle bag was reasonable since, having Iawfulls taken pasaession of it and knowing it to contain narcotics,
there was a duty upon military authorities to segregate the cantraband from the personal effects of the owner and impound the
prohibited materiai. Such action required a search to make certain
that all residue of the narcotics was removed. However, another
effort by military authorities to discover the presence of narcotics
resulted in the Court's announcing that, although there is substantial discretion vested in a commanding officer to order a search of
persons and property under his command, mere suspicion of
wrongdoing generally will not justify a search of the person.:'
The Court stated, "although the military permits certain deviations from certain civilian practice in the procedures for initiating
a search, the subatantire rights of the individual and the necessity
that probable cause exist therefor remain the e a n ~ e . ' ' ~ '
IV. THE ROLE O F THE TRIAL PARTICIPASTS;
AFFIRXATIYE DEFENSES ; APPEAL A S D ERROR

Despite Judge Latimer's protest that ''ever since the right to
counsel became part of military law in the United States, it has
been permissible for officers of the line or other services to represent individuals who were on trial in military courts,"' the Court
of Military Appeals has ruled that even a t his own inaistence and
with full advice 8s to his right to be represented by qualified
counsel, an accused cannot elect to he represented only by a nonla%,yer before a general court-martiaL2 Stating that it is imperative that only qualified lawyers be permitted t o practice before a
general court-martial, the Court directed that the practice of permittinp representation by nan-lawyers before such courts be completely discontinued. However, this rule does not prohibit an
accused from conducting his awn defense. nor does it prevent his
consulting a "on-lawyer, or having a layman seated s t counsel
table.
While expressing disfavor on the practice of a trial counsel
appearing as a witness, the Court has held that $0 long as he is

e

United Stairs Y Brown, 10 USCXA 482. 28 C M R 18
d a t 10 TSCXA 488
ted States Y Kraakouskas, 8 U S C I A 607.26 C M R 387. 380.
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not incompetent by statute or his testimony inadmissible under
accepted rules of evidence, an accused may not assert legal error
merely because the prosecutor testifies and does not thereafter disqualify himself from further participation in the case.l However,
i t is improper for trial counsel' or the law officer- to suggest, a t
any point in the proceedings, that an accused would be the proper
party to testify an a given matter. Such a suggestion may be regarded as a comment on the accused's failure to testify. Although
advising an accused of his right to remain silent during courtmartial proceedings in open court does not constitute such a
comment by the law officer, the Court has indicated t h a t this
practice is unnecessary end undesirable under present circumstances since an accused is represented by qualified counsel who
should be fully aware of his obligation to advise his client in this
regard." If a law officer considers it necessary to provide an
amdsed with advice in these premises, it should be given out of
the hearing of the court since such advice may result in emphasizing the accused's failure to testify.
The law officer's obligations in guilty plea cases were the subject of considerable attention. In such cases, the trial judge must
inquire into the eircurn~taneesand determine whether the plea is
the result of the aeeused's free will and desire to admit his guilt.'
However, where a law officer, although informing the accused of
the meaning of the plea and its consequences and advising him
that despite a pretrial agreement with the convening authorits he
could plead not guilty, failed to further inquire into the voluntarinesa of the plea, the Court refused to find prejudicial error since
the accused adhered to his plea after having f u l l Opportunity to
consult with his e o u n ~ e land never claimed that his plea was improvident or ill advised or was the result of any consideration
other than hia own consciousness of guilt.x And no reversal was
granted when defense counsel refuged to permit an accused to
answer a question by the law officer as to whether the accused
pleaded guilty because he was guilty.') The Court indicated disapproval of defense counsel's tactics under these circumstances,
stating. ''a specific acknowledgment of guilt by the accused ordited States Y. YeCanta, 10 USCMA 8 4 6 . 2 7 CMR 420.
'United States Y Bowen, 10 USCMA 74. 27 CMR 148.
Allinder, 8 USCMA 675, 26 CMR 366.
*United States v Endsiey, 10 U S C Y A 266, 27 C X R 328.
-United States Y. Butler, 9 USCMA 615, 26 CMR 388.
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narily helps the law officer determine that the plea is voluntary
and true.")"
Another aspect of the guilty plea program considered by the
Court was the propriety of a l a w officer's entering a finding of
guilt?. after a plea to that effect." The Uniform Code provides
that no person may be convicted except by concurrence of twothirds of the court members present a t time of voting (Art. 5 2 ) ,
and that voting by members of special and general courts-martial
shall be bl- secret written ballot (Art. E l ( c ) ) . S a exception is
provided for guilty plea cases. Although concluding that the failure of the court to make findings did not constitute jurisdictional
error and although, the court members as reasonable persons
being unable to return any verdict except a finding of guilty,
specific prejudice was not found in the decided case, the Court
clearly indicated Its disapproial of the practice. Noting that the
procedure a a s apparently adopted to expedite the proceedings.
the Court stated. "we disapprove of expedients which are in confiict with the Code Law officers are required to folloa the law
even though some procedural steps may appear t o them t o be
unnecessary Congress haa not seen fit to do away with findings
by a court-martial on guilty plea cases, and law officers should not
question the wisdom of the legislatmn."lJ The Court further
warned. "Were there present in this record the remotest pmsibility that the accused was harmed by the proceedings follalued'',
r e v e r ~ a lof the conriction would be required j '
Before eallinp for objections to his ruling den)-ing a motion for
a finding of not guilty made a t the close of the prosecution case,
the law officer should instruct a court on the elements of the
offense under consideration.Ii However. his failure to do d o ma).
not result in a finding of prejudicial error where there is no objection to the ruling and the evidence is in such d posture that the
findings ultimately returned demonstrate that the majority of
the court must h a w been convinced that every element of the
offense had been established a t the conclusion of the prosecution's
ease.

I t 1s apparent thar a law officer m w t aioid the appearance of
arbitrariness at the trial Thus, under certain CirCUmataneeS, his
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refusal to permit the defense to atate grounds for an abjection to
the receipt of evidence may be objectionable." And, the Court has
ruled that where an accused requests an out-of-court hearing an
the admissibility of his pretrial statement, its demal constitutes
error. I t is mandatory that such a requested hearing he held."'
As usuai, during the survey period the Court of Military Appeals had occasion ta consider a multitude of instructional questions. Thus, the Court opined that it is inadvisable and undesirable to advise B court that insanity may be feigned easily." Instructions on reasonable doubt were the subject of consideration
in Several cases. An instruction to the effect that the court could
find the accused guilty of any offense which it believed beyond a
reasonable doubt from the evidence he had committed but that
the accused should be acquitted of any offense that the court was
convinced beyond a reasonable doubt from the evidence that he
had not committed, was erroneous in that it required the court
members ta be convinced of the accused's innocence beyond B
reasonable doubt before they could acquit.'. But where the 1211.
officer's instructions on this question as a whole clearlr advised
the court-martial that the prosecution had the burden of proving
the accused's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt and that the court
must find each element of the offenses charged to have been eatablished beyond a reasonable doubt, the instructions were sufficient
even though they did not expressly advise that if there 1s a
reasonable doubt as to guilt, such doubt must be resolved in favor
af the accused.'n An instruction defining reasonable doubt is
sufficient when it informs the court-martial that an accused i s
presumed innocent, that the court members must be convinced of
guilt bel-ond a reasonable doubt by the evidence adduced In court
before they can convict. that proof of that degree means proof to
a moral certainty although not necessmily an absolute or mathematical certainty, that a reasonable doubt is one for which good
reason can be given in the light o f all the evidence, and that such
doubt is absent in the mind of each member only if there was a n
abiding conviction of the accused's guilt such as he would be willing to act upon in the more important matters relating to his own
affairs."' The fact that this instruction includes a statement to
Umted Statea v. Brown, 10 T S C M A 482. 28 CMR 48
Cmted Brater Y . Cates. 9 V S C P A 480, 26 C>lR 260.
ted States Y . Richards, 10 USCMA 476.28 CMR 41.
fed Stater Y. Skonberg, 10 U S C X A 67,2: C M R 131
fed S t s r e i Y . MlcClary, 10 USChlA 147, 27 C l l R 221
ted Stater I Klah and Neely, 10 L'SCXA 329, 27 CMR 403.
AGO 4 0 i i B
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the effect that a reasonable doubt is one for which a good reason
can be given does not render it defective. As the Court stated,
"nhile the Gorernment has a heavy burden of persuasion, it need
not prare it8 case t o a mathematical certainty, and court-martial
members should not be told that the term reasonable doubt means
a doubt not based on reason."21
y of nitnesses receired attention in
and Lbited States Y. B a l d ~ i % In
.~~
the former case, the Court held that where a la\\ officer correctly
instructed on the credibility of witnesses generally, there war no
error in including an instruction to the effect that in weighing the
testimoni of an accused the court ma? consider that he 18 highly
interested in the outcome of the praceedinps. In BoIdii,i?i, two
aspects of the credibility question were examined. First, the court
held that since the maxim "falsus in uno, falsus in omnibus''
merely embodies a permis8ii.e inference rather than a mandatary
rule of law, a law officer does not err in fading to give a requested
instruction to the effect that I f the court found any witness had
falsely testified to a material matter it could disregard the entire
testimony of that witness. And in the same case. involving
charges of assault and rape, the Court held adequate an instruction on credibility to the effect that evidence that the victim a a s a
prostitute could be considered in regard thereto. that a conviction
could not be based upon the uncorroborated testimony of the
victim if it mas self-contradictory, uncertain or Improbable, that
evidence of conviction of an offense inrolring moral turpitude
could be considered in determining a aitneis' credibility. and that
in making ita determination of credibility the court could also
consider its own obseriationa of the witnesses 8.3 they testified as
well as the nature of their testimon! particularly from the standpoint of certainty, probability and internal consistency.
Although no sugmficant change in the substantive iaw of mental
responsibility occurred during the survey period, the Court did
have oceasmn to note that whenever testlmon? raise
as to an accused'q mental responsibility for the off
and hia mental cdpacit) to stand trial, the lax officer, b r his instructions. should require separate findmg? on each isme.-* However, where no effort w a a made by defenae coun3el t o raise the
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issue of capacity as an interlocutory question or distinguish between the two issues in questioning or argument and there was no
proof of a change in the accused's mental process in the 60 days
between offense and trial, no prejudice was found in the law
officer's instructing only on the general issue of insanity since the
decision on the general issue would also be regarded as dispositive
of an? question as to the accused's capacity to stand trial.
In Vnited States I-. Hairston,?' the Court had occasion to exam.
ine the instruction on the inference arising from the possession of
stolen property. The Court held that advice to the effect that
proof that B person was in possession of recently stolen property,
or a part of it, permits an inference that he stole it, but in order
to permit such an inference, the evidence must show that such
possesEion was recent, personal, exclusire, and consciom, and
"unexplained or unsatisfactorily explained, did not improperly
shift the burden of proof. If there is no explanation for the described possession of stolen property, the accused runs the risk of
having the court draw the inference of guilt) possession against
him. Accordingly, to avoid such a result, an accused bears the
burden of explaining his possession. Of course, this burden must
be distinguished from that of proving guilt beyond a reaaonable
doubt, which alwaya rests upon the Government. The Court distinguished the instant instruction from that on an unexplained
absence considered in Vnited States r. Soecio,"' by stating that an
absence alone does not provide the basis for the intent to yemain
away permanently. Thus, an accused ha8 no obligation to explain
an absence.
In delineating the responsibilities of the various trial participants, the Court has made it clear that court members must be
circumspect in their attitude toward the law officer-' and defense
counsel.2d Except in those instances where the Code gives the
court the right to overturn a law officer's rulings, court members
must accept his rulings and not become piqued a t his decisions
Of course, a law officer must take care in rertricting the examination of witnesses b r court members."' or the latter's examination
an voir dire.3'
."9 USChIA 554. 26 C M R 331
8 USClI.4 i i l , 24 ChIR 287.
--United Stares v Duncan, 9 ESCYA 465, 26 ChIR 215
IUni'.ed Stares Y
Lynch. 9 USCYA 523 26 C Y 3 303.
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In considering the availability of the defense of double Jeopardy
to militars accused, the Court held that the earliest point when
jeopardy may attach in a court-martial is a t the reception of
evidence an the general issue.32 But even after the reception of
such evidence, the Court may refuse t o consider the merits of an
accused's contention that his conviction was illegal on the grounds
of double jeopardy where the procedure followed \vas that suggested by the defense.33 And, when the trial proceedings are interrupted for good and valid r e a ~ o nother
~
than the failure of
proof, the incompleted action will not support a former Jeopardy
defense. The dismisml of charges because of a material variance
between pleading and proof will not preclude an accused from
being tried under proper ~ h a r g e s . ~ '
In Cmted States V.
the Court made clear that the dcfeme of entrapment penerally will not be available to one already
engaged in a course of criminal canduct similar to that ultimately
charged prior to the participation of Government agents and
where the accused indicates a ready willingness to violate the
la", even though persons acting on behalf of the Gmernment
encourage the accused in a course of criminal conduct "Mere requests or suggestions to an accused to obtain contraband goodd
are well within the bounds which the law countenances"' H a a ever, where there is evidence that a person working closely with
l a w enforcement agents acted in such a manner that without hls
cooperation the accused would not have been ~ b l eto commit the
charged offense, an issue as to entrapment may be presented 'Far the p u r p o ~ eof Article .13(f), Kmfarm &de of Xllltar?
Justice. suspending the statute of limitations as to certain offenses
in time of war "until three years after the termination of hostilities", the three year period constitutes a preliminary period which
muat elapse after the termination of hoatilities b e f o r e the period
of limitations applicable to the particular offense ini-olred commences to run.? And, concluding that for the purposed of the
aforementioned provismn the Korean conflict canstitured a war
even as to offenses committed within the continental limits of the
United States, the Court held that presenting a claim for traveling
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expenses of dependents knowing it to be false constitutes an
attempt a t fraud of B pecuniary nature upon the Government and
thus fall8 within the provisions of Article 43 suspending the
statute of limitations in such cases in time of war. Insofar 8 s
the offense of dishonorable failure to pax debts is concerned, the
Court held that the civilian rule that the statute of limitations
runs from the date a debt IS due and payable la inapplicable."
This result is due to the fact that mere nonpayment does not
establish that a default IS dishonorable.
Although technically not B part of the law of affirmative defenses, mention of the L'nited Staies Y . St~anson'"Seems appropriate at this point. There the Court viewed the relationship betaeen
a discharge in bankruptcy and a prosecution for failure to pay
debts, stating that a discharge occurring before a failure to pay
has become "dishonorable" can remove the basis for a subsequent
charge of a violation of the Uniform Code on the basis of indebtedness. However, I t appearing in the cited case that the crime
bad been committed prior to the bnakruptcy proceedings, the
bankruptcy discharge did not render the accused immune from
criminal liability. Reaffirming that the dishonorableness Justifying imposition of criminal liability for a Serviceman's failure to
deposit or maintain sufficient funds to meet presentment of a
previuudy drawn check inrolies demonstrable bad faith or gross
indifference on the part o i the accused, the Court found the evidence insufficient to sustain a conviction uhen an accused had
offered to redeem checks prior to their actual dishonor by the
drawee bank and the offer to redeem accorded with a previous
accepted practice whereby men had been permitted to redeem
returned checks without further adverse consequences.""
Turning n o w to the area of appeal and error. only a few cases
merit examination. In Cnited States v. Htmt,i2 recognizing that
JAGC officers are often called upon to serve in various capacitie8
in the administration of military justice and that a mere change
of duty assignment does not imply bias or prejudice, the Court
held that the transfer of a member of a board of review t o the
Gorernment Appellate Division after argument but beiore publication of the opinion and decision in a case did not disqualif>- said
officer from acting as a board member in that case.
~~~

~
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* 9 L S C H A 711, 28 CMR 491

Emred Stares v B l a n d , 10 E S C Y A 487, 28 C l l R 3
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In two cases, the Court concerned itself a i r h the perfecting of
a n accused's appeal. Ruling that a decision by an accused not to
request appellate counsel should be predicated only on the merits
of a n individual case and the accused's own desires, and that it
should not be based upon consideration8 of serv~ce expediency,
convenience or its effect upon other cases, the Court stated that
trial defense counsel must advise an accused of his appellate
rights." Such advice should provide an accused with as much
information regarding his rights as possible 30 that he can make
an intelligent decision in regard t o the review of his case. In this
connection, advice in these premises prior t o the staff judge advocate's review and ConYening author
and advice to an accused "as to what he [has] to l o s e and not
u h a t he [has] to gain by appellate defense representation" may
be inadequate.*' This i s not to say that a defense counael may not,
along with other advice, proffer his opinion as to the value of
appellate representation.*a And in Caited States r. Dohe&"
the
Court took pains to emphasize that where an accused, purauant to
hie request, received a punitive discharge prior i o the expiration
of his time to petition the Court, the request stating the accused's
understanding that if he petitioned within the alloted time any
action taken toward effecting his discharge would be revoked,
neither the request nor the failure of the Government to revoke
the discharge deprired the aceused of his right to hare the Court
review his conviction.
In connection with the powers of boards of reriea, the Court,
distinguishing between suspension and remission on the theory
that the former postpones while the latter annuls, ruled that a
board of retwew does not have the power to suspend a punitive
discharge. Such power exists only in the President, the Secretary
of the Department and the convening authority. However, when
the sentence before the board of review already contains a suspension, the board may reduce the period of suspensmn.'.
V. POST-TRIAL REVIEW
Continuing their amplification of the requirements of the posttrial review ar enunciated in Cnzted States v. Fields,' during the
'"Cmted

."

., ,h,d"

States v D a r n n g . 9 USCIIA 611.26 CMR 431.

"L-mted Starer v White, 9 UECYA 682, 26 C>lR 472
'"10 U S C M A 453. 2 3 C Y R 19.
a. Enited 8:are~ v EstLII. 9 C S C I A 418,26 C l I R 238.
' 9 U B C l l A 7 0 . 2 5 C\lR 332
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surrey period the Court held insufficient a review wherein. while
summarizing the evidence and expressing his opinion as to its
sufficiency, the staff judge advocate failed to state the rationale
for his opinion.' The Court reasoned that in a case involving dis.
puted questions of fact, "a mere summarization of the testimony
does not necessarily point to the correct eonclusmn. Ratiunaliaatian is required. And I f the reamns offered far the conclusions
In Cnited
m e not persuasive, the conclusion may be
States v. Jemisaii,+the Court turned its attention to the clemency
portion of the review. Holding that it is only where the m i e w e r
abuses his discretion by the amirsion of significant clemency
factors will a review be considered inadequate in this regard, the
Court reiterated its long standing admonition that an accused is
entitled to a "careful and individualized" consideration by the
convening authority of the appropriateness of the adjudged sentence. Since the staff judge advocate in the decided case did
discuss testimanr of the accused's superiors concerning his character and efficiency, BE well as a number of letters favorable to
the accused which had been received from v a r ~ o u speople, his
failure to refer to the accused's "attitude, appearance or personality", or to the Army's administrative directive concerning suspension of sentences did not constitute an abuse of discretion.
Insofar as the physical preparation of the review is concerned,
it is clear that a staff judge advocate need not peramall? read
every page of the record in every case or actually CompoSe every
revieW X h a t is especially important is that he learn the facts
and legal isSues "so that he can determine whether the accused
has been denied military due process"'. There may be cases
wherein the issue8 and matters are strongly contested and the
testimony is in conflict. In such cases the staff judge advocate
cannot rei? upon the preliminary consideration of his assistant
but must read the record itself: in no other way is he enabled to
make informed judgments and recommendations on the credibility
of the aitneases and the weight of the evidence.'
United States v Bennie. 10 USC114 158. 27 C Y R 233
'Id,a~10UECLlAlfio
' 10 USCMA i i 2 . 28 C Y R 38.
' United Stares Y Kema, 10 U S C I I A 272, 27 CZlR 316.
" I d . a t 10 ESCIl.4 274.
- I d at 10 U S C I I A 275
AGO 48lBIli
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YI.

INEFFECTIVE TRIAL REPRESEXTATION AS A
GROUSD FOR COURT-MARTIAL REVERSAL

In several case8 decided during the s u n e y period, the Court
continued to express its v i e w as to the obligations of a defenae
counsel toward an accused person. Although recognizing "that
the effectiveness of B defense counsel cannot be measured aolely
by the outcome of the trial". the Court held a defense counsel
guilty of inadequate representation 15 here he viewed as "frivolous
in the extreme" an affirmative defenae ultimately deemed to have
merit by the highest militarb- appellate tribuna1.l The Court mdicated that in examining for adequacy of representation, it will
expect the highest degree of professional competency from appointed defense counsel. In P a t t e d S t a t e s Y. Fadlor,' one of two
co-accused represented by the same appointed counsel was found
to hare been deprived of the undivided lo>-alty of his counsel uhen.
after findings based upon guilty pleas, said counsel indicated to
the court-martial that the appellant was more or less the leader in
the affair. The Court atated, "the aideline tactics af counsel with
an apparent objective of totally sacrificing the accused Faylor in
an attempt to impress the court with the need of mitigation far
his other client left the accused Faylor inadequately and ineffectirely represented." However, in a not incomparable situation in
rnited States v. Youno,' where two accused w s e jointly tried for
assault with a dangerous weapon, defense c o u n ~ e l largument
~
on
findings indicating that one of the two w.s the more responsible
was held not to indicate favoritism of appellants' co-accused to
the former's detriment I t must be noted, however, that B written
pretrial statement made by the accused and introduced into evidence by the Government, supported the argument presented by
counsel. Noting that defense counsel "cannot be expected to
accomplish miracles'' and "must face up to the facts that are in
the record." the Court made it clear that joint repreaentation by
B defense counsel "does not mean counsel cannot acknowledge and
argue the relative weight of the evidence as it affects different
indinduals being tried a t the same time." As the Court understands a conflict in interest, "it means defense comael cannot adequately represent one accused without prejudice to another."'
United Stales V. H o r r e , 8 C S C I I A 601, 26 CMR 581
9 UBC3lA 5 4 7 . 26 C Y R 327.
10 CSCIIA .
:9 2: C Y R 171.
' I d a t 10 CSChlA 89
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VII.

SENTENCE AKD P U S I S H M E S T

Although the sentencing phase of court-martial proceedings has
not been held to the rigid evidentiary standards obtaining at the
trial proper, the Court of Military Appeals has scrutinized rather
carefully the admission of previous convictions as bearing on
sentence appropriateness. The cardinal prerequisite to admiasibility, of course, i s that the offered conviction in fact be previous to
the offenae of which the accused etands presently convicted, and
the erroneous consideration of a conviction for an offense committed subsequent to that a t bar necessitates sentence reassessment by a board of review.' The circumstance that an offered
conviction 1s subsequent to one or more of the offenses of which
the accused stands convicted, however, will not affect its admissibility if it is previous to one of the offenses at bar.? An extract of
the accused's service record is competent proof of previous convictions, and the fact that an extracted initial order promulgating
the result of a former trial i s silent as to the completion of appellate proces8es will not preclude consideration of the conviction
unless the accused shows that finality has not in fact attached."
The unsworn statement of trial counsel that the accused has certain previous convictions. though affirmatively sanctioned by the
defense. is incompetent to establish the convictions, and will be
reversible error u n l e ~ s the sentence was clearly unaffected
thereby
The Court of 3Iilitary Appeals has been insistent that the integrity of the sentencing process be protected against extraneous
influences and that those charged with determining sentence
appropriateness discharge that discretionary function without
deference t o the policy atatements, preferences, or possible further
clemency actions of others who may be interested in court-martial
sentencea. Thus, no longer may the members of a court-martial
turn to the Manual for Courts-Xartial for guidance in sentence
matters, access thereto in sentence deliberations, as on the merits,
having been prohibited by the Court of Xilitary Appeals save In
' United Stater V. Ciusoe. 3 U S C Y A 703, 1 4 C X R 211
- T n i t e d States v G a b . 9 O S C Y A 3 8 2 , 2 6 CMR 1 7 2 , United Stater
Green, 9 USC3l.X 5 6 3 . 2 6 C M R 365
' U m t e d States T Larney, 2 USCMA 663, 10 ChlR 6 1
United States Zirn~.eiman,I USCUA 160,2 C M R 66.

1
'
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the case of the president of a special court-martial.' Any indieation to the court members that the convening authority desires a
particular sentence-as
where trial c o u n e l suggests that reference of the case to trial before a general court reflects the wish
that the accused be separated from the senice-improperly impinges upon the discretion of the court members.O That the trial
counsel'^ argument for punitive discharge is based upon a Xanual
policy applicable to B class of offenders--a.g., thieves-rather
than the immediate commander's desires as to a particular
accused, does not render the argument less objectionable: in
arriLing a t an appropriate sentence the court-martial is to be
free from the influence of all policy directiues.' Similarly, a convening authority violates his statutory duty to make an independent eralustion of sentence appropriateness when, in blind
reliance upon a departmental instruction designed to rid the
service of hamoseuuala, he refuses to consider the clemency recommendanon of the court-martial." Nor may those charged x i t h
determining sentence appropriateness be Influenced, in their deliberations, by the pressures of the local community for an
exemplary sentence.O
AB has already been suggested. a corollary of the rule that those
required to fit the punishment to the crime be unfettered in their
discretion is that they shall exercise that unrestrained airsretian
in full, without regard to further reductive action by higher
appellate authorities. Thus, a court-martial evidences a lack of
appreciation of its sentence responsibilities when it imposes a
punitive discharge but, based upon mitigating circumstancea
alreadv considered by it, recommends that the discharge be dis~' U m t e d States Y . R i m h a r t , 8 VSCMA 402, 21 CMR 212 l l t h o b p h Rlneh a r t indicates t h a t the iaw officer 1% t o be the exc1uilj.e I O Y T C ~of the :a% t o
be applied b y che caurf-m8itld on ienrence, hls fallure to lndtrucf 0" maxlmnm pumshment. though error, w111 not P I P Biequire
~ S ~ e b e r i a l See Cnired
States V. Reld, 10 CSChlA 71 27 C X R 145 where an uninstructed special
court r h l e h , nevertheless, d i d ' n o t exceed s;1 jurisdictmnsl hmlt8lionr vli
caniidered to have been aware of its Codal powera
'United States V. Lackey, 8 USCMA 718, 26 C l I R 222
United Stater Y Rmeharr, 8iipio. Accord
U r i t e d States Y . Choate, 5
L-SCMA 6 8 0 . 26 C>lR 160, holding rwerribie error a I a n officer's reference
to Naval Supplement's policy t h a t rhree manfhr confinement 01 pur.itiue discharge vovld be accompanied h>- redvcrlan ~n grade.
' U n i t e d Stares V. Doherty, 5 V B C l A 287. !iC l I R 287
Unired States Y . Brennan, 10 U S C l l A 105, 27 C l l R 183, C n a e d Stater
I. hlamaluy, 10 UBC\IA 102, 27 CMR !-e, And pee United States v Hurt.
9 U S C l A 7 3 6 762, 27 ChlR 3.
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approvedL0or that separation be effected instead by administratire measures.'' Likewise, though a board of review may properly
recommend such forms of clemency as I t is unempoivered to
accomplish (e.& suspension or commutation), It map not abdicate
its statutory duty ta affirm only an appropriate sentence by reeammending that The Judge Advocate General effect clemency
which the board of review itself may CompetentlY administer.:?
A detailed exposition of the types of punishments available to
courts-martial and the myriad rules relating t o permissible and
prohibited punishments would unduly extend the scope of this discussion. Chapter XXV of the Xanual, despite its considerable
editinr by the Court of Military Appeals, may generally be relied
upon i n this area. Some observations concerning the more usual
types of punishments (dismissal, punitive discharge, confinement,
forfeiture, fine and reduction), however, v i t h particular emphaais
upon Manual rules which have been modified or invalidated by
the Court, are in order here.
Since both dishonorable discharge and dismissal involve separation from the service with dishonor, the fact that B court-martial
adjudges a dishonorable discharge for an officer is not a fatal
error; the discharge, under such circumstances, may properly be
effected as a dismissal.1s However, dismissal of an officer is not
limited t o those offenses for which B punitive discharge may be
imposed upon an enlisted man. An officer convicted of any offense
under the Code may be sentenced to dismissal, subject only to
considerations of appropriateness." A bad conduct discharge is
Umled Stafea V. Kaylor. 10 USC31A 1 3 9 . 21 C Y R 213. The f a c t that
the ~ n e o n % ~ a r eelemenes
nc
recommendation 18 not contemporaneous 31th the
announcement ai the rentenee appear3 to be immaterial, at least where at
the time of the sentence the court e r i d e m e i ~ f sirillinpnerr t o canrider the
recommendation o i some type of clemency United State9 Y Story, 10
U S C P A 146, 21 ChlR 219. Kayiar and Story seeveiely restrict Enited States
V. Doherty, 5 USC!vlA 287, l i CMR 28:. which held a u n a n l m o ~ srecornmendation t o remlt B bad conduet discharge not t o indicate the abandonment of
the court's rentence discretion The remaining vitality of Dohertg, ii ans,
1% I" those initaneen where the clemency recammendatmn 13 the result ai the
p o s t - t n d advocacy of the defense counsel.
United Stater Y. Grcich. 10 USC>lA 495, 28 ChlR 61 Xor ma> trial
munsel be permitted t o argue f o r che >mpomtmn of a severe sentence in
reliance bpon paisible ameliorative action at higher levels United Starea
T Simpson, 10 UECMA 229. 27 ChlR 303.
ted Stater Y . Cavallaro, 3 K S C Y A 663, 14 C Y R 71.
ted Stater Y . Bell. 8 USCMA 193. 24 C i l R 3.
I' Umied Stales v Gooduin. 5 USCMA 647, 18 CMR 271
AGO 4 0 3 1 8
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not a Permissible punishment for a cadet; though not officers.
cadets may be separated punitivelx onlr by dismissal."
Paragraph 1272 of the XIanual for Courts-Xartml. United
States, 1951, atate%in part, "Confinement without hard labor w 1 1
not be a d j u d p d . " Sotwithstanding this Xsnual provialon, i t has
been held to be error for the la\% officer to instruct that a sentence
to confinement without mention of hard labor is improper,
although ~nso holding the Court apparently agreed that, adm
trativelS, hard labor may be required of any accused sentenced to
confinement.'0 The solitary confinement provisions of Paragraph
125 of the Manual h a r e also been modified by judicial construction. Although that paragraph, in proi-iding that solitary confinement shall not be adjudged against Army or Air Force personnel,
seems t o contemplate this type of punishment for other offenders,
the Court has taken the position t h a t no court-martial can impose
solitary confinement.). The Imposition, in addition to the maximum confinement imposable f o r the offense of which an accused is
convicted, of additional confinement unless a concurrently levied
fine is paid. does not render the confinement legally excessive.'s
Although alternative confinement to enforce payment of a fine is
not part of the punishment so as to limit the confining power of
the court-martial, it is part of the sentence and is to be aggregated
with the confinement adjudged as punishment for purposes of
determining whether the sentence is such a8 t o require r e w e a by
a board of review under Article 66 of the Code.'"
The idea that a court-martial is free to impose any sentence not
forbidden by the Code or the table of maximum punishments is
the unifying principle around which several recent decisions of
the Court can be grouped. These eases have made it clear t h a t
several provisions of the Manual for Courts-Xartial which deal
with sentence policies of long standing are not to be considered BS
limiting the discretion of those charged with arriring a t an
appropriate sentence. In the celebrated cases of Vermdore?o and
Halt2Lthe Court overturned precedents of long s t a n d i n p to inUnited States V.
Cmred Staren v
United Stater V.
United States Y .

Ellman, 8 O S C I I A 549, 26 C M R 329
D u m , 9 U S C I I A 386, 26 CIIR 166
Stllei, 9 U S C L A 384, 26 ChlR 161
DeAhgelis. 3 USC>lI* 286. 12 C M R 54

red Stat01 v Varnadore, 9 E S C D I A 471,26 C M R 251.
ted States v Holt. 9 U S C Y A 476, 26 C Y R 256
. E.@.United Stater v Brasher. 2 C S C M A 50, 6 CMR 50, United States
Lunq, 1 USCIIl.4 101. 15 CMR 101
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validate Paragraph 127b of the Xanual and hold that a law officer
errs when he instructs to the effect that confinement in excess of
six months without a punitive discharge 1s an illegal sentence. Not
only may a court-martial impose confinement of any duration
without a punitive discharge, but, notwithstanding Paragraph
126d of the Manual, it may now sentence an officer to confinement
without dismissal.T3 The Court has been reluctant t o find preiudice where instructions were given in reliance upon the now obsolete Manual guidance, however, unless the record indicates a
possibility that but for the misinformation no punitive discharge
would have been adjudged." I t is an open question whether a
law officer may longer instruct that if life imprisonment i s adjudged, a dishonorable discharse and total forfeitures should
accompany it. When the validity of this &.nus1 policy (Paragraph 126a) was challenged before the Court, it elected to leave
the question unanswered and academic by holding that the accused
was clearly not prejudiced, there not being ''even a remote passibility the court members might have Seen fit to adjudge a life
sentence without the inclusion of a dishonorable discharge and
total forfeitures."2'
Although the confinement imposed by a court-martial begins
to run when adjudged,'O the accused remains an unsentenced
prisoner until the sentence is ordered executed and cannot be
required to work side by side with sentenced prisoners, perfarming the same iaborr, attired in the Same fashion and without
distinction from sentenced prisoners." The fact t h a t the eonfinement to which an accused has been sentenced has been served
and he has been restored to duty does not render the legality
of the sentence unappealable as moot, as computation of leave
and longevity pay are affected by the validity of the sentence.?'
The provision in Paragraph 127b af the Manual limiting farfeitures in the absence of a punitive discharge has been exercised
by judicial fiat under the Same rationale that caused the expunging of the similar limitation of t h a t paragraph relating to confinement in the absence of B punitive discharge. A court-martial
United Stales T, Smith, 10 USChlA 153, 27 CMR 227.
sa United States v Hoiowitz, 1 0 USCMA 120, 27 CMR 191: United Stater
v Miller and Kline, 10 U S C I l A 296. 27 CMR 370; United States Y. Smith,
mpra
United States 5.
* U n i t e d States Y .
'-United States V.
* Umred Stat*%v
*oo 4 0 M B

Jones, 10 U S C h l h 122, 27 CMR 196.
Yarnado. 7 USChlA 108, 21 C I R 235
Baghand, 6 USCMA 762, 21 C Y R 81.
Probcatt, 2 USCMA 121.6 CMR 122.
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ma? n o w impose forfeitures in excess of two thirds pay per
month without adjudging a punitive discharge.-@ AB in the
related Vantadore-Halt area, however, an instruction framed in
terms of the n o a erroneous language of the llanual will not be
found to be prejudicial unless it fairly appears that the Impasitlon of the discharge is attributable to the court-martial's erroneous understanding that a discharge was a prerequlslte to a
forfeiture of more than two-thirds pay ni
Minor irregularities in the announcement of forfeitures do not
affect their validity so long as the amount and duration thereof
ma!- be accurately computed. Thus, a sentence of forfeitures
expressed in terms of a fraction Of pay for a number of months,
rather in dollars and cents as Paragraph 126h of the Nanual
requires, is harmless error
Similarl), forfeitures of fifty dollars per month "during confinement and until release therefrom"
is not so indefinite as to be mvalid.d2 The forfeitures in such a
case, howmer, cannot be operative from the beginning of confinement, as confinement begins to run when adjudged while forfeitures cannot be made applicable until approved by the convening a u t h a r ~ t ? . Where
~~
a sentence as adjudged and approved
includes a punitive discharge and partial forfeitures (with no
confinement), the comening authority by suspending the execution of the punitive diacharee, ma? order the forfeitures into
The same is true if the approved Sentence includes
confinement of less than a year, whether or not the confinement
is wspended.":
Fiscal statutes governing the pa)- of military personnel do not
derogate from the sentencing powers Tested in courts-martial
by the Uniform Code, unless the fiscal acts expressls so provide.
Thus, notwithstanding the provision in 10 U.S.C. 3636 that no
pay or alloumxes accrue to enlisted men while in confinement
under a suspended dishonorable discharge. an approved sentence
Unlred States v .lobe, 10 U S C l l A 276. 27 ClIR 350 Earher. ~n Urdted
State3 v Smith, 2 USCYX 119. 6 CMR 119 and ~n Eni:ed States Y Phillips.
1 r S C M A 349, 3 ChlR 83. the C o a r t had glren I t % implied ~ p p r o v s lt o the
forferture limitation ~n Paragraph 12-b of the Manual.

Enlred Stater Y. Smlrh. 3 USChlA 336, 12 CMR 9 2
.. .
"Enired States Y. Watkins. 2 USCMA 237, 8 ChlR 8 7 , L'mted States
Traaick, 10 USChlX 80. 27 CYR 154
* r n i r e d States Y \-amado. iUSChIA 109. 21 CMR 235.
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to suspend dischawe, partial forfeitures, and confinement IS a
legal sentence even though the partial pa>- status contemplated
by the sentence cannot be effected."
Fine8 mav be imposed upon enlisted personnel as part of a
court-martial aentence only as a substitute for forfeitures, under
the additional punishment provisions of Section B, Paragraph
12lc of the 3 l a n ~ a l . ~Though
'
a lump Bum fine is preferable, a
fine assessed in installments is a perfectly legal sentence and
will not be construed as a sentence to forfeitures.a*
Paragraph 126e of the llanual, as amended by Executive
Order 10652, 16 January 1956, provides generally far the automatic reduction to the lowest pay grade of enlisted personnel
whose sentences, as approred by the convening authority, include
a punitive discharge (whether or not suspended), confinement,
or hard labor without confinement. This paragraph also authorizes courts-martial to sentence enlisted personnel to an inferior
or intermediate pay grade. Early in its reign the Court of >Mitary Appeals held that the automatic reduction aspect of the
paragraph, whose validity it assumed, could not prevail over an
adjudged sentence reduction to an intermediate, rather than the
lowest, pay grade.R0 However, the Court has repudiated its
earlier assumption of the validity of Paragraph 126e of the
Manual and has ruled that the automatic reduction feature of
the paragraph was an invalid judicial, as distinguished from
administrative, provision designed unlawfully to increase the
sentence in those cases in which a court-martial in its discretion
chose not to reduce an accused upon i<-ham it imposed a punitive
discharge, confinement, or hard
An interesting sidelight
to the Simpson case ia the Comptroller General's responae that,
notwithstanding the Court of Xilitary Appeals' views, service
finance officers are not authorized to pay enlisted personnel falling
within the terms of the Manual provision except under the Presidential limitations there imposed."
Umted Stares Y Cleekleg. 8 USChlA 83, 23 C U R 30:.
United Stater 7. Haunahell, 7 USCXA 3, 21 C Y R 120.
*United States V. Cuen. 9 USCMA 332, 26 C X R 112.
United States v Flood, 2 L-SCIIA 114. 6 C X R 114
'"United States Y Simpson, 10 USC31A 229, 2: ChIR 303 In Simpson the
reduction. rihlch %,as a pari a i the convening aurharity's action, WBI set
aside. Compare United States r. Littlepage, 10 L'SChlA 246. 27 C Y R 319,
ahere the convening authority's action was silent as to reduction. the reduction having apparently been accomplished rubseqvently puriuanr t o regulation S o t r x h i t a n d m g the adminiatratwe quality a i the action here involved.
l
the Simpson rule.
the reduction was held ~ I l e e a under
' Camptraller General Decinan B-189988, August 19, 1969.

'
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Becauee suspension af the execution of a sentence is a species

of clemency, the power is, in the military as in cirilian criminal
law, not an inherent attribute of a judicial tribunal. Historically,
the power to suspend a court-martial 8entence has been rested
only in those authorities who may order the execution of the
sentence, k . ,the President, the Secretary of a Department, and
the convening authority,'2 and the power is nonministerial and
nondelegable.*l Accordingly, neither a court-martial" nor a board
of revie\+ is empowered to suspend the execution of a sentence.
If a court-martial purports to suspend the execution of a punitive
discharge imposed by it, though the suspension is a nullity, the
punitive discharge is unaffected thereby. so that if suspended by
the eonaming ezithonty it is a valid part of the sentence:O In
such a situation, however, it is the law officer's duty t o advise
the court-martial that its purported suspendon is a nullity, for
if the convening authority refuses to perfect the suspension, the
possibility that a properly informed court would have omitted a
punitive discharge requires B sentence rehearing.l. While a board
of review may lessen the duration of an existing suspension which
i8 before it, as a matter of sentence appropriateness," neither
a board of
nor a supervisory authority"' can make more
severe the terms or increase the duration of a suspension.
Although for more than eight years since the inception of the
Uniform Code the services had, in reliance upon paragraph 88e
of the ?iIanual, operated under the impression that only suspensions which provided for automatic remission entailed the vacation proceedings required by Article 72 of the Code for the protection of probationers, the Court demonstrated unequivocally
during the past term that this reliance was grosly misplaced.
Thus the practice of suspending the execution of punitive discharges "until the completion of appellate review" or "until the
completion of appellate review or release from confinement,
whichever IS 1atef-a practice which had not gone unnoticed
" u n i t e d States Y. Simmons,2 USCMA 106, 6 C I R 105
.' United States V. Butta. 1 U S C I A 472, 22 C \ l R 262
" U n i t e d Stater V. Marshall, 2 U S C I A 342, 8 C3IR 142
" L'nited States Y. Simmons, 2 USCMA 106, 6 C3IR 1 0 i
"Gnlted States Y . Marshall. 2 USCX.4 342. 8 C I R 142
'. United Stater Y Samuels, 10 USCXA 205, 27 C X R 280
.'United Stales v Ertill. 8 USC3IA 458, 25 ChIR 238.
"United Stater > D e \ a r e . 10 USC\lX 375, 27 ChlR 4 4 9 : United Stater
Y . Crawford. 10 U S C l A 484, 28 C Y R 30
' United States i.
Butts. 7 USCMA 472, 2 2 C X R 262.
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by the Court during these yearscl-was abruptly ended by two
decisions of the Court indicating that the clemency of suspension,
if granted a t all, will ripen into automatic remission unless the
suspension i s vacated f a r cause under Article 72 of the Code.
In Gnited States v. Me8 the Court held:
"Once a conrenlng authority 8 0 empo?+ered,undertakes to rvapend any
portion of a rentence, such iurrenrion--uithout reference to the Ian.
guaee employed o r omittedionatitvtei the accused a probationer whore
btatvi may be changed only after a full hearmi. A, used in the Uniform
Code. the uord "suspend' 13 B a o r d a i art eoni,eymg the single meandescribed above '""

The Cecd ease decided the same day made it clear that the resulting probationary statu8 was not affected by whether or not the
accused whose discharge was suspended was sentenced to confinement.j? Whether accused persans generally will suffer, as
surely will the Government, hy this interpretation of the Code
remains to be seen. Such a possibility ~ ' 8 8not considered significant by a majority of the Court.
Sentence matters which sound in executive clemency--e.g.,
remission, suspension, and mitigation-are not judicial matters.o4
In the military, however, broad discretionary powera over sentence are vested in both the convening authority and the board
of review which, respectively, perform the initial and intermediate judicial review of court-martial convictions. Observing
the difficulty and futility in distinguishing between clemency and
sentence appropriateness a t the board of review level, the Court
has held that a hoard of review enjoys the same power as a
convening authority to lessen the rigor of a legal sentence and,
either from compassion, leniency or forbearance, may treat an
accused less rigorously than its authority permits.j6 While a
board of review, unlike a convening authority, may not consult
a "guy named Joe" in its sentence consideration, anything eonsidered by the convening authority and attached ta the record
of trial constitutes part of the "entire record" upon which, under
Article 66 of the Code, the board of review's sentence approval
must be b a s d S 6 The clemency powers of the convening authority
E.8.. United States V. Warkin%,2 U S C Y A 287, 8 C Y R 87, United Stater
Hamill. 8 T S C I I A 464, 24 CMR 274.
l a y , 10 USCMA 2 6 8 , 1 7 CDlR 432.
*'Umted States Y Cecil, 10 USCMA 371, 21 CMR 446.
"United Stater V. Sonnensehem, 1 CSCMA 64,l CMR 64.
UTmted States V. Lanfard, 6 C S C P A 371,20 CMR 87.
' Iktd.
'I

V.

** Tnmted States I).
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and hoards of review are such that the minimum sentence for
premeditated murder, binding on courts-martial, does not preclude these reviewing agencies from reducing a life sentence
while affirming findings of premeditated murder.5- In fact, the
power to approve only B "fair and just punishment for every
accured" permits affirmance of findings and disapproval of sentence in its entirety without ordering a sentence rehearing.>'
While it is axiomatic, of course, that no accused has a right to
clemency, the Code affords to ever)- accused the right to have
those charged with reviewing hi3 sentence give careful and individualized consideration t o sentence appropriateness in each ease
-including the possibility of whatever clemency action the reviewer may he competent to take.'D
In the field of clemency a sharp distinction must be drawn
between mitigation (the lessening of punishment in kind) and
commutation (alteration af the nature of punishment). As we
have seen, convening authoritiw and hoard of review are fully
competent ta mitigate sentences.: commutation, however, is the
prerogative of only the President and the Secretaries of the
Departments (and their Assistants. if so
Accardingly, even though it modifies the findings upon which a sentence
rests, if the sentence is legal far the remaining offenses, a hoard
of review may not commute a death sentence to life imprisanment"l or a dismissal to loss of numbers.o2 In such a case a sentence rehearing mal- be ordered or, if appropriate for the madified findings, the sentence may he affirmed with or without a
recommendation to some competent authority that the sentence
he commuted." An exception to the rule that a hoard of review
may not Commute a sentence exists in the situation where the
findings of premeditated murder upon which a death sentence ia
based are reduced to findinss of unpremeditated murder. When
thia situation arose the Court held that the board of review's
approval of life imprisonment, though commutation rather than
mitigation. wad within its statutory power '. Presumably thia
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exception applies whenever the sentence is legally excessive f a r
the findings, as modified by the board of review. Changing a fine
of sixty-five dollars per month for six months to forfeitures of
a like amount per month for four months does not constitute
cammuntation; hence, B convening authority may properly modify
a sentence in this
One of the most significant concepts in the military law of
sentences is that, except in the case of mandatary sentences, the
severity of a sentence may not lawfully be increased a t any stage
of the proceedings or an rehearing. Though this idea appears
in both articles 62 and 63 of the Code, and is implemented in the
Manual, the case-law has enlarged upon the scope of its application. Most frequently errors involving sentence increases have
arisen during the sentencing phase of the trial where a courtmartial has announced its sentence only to have Some irregularity therein brought to its attention by the law officer. Where
such instances have resulted in the reconsideration and reannouncement of a sentence adding to the quantum of punishment
first announced, the Court has consistently taken the view that
the increased severity is a nullity.BC This rule has not been
applied so as to prevent the correction of B "slip-ai-the-tongue"
which does not accurately announce the sentence arrived s t by
the court-martial, however. Thus, in the Robinson case, where
the President of a court erroneously announced the forfeiture
part of the aentence as $68.00 for three years and the court
adjourned, the Court of Xihtary Appeals held that correcting
the sentence to read $58.00 per month for three years was permissible where the court reconvened and took this corrective
action two minutes later, before the trial participants had left
the courtroom.0' The Robinson case left the question open as to
just how long a delay would preclude the correction of these
verbal misannauncements.
While appellate authorities may not render the terms of the
sentence more severe,66 they may clarify an earlier sentence
action which only impliedly approved an element of the sentence.
United States V. Cum, 9 USChIA 832. 26 CMR 112.
"United States V. Castner, 3 USCMA 466, 13 CMR 22: L'nmted State3

V.

Long, 4 USCMA 101, 16 C M R 101; United States Y . Haunsheil, 7 USCMA
3. 21 CMR 129. C f . United States V. Linder. 6 USCMA 669. 20 CMR 385.
"United States v Robinson, 4 USCDIA 12, 16 CMR 12.
United States V. Butts, 7 USCMA 472, 22 ChlR 2 8 2 ; United States Y.
DeVare, 10 USCMA 375, 27 CYR 449: United Stater s.. Crawford, 10
USChlA 464, 28 CMR 30.
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For example, where the conrening authority af a special court
approved and ordered executed the confinement and forfeitures,
but suspended the bad conduct discharge wtthaut expressly approving it the supervisor? authority directed clarification. The
Court of Jlilitar? Appeals held that the corrected action, identical
with the original except for approval of the suspended discharge,
did not increase the sentence, since the original action effecThe sweep
tively, though impliedly, approved the
of the principle with which ne are concerned can be appreciated
by considering C'nited States v. Dean.'" There the Court held
that the action of a convening authority reducing findings and
sentence, even though set aside by a board of review which
ordered a new action, establishes a ceiling above which a subsequent reviewing authority acting on the sentence cannot go, and
i s a limitation upon all subsequent proceedings in the case. The
rule that a sentence adjudged on rehearing cannot be more Severe
than that originally adjudged does not limit the court-martial
ta the Same or a mitigated sentence Thus, where the original
sentence was t o a bad conduct discharge only, the court on rehearing may impose any aentence within its jurisdiction which i s not
more severe than a bad canduct discharge--r.g., reduction in
grade. reprimand or admonition."
Although the Court of Military Appeals has interpreted Articles
6 6 ( d j and 67(ej of the Uniform Code as authorizing rehearings
limited to the sentence alone,iz the great bulk of sentences in
which prejudice may hare resulted from error committed at
trial may be corrected during the appellate process without the
necessity of a sentence rehearing Thus, where it is determined
an appeal that the law officer has erred in treating multiplicious
charge8 as separate in instructing upon the maximum sentence,
sentence reassessment by a board of review will generally cure
the prejudice.'? If an agency empowered to determine aentence
appropriateness determines, without misconception as t o the legal
maximum, that the sentence is appropriate as adjudged, and u'a3
not affected by the erroneous instructions a t trial, it may affirm
-~
ted States Y McDamel. 7 ESCIIA 56, 21 C l l R 162
SCMA 721.23 C M R 165
Cnited Stater Y Kelleg. 5 C S C I I A 268, 17 CMR 269,
'United States v Xlller and Kline. 10 L-SCMA 296. 26 ChlR 160
. ' U n i t e d States r. B r o s n , 6 CSCMA 16, 23 C X R 242. Cnlted Ststel i.
Dlcarlo, a USCJIA 353, 21 C M R 163, Cnired State3 v Hood. 8 CSCiIlA 473,
21 ChlR 283, Enired Stares 5. Morgan, 8 U S C X A 311. 24 CMR 151: Wolfed
S t a t e s r Rose". 8 C E C M A 176, 25 C Y R 437. B u t see Cmred Stater v
Pornick. 6 P S C X A 201, 21 CMR 11
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the sentence without madificatian." In the Lowe ease the law
officer overlooked the applicability of Footnote 6 to the Table of
Maximum Punishments and erroneously instructed that the maximum Sentence included a dishonorable discharge. The court imposed a bad conduct discharge and the board of review approved
it without appreciating the Footnote 5 error. The bad conduct
discharge could have been legally imposed, but only as additional
punishment under Section B of paragraph 12lc of the Xanual, two
previous convictions being properly before the court. Noting
that resort to Section B is discretionary and not mandatory, the
Court of Military Appeals held that sentence reassessment by
the board of review was required in light o f the applicability
of Footnote 5.1a The prejudice resulting from a special court's
adjudging a sentence in excess af its jurisdiction is normally
cured by appropriate reductive action by the convening authority
or board of review.'u When an accused convicted a f larceny was
sentenced, inter alia, to a punitive discharge by a court which
was improperly advised of a departmental policy instruction
urging the separation of thieves, the prejudice is not cured by
reduction of confinement and forfeitures. In such a case the
prejudice extends to the punitive discharge, and sentence reconsideration by the board of review, in light of this factor, is
required." Infirmities in the convening authority's action which
relate solely to sentence-e.g.,
ex p w t e consideration of extra
record, adverse sentence matters-mas also uwally be cured by
appropriate sentence action a t the board of review level."
Where one or more of several findings upon which a grosd
sentence is based i s reversed an appeal, reconsideration of the
sentence is obviously required. Here again corrective action does
not ordinarily require a rehearing on the sentence a t the trial
-'Unlred States I,. Crume, 3 CSCMA 793, I 4 CMR 211. Indeed. if the
sentence as approved, v h e n compared with the correct maximum, indicates
that the effect of the erroneous instruction IS d o minimis. the Court of Dliiirary Appeals will not i n m t upon reaaseisment by a board of reiiew United
States Y . Teitnort. 8 CSCM.4 322, 26 CXR 102; United Stares Y. Reams, 9
USCM.4 686. 26 CDIR 476.
Cmted State8
Lowe, 4 USCMA 661, 1 6 C M R 228. Compare. however,
United Staten j,. Oakley, where because of the v i d e dnpanty between the
maximum matruezed upon and the legal maximum under the correct interpretation of the offenses alleged, a sentence rehearing was deemed required.
7 USCMA 733, 23 CMIR 187.
"Cmred States v Parker. 8 U S C I A 704. 26 CMIR 208. C i . United Stares
V. Peterr. 8 CSCJIA 620. 26 C P R 21
.United Stales Y. Foale, 7 USCYA 349, 22 C I R 139
United State3 > Gnffin, 8 USC31A 206, 24 CJ1R 16
\I.
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level. Although the Court of Xilitary Appeals is without palt-er
to determine sentence appropriateness and accordingly will not
approre a sentence even if legal far the modified findings, the
boards of review are full)- competent to remedy such a situatmn
by sentence reasSerment, so that generally in such cases the
~
howerer,
Court will return the case to the board I e ~ e l . 'Where,
the Court finds a fair risk that a sentence is allocable primarily
ta an offense set aside on appeal the appropriate remedy may be
a sentence rehearing, rather than reassessment by a board of
When a modification of findlnns is effected by a board
of review, the board does not ordinarily order a sentence rehearing. Even when the board cannot reduce the sentence-e.#.,
where the sentence is to dismissal and dismissal is a legal sentence for the affirmed findings-a
rehearing need be ordered
only if the approved findings are so technical or minor that they
do not fairly support the legal aentence.P1

-'United Statei Y Keith, 1 USCIIA 442, 4 ChlR 34.
"United Stater v Johnson, 7 USCMA 4 8 8 , 2 2 CMR 278
r n i r e d States Y. Stene, i USCMA 277. 22 C l I R 6 7 .
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"SIXILARITY" A N D THE ASSESSMENT O F EXCESS
COSTS UNDER THE G O V E R S M E S T DEFAULT CLAUSE
The standard default clause for fixed price supply contracts
reserves to the Government two important contract rights: the
right to terminate the contract for certain failurea in the contractor's performance, and, should such a termination be effected
(and should the contractor's failures not subsequently be found
to have been excusable), the right to procure supplies or service8
"similar" to those terminated and to assess any exces8 costs
against the contractor.'
This contractual right to purchase "similar" supplies and to
recover any excess costs is vital to contract administration. Such
a purchase is for the account of the contractor and, hence, without
the scope of the advertising requirements of the Armed Services
Procurement Act.2 The funds obligated for the original contract
remain available for use in the repurchase contract even though
the latter is entered into in a subsequent fiscal y e a r 8 The provision has another practical function. I t has been described
variously as an "agreed modification of the method of ascertain1

ASPR 8.707
( 5 Sep 1958) a h i e h provides in p a r t '
"(a! The Government may, subject to the p r o v i a m i of paragraph
(el belon, by wriiten natiee of default to the Contractor. terminate t h e
whole or any part of this contract in any one a i the f a h i v i n g e m ~ m stances
(11 if the Contractor fails IO make d e h r e w of the aUpplie% or to
perform the ~ e r v i e e sw t h m the t m e specified herein or any extension
thereof: or
(18)
If the Contractor fads t o perfarm any of the other p r m s i o n i
of this contract, or P O faila t o make p r o ~ r e ~SIs 10 endanger performance of this cafitracl in accordance with Its terms, and I" either of these
two circumstances does not cure iuch failure >%+thinB period of 10 days
( o r such longel period as the Contracting Officer may authorme ~n writ.
ing) after receipt of notice from rhe Contracting Officer specifring such
failure

( b l In the event the Government terminates this contract in whale
or in p a r t as provided ~n paragraph (81 of this clause, the Government
m a y p r o c ~ r e .upon such terms and I" such manner as the Contracting
Officer may deem appropriate. suppliei or s e m c e m similar ta thoae 6 0
terminated, and the Contractor shall be liable t o the Government f a r
any excess casts f o r such ~ i m ~ l a
wrp p h e s or rerneer: P , o v i d e d , T h a t
the Contractor lhali continue the performance af this cp.tract t o the
extent not terminated under the pmvlsiani of this c l a ~ ~ e
' S t a n d a r d Enp'r & Mfg Ca.. ASBCA Yo. 3133 (11 Oct 1 9 5 T ) , 57-2 BCA
5058 ( d i c t a ) , J l G T 1 9 5 5 ' 2 0 9 6 , 21 Feb 1965.
' S e e 31 Camp. Gen. 239 (18511. C i 32 Comp. Gen 565 (18531: 38 cam^.
Gen. 190 (19581.
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ing damages for breach of . . . [contract]"* and as an alternat i r e ta the common law measure af damages-the
difference
between the contract price and the fair market w.lue a t the time
and place of default.' The need for Some flexibility in establishing the extent of the Government's damage ia readilr apparent
in cases involving the procurement of a purely military type end
item as to which there is no market value. To devise a procedure
ta cope with this problem and then to utilize it in all supply and
service type procurements is but a logical step along the path
to consistency and order in the administration of Government
cantracta.
Furthermore, the contractor benefits from the provision to the
extent that he obtains the right to an administrative adjudication
of the propriety of the assessment of excess costs. No such right
exists where the Government retains money owing the contractor
in the exerciee of its common law right to damages for breach of
contract.' Somewhat in derogation of the mentioned benefit is
the fact that the Government can predicate a retaining of such
money on Its common law right to damages' even though the
Gorernment, because of an impropriety in effecting the repurchase, is not entitled to excess costs under the repurchase pro' Cnlan l e f a l

Spinning Co.. ASBCA S o . 1892 (4 Jan 1935)
'Eastern Tool Q 31fp C o , I n c , ASBCA iio. 1815 ( 1 7 Sep

B C A 7933

Isja).

58.2

*Joseph Lerner & Son, I n e , ASBCA KO.2158 ( 6 Sep 19651: Scheir Broi
hlfg. C o , Ine., ASBCA S o . 2888 (31 May 1966) Tb.ese ease3 are diathngumhable f r o m Anchor Bronze & AIimmum Foundries. Inc., ASBCA KO 2028
I 2 1 May 1954) ~n which the board sustained the appeal from the 8ssewnenr
of exceir costs insofar BJ the asierrment u a i purportedly bared on the prov i s i o n ~of the eantracr, the board h a n n g p r ~ > m u ~ found
Iy
n o contractual
r k h t t o . m e s s excess costs In the farmer cases, che ~ s s e s ~ r n e n%as
t bared
on the Gaiernmenr's common lax right 10 damagea
. T h e right to common la- damage8 IP p m w m a b l y among those "rights
and remedies" preserved f a r the Government by sub e l a ~ s e! f l of ASPR 8701 15 Sep 1858). It I S w r i v a n t t o chi3 sub elawe t h a t the Comptraller
General has held t h a t damages m
purchase (31 Comp Gen 347 1195
a ~ i e s i m e n tof excess casts rhereby
rub d a m e ( b ) of whether rhe rep
minated irem (35 Comp. Gen 695
subject of rhia article For t h e regulatory burden placed ~n an A r m ) contracting officer t o collect corlraetor Indebtedness t o the Government !I"eluding thaie arising f r o m "damages 01. excess eosts m i d e n t ta defaultr")
see Sees I Q 11, A R 35-3290 (15 Apr 1965).
148
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rision of the cantract.8 Howerer, the paucity of Court of Claims
and Comptroller General decisions on this point indicates that
contractors have felt themselves little abused by whatever use
of the right of retainer the Government has made.
The exercise of the contractual right to make the repurchase
and to bare the assessment of excess casts thereon is not without
limitation. There is in the Government, as there is in any disappointed promisee, the common law duty to minimize
There is the further limitation that the repurchased items be
"similar" to the terminated items. Five cases in the last eighteen
months involving the issue of similarity show that the issue i s
still one of considerable difficulty t o Government Contractors and
Government procurement personnel alike. For this reason an
a n a l y i s of these and other recent cases involving the issue
appears warranted.1o
An analysis of the supply contract cases decided by the board
since 1954 illustrates that the primary concern of the board in
applying the similarity test is what, if m y , part of the e x e s 8
costs is attributable to the differences between the terminated
item and the repurchased item. This concern is well illustrated
by the case of Hofrnann Indus.. Ine." wherein the repurchase
contract called for m item substantially identical to the terminated item a t a price increase of one-third. The terminated cantractor argued that the repurchase contract was a sham and
thus afforded no basis for the assessment of excess coats. This
argument found support in evidence that within t w o and onehalf weeks of the date on which the repurchase contract was
entered into, a change order wad issued calling for all plastic
construction in lieu of a combination of plastic and metal and
substituting new drawings with less Stringent tolerances, all a t
no change in price. The widence further established thar the
right af the Government to require just such a change had been
agreed upon during the negotiation of the repurchase contract,
but that this agreement had not been incorporated therein. From
these facts the board concluded that the all nlastic item wae con-

'Bar.Rav Products. Ine.. ASBCA No 3068 14 Yov 1 9 5 7 ) . 67-2 BCA 5209.
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templated b y the parties from the beeinning of the negotiations
and that it was this item which the contractor was pricing when
he entered into the contract. The board noted testiman) which
surgested that the all plastic item wad easier IO manufacture
than the terminated irem and expressed concern over the fact
that the Government had failed t o account for the price differential between the ail plastic item and the termrnated item. I t
summed up its misgivings with the statement that there was "no
evmence upon which . . [it] might conclude that this IW.S simply
a case in which something i s l a b iidded by the change whose cost
could be separately stated and deducted from the repurchase
price."'? Next followed the board's conclu~ion that the repurchased item was not similar to the terminated item.
In Eastern Tool, ' after terminating the appellant for default,
the Government aivarded the repurchase Contract at a unit price
of 549 (compared with appellant'8 contract price of 517) to one
whoae unit price bid on the original procurement had been $29.
The appellant objected to the assessment of exceas costs on the
ground that the repurchased supplies were not "similar" to those
called for under the oripinai contract. The appellant showed that
the original contract incorporated a "Basis of Procurement"
dated 30 Sai-ember 1964 which set out 2 1 component parts. 18
d r m i n g s and 19 specifications and standards. The repurchase
contract, on the other hand, inrorporated a "Basis of Procurement" dated 16 July 1956 which increased the number of parts
t o 23 and changed the characteristics of many of them, retained
only one of the drawings and only 11 of the specifications and
standards nhile dropping 2, changing 6 and adding 6 : more
specificall?, items acceptable under the original contract would
not hare been acceptable under the repurchase contract. The
board held that the burden of proof is on the Government to
establish those elements of its claim for excess coats which have
been placed ~n m u e b y the appeal:-one
of such elements in
this case was that of similarity. In holding further that the
Government had failed to sustain this burden, the board stated
t h a t : ". , , the word 'similar' as )used in the 'excess costs' clause,
means eo similar in phi-aka1 characteristics, intended purpose
and cost as t o provide an equitable measure of excess
The thread of the board's concern for an "equitable measure of
excess casts" weares L ~ may
S
through most of the cases involving
-~
" I d . a i 15, 57-2 B C A st 6029.
"Eaitern Taal & Mfp. Ca Inc, ASBCA 40 4815 117 Sep 1958). 68-2

B C A 7933
" I d . a t 7 . 68-2 B C A 7940.
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similarity and it is this concern which it is felt provides the key
to understandins the limits inthin which the board will allow
the Government to operate in effecting a repurchase and in
assessing excess costs.
This concern takes the form of a probing search for the relation which the differences betireen the terminated item and the
repurchased item bear to the excess coats. Thus in the .Wosimofl'
Rmeareh Co." ease, the board brushed aside aix specific differences [without dieclosing their extent] between the drawings
incorporated into the t v o contracts by noting that the Govern.
ment had established that such "differences had no impact on
the repurchase price,"l6 and, further, that the differences were
such a i could hare been ordered unilaterally in the defaulted
contract pursuant to the changes c l a u ~ ewithout an increase in
price.
The 8ame concern was evidenced by the board in considering
the appeal of Hoppenstand I i i d u s Co Ili in which case the repurchase contract called for ateel drawers identical t o those which
were the subject of the original contract, but a t an increased
unit price. The Government granted without a price change the
repurchase contractor's request for a change in the grade of
steel and a aubstitution of three piece Spot welded construction
for one piece stamped and folded construction. Sating that the
difference between the item called f a r by the original contract
and that delivered Pursuant to the repurchase contract did not
add t o the manufacturing cost or to the price paid by the Gal,ernment. the board held the similarity requirement satisfied-the
delivered item fairly approximated in size, quality and design
and duplicated the function of the original item
3

ASBCA

so.6014 (17 J U I

1 9 ~ 9 ) .1969

CCH c o n t r a c t Appealr ~ e e m o n s

ASBCA So. 1703 (30 Aug 1 9 5 6 ) .
Accord: Metalcraft Eng'r Carp., ABBCA No. 196' 122 Sep 19661 ( I F B
f a r repurchase contract described two Item9 and asked for bid on each' m e
description ,vas identical to t h a t of terminated item. the other d:ffered only
in t h a t the drawin. incorporated therein v a s a rev1114n of t h a t Incorporated
in the defaulted &tract.
The repurchase contract was let f a r the latter
item The board found no evidence to eirabliih B h a t difference resulted from
t h e revised drawm. but notrd the inference from the a b i f r a r t of bids t h a t
whatever the d t f f e r k c e , n o p a r t of the excess caatn was attributable thereto I
Projects Kmlnnited. Ine.. AEBCA S o 2663 (30 Nav 1956) C i . Paramount
Aluminum of Ohia C o r p , ASBCA N o 4621 (19 Aug 1958). 68-2 BCA 7612
(repurchase eantraer called f o r ~ t e midentical to terminated item. buc delivered items contained "mlror" deviarioni a h x h r e r e a a l r e d ; v l l h no
mention of n m ~ l a n t v .board held t h a t excess cost6 did not arise from any
deparrure from defaulted contract and, t h u i , were pioperlg chargeable
agaimt defaulting eontracmr). Bur see l e m e Chair Go.. ASBCA No 2019

(11 Apr 1965).
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If a portion of the excess coat is attributable to the difference
between the termmated item and the repurchased item, the board
will, if furnished evidence of the amount of such portion, deduct
it from the amount allowed the Government This principle 1s
illustrated by the case of Schneider Silk .Villa, I ~ C . in
' ~ which
the repurchase contract d i e d for rayon cloth having 38 picks
per inch, two more than the numher called for in the defaulted
contract. The board found this not to be B material difference,
noting that it could have been ordered unilaterally pursuant to
the changes c l a u ~ eof the original contract. H o w l e r , the board
reduced the excess casta sought to be charged (16.5 cents per
yard) by the amount shown by the evidence to hare been attributable to the additional picks (11 cents per yard).
The extreme to which the board w l i go in finding similarity
when the Government maker a reasonable attempt to shoulder
its burden of proof 1s illustrated by the Dokota Process Eguzp.
Co:' case in which were invahed contracts for the modification
of tXo film procesaing machines. Because of certain reeomrnendatians of the repurchase contractor, the general characteristics
and performance requirements contained in his contract were
in certain respects radically different from those set forth in the
terminated contract. The most important single difference was
the substitution of a "spray system" for the "emersion system"
called f a r in the defaulted contract. This change resulted in
greater Bpeeds, higher temperatures, smaller tanks and the ehmi.
nation of hoists-at an ejtimated saving of $40,000 in the cost to
perform. The board held that the differences shown nevertheless
resulted in a similar product as to physical characteristics and
use-noting in the next sentence the decrease ~n cost of performance due to the uae of the spray System, and the fact that the
other differences were not shown ta have resulted in a higher
price. The board next did a curious thing: expressing concern
over the fact that the disparity between the repurchase contractor's price of $290,000 and his bid of $217.000 on the original
procurement had not been justified in the record, it rejected the
former a j the basis for computing excess costs. The board then
subtracted from the latter figure the $40,000 SaYing attributable
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to the use of the spray system and used the resulting figure as
the upper limit for determining the allowable excess costs."
While similarity of use or purpose has been commented an
specifically by the board in several cases already discussed, only
one case has been found where the board made a determination
of dissimilarity of purpose. In the case of Snap Tzte, Inc.,?- the
repurchase contract was far two items: one a practice ammunition packing box identical to the terminated item and the other
a packing box for serrice ammunition which differed from the
terminated item in that the latter was constructed of an inferior
grade of lumber and bad a distinctive blue band painted around
it. The board disallowed the assessment of excess costs as to
the service ammunition boxes on the ground that they were not
similar to the terminated box; the blue band set the latter apart
and limited its use. The implication of the evidence (although
it fell short of cowincing the board) is that after terminating
the original contract for default the Government took semice
ammunition boxes which it had on hand and modified them for
use as practice ammunition boxes. In the repurchase contract
it then sought to replenish its stock of the former. The boards
comment on the lack of evidence to explain certain matters concerning the modification invites conjecture as t o the result of
the case had the evidence been more complete. Even though the
case may arguably be explained as one involving the Government's failure to sustain its burden, the problem raised by the
board in finding dissimilarity af intended use on the basis of the
evidence that was presented remains. In this case the board
appears to have been convinced that the physical differences
between the terminatd and the repurchased items were traceable
t o a combination of a reduced need f a r the former and a substitution of the latter for the purpose of fulfilling a need independent of and unreleated to that which resulted in the original
procurement action. In all the other similarity cases discussed
the differences betaeen the two items were traceable to a specific
request O f the repurchase contractor, a technological advancement resulting in a better product or the repurchase of the best
arnilable substitute far the terminated item. It is thus arguable
'Cl. Federal Eng'r Ca., ASBCA 30 2726 (12 Dec 1915) in a h i e h t h e
board computed excess coils from the repurchase contract p m e after finding
iimilariry r h e r e the repurchase contract speeifieationa contained relaxed
PIecCLIC current emission tolerances, the board n o n n g that this eoniraec n a b
probably l e i 3 expensive t o perform since there *,auld be fewer rejection..
.'ASBCA Nos. 1339, 1808 (26 Apr 1951).
*co
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that the board in Siiop Tite rested on the similarity requirement
of eub clause ( b ) of the default clause the proposition that payment of additional costs arising from the purchase of a not identical item which was intended to fulfill a new need was not an
of the contractor under that prori8ion. Or, stated
the Government may not under the guise of an P S E ~ S S ment of excess costs obtain money from a defaulted contractor
to be applied t a e a r d payment for a purchase which in the normal
course of events would hare been the subject of a separate and
distinct procurement action Such a limitation on the Government's rights under sub clause ( b ) of the default clause is canaistent with the theory that in a default situation the Government
should not as a matter of course seek the full measure of its
common law damages for breach of contract, but Bhould limit
itself to that measure of relief which will protect it from pecuniary loss
The que3tion a t what paint in the life of t h repurchase cantract the similarity test must be met has not been the subject
of a holding by the board. In Hoppenstand the board ignored
the Government's argument that the test should be applied to
the item originally specified in the repurchase contract, and proceded to find the test met by the item actually delivered. In
H o i m e n n the board, faced \with the same argument by the Gorernment, again applied the test to the delivered item, in this
case finding an absence of similarity. In Federal Erig'r." the
board applied the test to the electromc tubes initially specified
in the repurchase contract. I t noted that evidence of changes
in the tubes ordered subsequent to the lettering of the repurchase
contract failed to show the extent of such changes and concluded
that under the circumstances no prejudice to the defaulted contractor could be found. There cases suggest that the board will
lei itself be guided more by the evidence and arguments which
the appellant seeks ta introduce or adranee than it w l l b) a n y
fixed rule. Thus it would seem that the Government must be
prepared ultimately io show the cost relation between the subject
matter delivered by the repurchase contractor and the aubieet
matter of the terminated contract.
Federal Eng'r C o , AEBC.4 So. 2726 ( 1 2 Dee 1@F&
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In summation it may be observed that where physical differences" between the terminated and the repurchased items are
shown, the search of the Armed Services Board of Contract
Appeals centers on the issue of what, if any, effect such differe n c e ~had on the excess costs This search involves the burden
of proof imue which WVBP the holding in the Eastern Tool case.
Proof of physical similarity-in
the sense t h a t the differences
between the terminated and the repurchased items were such as
might hare been ordered pursuant to the changes clause of the
terminated contract-and proof of similarity of intended use will
not suffice. I f t h e differences between the two items remain
unexplained in terms of effect on the excess costs sought to be
assessed, the board will find either a lack of similarity as in
Hofmann, or a failure of the Government to hare sustained its
burden on the issue of similarity as in Eastern Tool. On the
0th I hand, if it be established t h a t the differences between the
two items had no effect on the repurchase price or t h a t the repurchased item was le38 cmtly to manufacture, or if the amount of
the increase in the repurchase price attributable to the differences be shown, then it will be found by the board t h a t there
exists an equitable basis an which to assess excess costs and, thus.
that the similarity requirement of ASPR 8-107(b) has been met
by the Government.
MAJOR JOSEPHc. VAN CLEW JR.'

' I a t mvolving an? physical difference i i the case of Sranleg '!I Taylor,
ASBCA N o 3611 ( 2 4 J a n 1 8 6 7 ) , 67-1 BCA 3146. There the board held t h a t
the repurchase of ne- aaphalt under rpeeificatmni ldenlical to those ~n the
terminated contract, but pursuant to which the eontractor had indicared an
intent io fvinmh G a ~ e r n m e n r iurplui arphalf, constituted the purchare a i a
ilmilar Itom: c u l l a u ~ lthe
~ , board relied f o r authority UP 36 Camp Gen 695
(1856) uhieh held under dmilsr cirevmitances t h a t the rirhholding of ereeri
coitr * a s pmper under aub clause ( f ) of :he default elawe Also see t h e
e a z e ~cited in footnote 8. runra
* 3lember of the facult) a i The Judge -4dvocate General's School, L' 5.
A m i , Charlorrew~lle.V ~ r e m a .membel of the D C , hlars Barr: graduate
of the Umvernry of P e n n v l v a n i a L a a Sehaol.
*oo
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The .Modern Law of Land Warfare. By Morris Greenspan.
University of California Press, 1959. Pp. 627. Appendices. Index.
Very rarely, there appears an the legal Scene a book which
because of its breadth of scope and penetrating analysis af subject deserves to be described a s monumental. This is not such
a book. Nevertheless, it is in large measure, what the author
in his preface promised it would be, an accurate, comprehensive
and systematic statement of the law of war an land as it exists
today. The attainment af this objective is no mean accamplishment and 31r. Greenspan is to be congratulated for having written
an extremely useful and informative book.
An outstanding Roman Law scholar, Dr. Frits Schutz, once
told this reviewer that the best way to read a law book was to
first read the footnotes. If the author had padded the book with
repetitious footnote references or had neglected to mention essential source materials, i t would be unnecessary to read the text. If
the footnotes indicated thorough research and made reference to
outstanding authorities, the reader could tell a t a glance that what
the author had ta say would be meaningful.
This reviewer employed this technique in reading this book
and was overwhelmed by a plethora of footnote references. The
author's research has been exhaustive; there are few sources he
has missed and he has organized his material well.
The book is divided into nine parts, each of which has a t least
one chapter. I n P a r t I (Introduction), the author pleads for a
new codification of the law of war. In a sense, the remainder of
the book is a demonstration of the justification of this plea. This
approach spares the reader a detailed historical review of the
development of the law but leaves him wondering why the author
did not make a t least passing reference to the Lieber Code when
discusaing the development and sources of the law of war. The
analysis of the political nature of war could have been improved
by consideration of, or a t least citation of, Quincy Wright's A
Stud#

o f War.

P a r t I1 (The Commencement of War and its Participants) and
P a r t I11 (The Victims of War) are the least stimulating portions
of the book. At the same time, they are the most meaty and the
mast useful for the reader who wants a ready interpretation of
the conventional law. The author has minutely analyzed the
Hague Regulations and the 1949 Geneva Conventions and butA00 4 0 3 m
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tressed his exposition with copious reference to t r w a w pvepo> ataires commentaries and judicial decisions. The principle defect
of this section is its slavery to the language of the convention
being construed. Page after page of the text material consists
of nothing more than quotations from or paraphrases of the
language of the treaty under discussion. One gets the imprersion that the body of the text and the footnotes have been transposed. I t would have been better, had the author or the editors
derieed a method of indenting or changing the size of the t>-Iie
to enable the reader more readily to determine which wwrds are
those of the author and which are those of the treaty being construed. In fairness to the author, however, it is difficult to explain
a large complex treaty, such a s the 1949 Geneva Civilian Convention without performing the mechanical function of article by
article analysis, and the reader should be grateful for Xr Greenspan's having done this yeoman service.
P a r t IV (Enemy Territory and Property) deals w t h a branci
of the law which was neglected b e t m e n the world wars. Fortunately, interest in occupation law has intensified since World
War I1 and it is not likely, so long as present world tensions
continue, that source materials on this subject will lie buried
in obscure corners of law libraries or in government files, thr
lot t h a t befell the World War I Hunt Report. The author haa thorough grasp of the law and the British and United Stater
practice in the field of belligerent occupation in recent years
Lnfortunately, United States civil affairs doctrine has experienced a reappraisal since the Korean War. Agreements governing civil affairs doctrine, training and policy hare been concluded
between the United States, the United Kingdom and Canads
(SOLOG Agreements) and by the NATO countries (STANAG
ed states AT,^,^ and N ~ m~7 L Yu a i
(1958). Further changes in doctrinal concepts occurred in 1959,
when the term "military government" \vas deleted from Army
terminology. The author may be excused from failing to take
account of these strictly military developments in his treatise.
How they will effect the law remains to be seen. Xr. Greenspan'a
exposition i s not rendered valueless by these changes, but, the
reader seeking a n up-to-date picture of U.S.civil affairs doctrine
should exercise caution in reading these portions of the book.
For example, the author's confidence in the passage from paragraph 32c, FM 27-6, relating to the procedure of courts created
158
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by the occupant, which is quoted a t page 259 would appear to
be misplaced. That passage was rendered suspect by the promulgation of the 1951 edition of the Manual far Courts Martial,
United States (see par. 2, > E M 1951) and the entire question
of the organization and procedure of civil affairs tribunals is
presently being re-evaluated. This subject appears in the book
in an addendum in which are also discussed a number of related
topics, including and perhaps somewhat out of context, status
of forces agreements. The author's treatment of property in
occupied areas is lucid and persuasive. He does not, however,
delineate the technical distinctions between "seizure" and "requisition" nor does he favor the reader with an explanation of how
civil law conceptions of property law came into international law.
One might expect to find information of this sort in a book of
this scope.
Parts V (Hostile and Nonhostile Relations) and P a r t VI (The
Enforcement of the Laws of War) are perhaps the most interesting parts of the book. The author recognizes controversial questions and takes a stand without laboring obscure issues. One
might regard hi3 condemnation of such modern weapons as gas,
flame throwers and the H-bomb as justified, were i t not for the
fact that their aleged illegality is ultimately bottomed on world
public opinion and ont on provisions of universally binding conventions. World public opinion is too elusive and subjective a
standard with which to prejudge possible employment of these
weapons. It ia clear, however, that what is needed here is a
multilateral convention listing new categories of forbidden
weapons.
The author's treatment of war crimes is excellent. The perplexing problem of the legality of punishing crimes against peace
and the act of conspiring to wage aggressive war which prior
t o World War I1 had received scant documentation in conventional international law and, which certainly would not satisfy
municipal law interpretations of the maxim, nuliv,m crimen sine
h o e , nzclla poena sine lege, is fairly stated and persuasively
argued. The same may be said for the much publicized defense
of superior orders.
The remainder of the book consists of P a r t VI1 (Neutrality),
P a r t VI11 (Termination of War), and P a r t IX (Armed Conflict
S a t of an International Character). All of these topics receive
more than adequate exposition, The author carefully relates the
traditional concepts of neutrality to the provisions of the 1949
A 0 0 U84D
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Genera Conventions and the United Sationa Charter. As elsewhere in the book, there are copious footnote references. The
author avoids an opportunity to discuss in detail the peculiar
status of post World War I1 Germany in connection with his
discussion of peace troubles. The subject is earlier mentioned
(note 25, p. 216). In his final chapter, the author treats some.
what apologetically in a book on international law, of wars that
are not of an international character. This addendum is both
legitimate and enlightening. The 1949 Geneva Conventions dealt
with this problem and civil and colonial war^ hare further unsettled the present shaky posture of world peace.
Some mention should be made of the appendices, bibliography
and indices to the book. The appendices contain selected regulations annexed to certain of the 1949 Geneva Conventions, and the
text of the 1923 Hague Rules of Air Warfare. The latter may
stili be meaningful as a restatement of the then prevailing CUEtomary iaw. The list of eases and treaties occupies twelve pages,
a bibliography conveniently classified into government documents
listed by countries, books of private authorship, articles and
periodicals, and serial publications fills eleven more pages. The
index is likewise extremely detailed. The author furnishes a list
of abbreviations a t the outset of the book which complements
these indices and provides a key to his system of citation.
To return to the original frame of reference for this review,
Blr. Greenspan has written an extremely useful book. One would
hare preferred to hare seen some discussion of condominium.
This reviewer searched through the index and reread several
passages relating to occupation and termination of hostilities
where it might be relevant, but found no mention of the term.
As a military lawyer, this reviewer regrets the failure of the
author to mention any of the texts prepared during World War
I1 at the Judge Advocate General's School, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
viz. The Law of Land Warfare (JAGS Text No. 7 (1943)) and
The Law of Belligerent Occupation (JAGS Text No. 11 (1944)).
These may now be regarded as clasaies despite their obviaur
shortcomings as expositions of the current law. An examination
of them would have aided in expliaining the position of the
United States relative to the conduct of warfare and belligerent
occupation in World War 11. At the risk of showing some preference for the 1940 edition of FM 27-10 (U.S. Rules) the author
has cited that manual before a companion citation of the 1956
version of the same manual ( U S .Law). In so doing, he has
150
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provided a handy cross reference t o the former and current
guides to US. practice.
The value of the book will vary of course with the needs of
the reader. The reader who wants a quick survey of the field
might find 615 pages of text too formidable; one who needs
occasionally to consult an authoritative reference will find that
this book more than satisfies his wants. The reader who works
daily in the field will be hard put to find a more serviceable
exposition of the law. I t is a fitting ocmpanion to FM 21-10,
the bible of the Military lawyer working in this field, and a "must"
in every military law library. I t more than meets Professor
Schultz'B test and provides a bonus in the form of an ample
discussion of the law and a veritable gold mine of footnote
references.
D. CUNNINCHAM,JR:
MAJOR HAROLD

* lllember of t h e faculty, The Judpe Advocate GenersPa School, U.S.Army.
Charlatteiviile, Virmnis
0
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Xuelear Weapons and Inteinational Law. By Nagendra Singh.
Published under the auspices of the Indian Council of World
Affairs, S e w Delhi. New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1969. Pp.
265. Index.
The laws of war have been stated for the ground forces in an
official publication, The Lou: o f Land Warfare.' Far those who
have had occasion to atudy the manual's contents it may seem that
certain of its provisions fall short of representing unequivocal
enunciations of rules of positive l a w - One such provision would
apiiear to be that dealing \\-ith the legality of the use of nuclear
weapons. It provides that the use of "'atomic meapons' "
cannot as such be regarded as violative of international law in the
absence of any customary rule of international Ian. OY internstianal convention restricting their employment '" To itate it this
a a r i s to leare the lawyer with the question whether there ia (01
are) a t present any customary rule(s) of international law or a m
international convention restricting the employment of nuclear
weapons.' This reviewer found Dr. Singh'.' conrideratimi of this
truly provocative question qf law to he p e n ~ ~ ~mtwe-ting
lly
and
informative
Specifically, the autiioi has focused on the thermonuclear multimegaton bomb and appraised its legality as a weapon of war undel both customary and conventional international law ( p x i ) .
His process of appraisal subiect- the Americaii position to an
-

-

Department of the .Army Field Yanual 2:-10. J u l y 1966. For the m m to the othei services when engaged in land warfaie. see
Departments of the Army. the Kavy, and the Air Fmrr .Joint lIsnusl nf
Civil Affairs llilitary Government, Nov. 1, 1968, par. I h
- S e e . in this connection, Plofeisor Bsld\vin's call f o i 8 further exnlication
of t h e la\\% of war in A S e i , L o o k at the Law o/ TT'or. Limitcd 17ni' and
F><?Id
. U a m a l 27-10, 4 llil L. Rev. 1, 38 (DA Pam. Pia. 27-100-4 Apr, 1 9 6 9 )
F a r B cariideratian of factors which serve to discourape the foimulatmn of
specific rules of war 1 a n - a ~ opposed to general irmmples and 'ague
standards-see McDougal & Felieiana. h t e n m t i o , i a ! Ciii.a;ov end lT'arii'
Pidlic O i d m The G r n c m l P?mcip!ra o/ the Low o f War.. 67 Yale L.J. 771.
809-811 (1958) : The Judee Advocate General'. S e h o n l 1,av nf Re1lii.ermr
Occupation, 1, 2 (1969)
' L a w of Land Warfare, OP. c i l . e w m . note 1, par. 36
'Fm a poi-twe statement t h a t the use of nuclear w a p a n b i g d i ~ . ~efn e m
combatants and military objectives 16 permitted. see Lari. of Naval Warfare.
Nsv. War. Infa. Pub. 10-2, Sep. 1956, Art. 613. The Navy manual is also
reprinted 81 an appendix t o Tucker, The La\\ of War and i i e u t r a h r y a t Sea.
International Law Studies. B s v s l Wai College. 1966 (G.P.O. 1957)
'Former Joint Semetary in the Indian ilinibtrr n f nr:miv
At ~ i e i e r t
he IS Director-General of Shipnine.
ual's app!iration
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exacting analysis and rhetorical test." This of c o u r ~ eis a feature
of the book that is of particular interest to the military lawyer.?
The author's work is divided into four parts. The first part is
his introduction. In it he concerns himself with both philosophy
and fact as he seeks to infiuence the reader to accept his subject
a8 important, timely and useful. Theoretically, he probes for the
origin and the sanctions of the laws of war. He finds the formes
in principles of chivalry, humanity,$ and in the tenets of the great
religions of the world-not only those of Judao-Christian society
but also the Moslem, the Hindu and the Buddhist as well (p. 18).
From these roots, his thesis goes, there grew a customary law of
war (as expressed in military manuals) and great multilateral
conventions (pp. 19, 2 0 ) . He finds the sanctions of the law of war
in the mutual advantage of nation states in observing certain
rules of wars-with B strong assist from the threat of reprisals
(p. 6). Interestingly, he cites the abstention from gas warfare
during the Eecond World War to prove his point that fear of
massive retaliation, rather than respect f a r law, is the true reason
why national decision-makers choose to limit means of violence in
war.1o Fear of massive retaliation may w e l l have been the reamn
why the Germans did not use gas, but it is not believed by this reviewer that it x a s the reason why the United States did not use
gas, especially after superiority in the air had been attained.
Others have intimated, if not said, that the true reason was that
poisonous gas would have been militarily inefficient on the World
War I1 battlefield
Perhaps so, but for Americans it would seem
~

#Both the Arm, manual, op. at. mpra note I,
Rt. 8 ~ p r anote 4, are taken to Tepresent the Arne

to wartime uses. The author cites them frequentii
'Dr.Singh is not the first, and probably not 1
ieleeted content3 of o w law of >car manuall. See, e . ~ . ,Schwmsenberger.
T h e Lsgai;iy o t Xuoiro? l e a n o n s 4 (1868) ("what is coneidered a3 settled
in the two United States manuals eonstituter our problem")
' F a r a realistic npprainal of the meaning of these pnneiplei in an unlimited war a i the future, m e MlcDoupal & Felicisno. m p ? n note 2 , at 785,
796. 803. See also Baldwin, aup'a note 2,s t 17.
" T h i s platitude is broken dawn into speeideities by MeDoupal & Felidana.
s u i i ~ anote 2, at 812-814, and by The Judge Advocate General's School, Aaaa-

same citation
See M C D O U K&~Feliaano, 8 w v o note 2, at 806, 806, 830. 831. Baldwin,
mpra note 2, at 5 recognizes it 13 an additional reason
i o 0 ,OMR
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that ingredients other than military efficiency enter into decisions
of this type.11i Here, to the consternation of some, it i s not ea89
to erect a barrier between law and morals.
Turning from theory ta facts, the author records the effects
upon human beings of the radioactive iall-out from nuclear
weapons (Chap. 2 ) . His data is based on medical reports prepared after the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings and the 1954
Bikini tests. His purpose, and here his approach to the study i s
rerealed, is to provide the facts that mag later serve a3 a basis for
considering nuclear effects in light of "the ban an the use of
,mison under customary international 181~'' (p. 21).
Part Two is entitled "Nuclear Weapons and Customary International Law." He begins by distinguishing between usage and
curtam (pp. 45-48), and accountinp for the effect a conversion
into multilateral coni-ention ha3 upon customary rules (pp. 4854). The now outmoded "general participation clause" of World
War I1 concern is singled out for special consideration (pp. 5658). Continuing with academic premises the author records the
sources of international law (pp. 68-76). In his view they include
judicial decisions and the teachings of qualified publicists as well
a3 international agreements, custom and the controversial "gem
era1 principlep." Here it is noteworthy that he singles out our
military manual8 on the law of wa1- as particularly important
sources. Three times he states that they must be regarded as
binding! (pp, 68, 69, 7 4 ) . His advocacy overlooks a t least two
troublesome points. One is that both our manuals state that they
are not "binding upon courts and tribunals applying the law of
war."'? Secondly, upon whom are they binding? Our allies? International units? The enemy?ls If, as the author states ( p . 7 7 ) .
the Army manual is in strict conformity with the Hague Regulations, it would seem that he might be willing to supply an affirmative answer to these questions. I t is submitted that to go that f a r
is to be unrealistic. It would seem preferable to regard our man.
"a19 a8 evidences of war law-persuasive
evidence of e o u r ~ ewhen
the conduct af OUT farces is to be judged
"'It would appear that this is President Eisenhower's view as wdi. See
hir n e w conference of 13 January 1960 reported in The Washingtan Post,
14 Jan. 1960, p. A14, eol. 1.
* L a v of Land Warfare, OB it. mipro note 1. par. 1: Law of Naval Warware, o p . at. s u p r a note 4, Art 110 (wherein the ward "rules" is substituted
for the word "law" in the ~ u o t a t l o n l .
" I t is not uneommm t o speak of the msnua1s' prarieioni 81 amounting ta a
military order. See, e.&, Frateher, The Nor La+,,o f Land Tl'orforr. 22 Mo
L. Rev. 143, 144 (186s)
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The author’s concern with what Professor8 XcDougai and
Feliciano would characterize as “normative-ambiguous definitions
and f o r m u l a t i ~ n s ”leads
~ ~ him to a treatment of such “doctrines”
as military necessity, military mceess and military danger (pp.
76-90). He reaches one conclusion with which we are not likely
to disagree-that none of these “doctrinea” justify the use of
illegal weapons in war. Yet Dr. Singh would go beyond merely
ruling out a resort to illegal weapons in this context. I n the case
of military units confronted with the dilemma of capture or destruction, for example, his position is that they may not resort to
any unlawful act to escape destruction,” because by surrendering
the troops have a means of escaping from destruction” (p, 86). If
this be law and a proper rationalization, it ought to challenge the
American military lawyer faced with the task of interpreting and,
potentially, applying our Code of Conduct.‘j
Returning to principles of humanity and chivalry and their
relevance to the question of legality of the use of nuclear weapons
in war, the author recognizes, as others have and we must, that
their meaning today is one of degree (pp. 90-105). The principle
of humanity dictates that there be a distinction betveen cambatants and non-combatants. But this is a distinction meaningful
only in the context of a realistic identification of the persons properly includable in the two categories, and of a realistic assessment
of the violence to which non-combatants may incidentally be subjected. True, the principle of chivalry has imbued us with a
vitriolic distaste for excesses and treachery. But in an unlimited
war these principles may contribute no more than a futile protestation against the terrorization of the civilian populace as
such.1° The author correctly points aut a paradoxical feature of
the rules of conventional law (The Geneva Civilians Convention).
The rules extend to civilians within occupied territory a greater
quantum of legal rights than are extended to civilians found outside occupied territory (pp, 95,96).
The concluding chapter in P a r t Two is devoted to a consideration of the so-called rights of military survival, self-preservation,
and indix7idual and collective self-defense as they relate to the use
of nuclear weapons. For the most part it is a reprint of an article
PcDougal & Felieiano, ~ u p m
note 2, a t 774, 775.
promulgated by Exec. Order NO.10631, 20 Fed. Reg. 6067 (1866).
Dr. Singh agrees with Dr. Sehwarzenberger, ap. nt, Surra note I , at 4E,

I*

I*

that temmization msrks an impermissible extreme. YeDou@ & Feieeimo,
nwnin nnrr 2 ai I O R n n e m whether the extreme is the oresewstion of the
.~
earth BJ B habitable sbode.ffar man!
A 0 0 ,118,B
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written by Dr. Singh in 1966 for the Indian Year Book of International Affairs. Professors McDougal and Feliciana have had
occasion to review, as it were, the author's point of rieu'."
Although it i8 disappointing that Dr. Singh makes no reply to his
critics, it is only fair to recognize that his book was probably submitted f a r publication before he had an opportunity t o see McDoupal and Feliciano's recent work.
Part Three is a compartmentalized consideration of the treaty
laws relevant to hia study. The compartments are four:" three
that are alike topic-wise, land warfare, naval warfare and air
xarfare, and one that stands alone, the Geneva Conventions of
1919. The author takes the position that use of nuclear weapons
m the megaton range would (1) violate the conventional rules of
land warfare on several
(2) make compliance with the
London Protocol of 1 9 3 V and Hague Convention IX?' nigh impassible (pp. lid-181) ; ( 3 ) violate no meaningful conventional
rule of air warfare simply because no such rule exists (P, 182) ;?
and (4) lender nugatory the "protected person" statui created by
the Geneva Conventions of 1949 (pp. 197, 201).
In P a r t Four he concludes that the first nation 01 force t o t13e
nuclear weapons in war has violated international law He admits
to no exceptional situations justifying a firat resort (p, 215).Za He
recognizes only the validity of a resort to nuclear weapons 8 3 a
~~.
~

l ~ e l a n o L w a l Reodation a i Reso, t fo I n
,id Scli-Deirms in Polzoy Pe?sBrDtiva, 63

Actually fire. A brief discussion of t h e conventional rules requiring a
d e e l s r a r ~ ~ofn w a ~p ~ tm
o the commencement of hostilities introduce? Part
Three.
eaeeti would exceed the limits of permissible means of injuring the
emy ""der Article 22 of The Hague Regulations (p. 148) i It would cause
nneceiiary s u f f e ~ l n g "contrary to article % ( e ) of the Hague Regulations
i j o ) , It would release "poieon" and thus is B POLJOIIOUB seapon banned
rltlele 2 3 ( a ) of the Hague Regulations (p. 1 6 4 ) ; and because i t i s de.
ned t o be a iu'p~iae weapon of s t t a e k its use would be treacherous and
lati,e of Article 2 3 ( b ) of the Hague Reiulatians (P. 169)
0 Farhidding unrestricted sinkinga by submarines.
The United S t a t e l is
to the Protocol. Far commentary on the present status of the
Protocol, w e Tucker, OP. oit, supm note 1, a t 63-70.
Dealmg vith n a ~ a lbombardment.
' T h e r.ithor does not dirmisr the ~ n e i r i a n a i t o the iegailtg of aerlal
deilrerr of nvelear weapons i o laconically. He puriuei an anever i n the
rather e v a ~ v ecustomary rule3 of aerial warfare. His conclusim is t h a t
?hose rulen prohibit aerial delivers to terrorize the Civilis" p o w l a e e ( P .
193).
a T h u s our eountrs'a bombing of Naganaki and H n o s h m a IS vieaed
c r l T : e d i y (pp. 195, 196)
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form of reprisal, and then provided the principle of proportionality is satisfied (p. 217) and no undue harm is done to persons
protected from reprisals by the Geneva Conventions of 1949 (pp.
220-222)
In a final chapter, labeled retrospective but perspective as well,
the author joins the McDougal and Schlei verms Nargolis debategi
on the legality of our hydrogen bomb tests in the Pacific, siding
with Margalis (pp. 227-235) : and considers the particular threat
a wartime use of nuclear weapons poses to neutrals, such as hi8
own country. He defends eloquently his thesis that the principle
of humanity demands a "blanket prohibition" of the use of nucleai.
weapons (pp, 243-245)
I t is not unkind to characterize this book BB a primer on war
law with emphasis on nuclear weapons. Dr. Singh's work is
scholarly and sincere, and, especially valuable in that it makes
known to us the paint of view of a representative of one of the
great "uncommitted" ~ t a t e 8 . lI~t is also interesting to note the
extent that the natural law has influenced his thinking. On the
merits, however, the book is not likely ta displace Schwarzenberper's study2' nor match McDougaI and Feliciano's perspectires.27

DWAN1
'
. KERIG'

-'DleDaupal a rehlei, Ths Xidrorsn Bomk T e s t s
Persprotiar, 64 Yale
L. J. 618 (1955); Jlargohr, The Hydrogen Bomb Teifs in Intrrnatianol Lozo,
64 Yale L.J. 628 (1955).
,See McDougal & Felieiano, sapm note 2, a t 757: B u t t e 6 e l d . Christianity.
Diplomacy and War. 90, 01 (195.)
xote 6 auwa.
Noten 2 and 17, supra
hlember of the faculty, The Judre Advocate General's Sc*ool. U S I r r n y .
Charlortenville, Virginia.
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DIGEST-Annotated
and Diyeated Opinaoiis, United State?
Court of iWlitary Appeals. By Richard L. Tedrow. Harrisburg:
The Stackpole Company, 1959, pp. 546.
Richard L. Tedrow, Chief Commissioner, United States Court
of Xilitary Appeals, states that B preface generally permits an
author "to tell a lot of lies about how good he is" and many "an
author well needs such an opportunity in order to forestall eomplete unanimity of contra opinion." It is hoped that this revieu
wili allay Mr. Tedrow's concern. He has prepared an excellent
work, although its contents to some extent belie its title. As the
author notes in his preface, i t is ". . , closer to a text with the
footnotes moved up . . ." than the sort of digest to which attorneys have grown accustomed. Be that 8s it may, the volume is i
concise, though comprehensive, exposition of military criminal
law as interpreted by the United States Court of hIilitary Appeals
The need for ready awes8 to the ever expanding reported decisions of the Court led its author to prepare the original draft of
the Digest for the use of the Judges and Commissioners. Early
recognition of its value led to its mimeographed reproduction and
distribution throughout the Army and Air Force. The inconvenience occasioned by the size and binding of the earlier manuscript
caused its replacement by the new, pocket-sized edition. Its organization, the method of presentation and the insight afforded into
the attitudes of the various judges make it an invaluable research
tool f a r the military practitioner,
The Digest is alphabetically arranged under 99 main headings.
Subtitles are provided in like manner under each heading. Thus,
a researcher desiring to locate the Court's opinions regarding the
duty of 8. military accused ta submit to taking of a blood test need
only refer to the heading "Self-Incrimination." He will find the
iiertinent materials collected under the subtitle "Blood Samples "
Decisions reached by the Court following the compilation of the
original draft are found in e. supplement ineluded near the end
of the work.
Cases included in the work are not limited to those decided by
the Court of Military Appeals. Many pertinent decisions of the
Supreme Court and the various United States Circuit Courts of
Appeals are digested. These are compared to military decisions.
and the ensuing discussion often gives an excellently reasoned
prediction of the Court's probable holding in a particular area.
In other areas, where there is doubt concerning the status of the
predent law, the author does not hestitate to express an apinior.
lfi8
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as to what he deems the law is. For example, he states that
, .
as a parctical matter the XCM rule (p, 261) that confession must
be corroborated by evidence showing crime probably committed
by Someone i8 present law. . ." This conclusion is derived from
a plethora of conflicting and confusing decisions af the Court of
Military Appeals. Severtheless, in this area, a s in all others, the
holdings and rationale of the various opinions are fully and clearly
set forth.
Staff Judge Advocates will find his expressions of opinion concerning the probable development of the law of peculiar value.
Many errors which appear on appeal could have been cured by
careful pretrial development of the case, without harm to the
interests of either the Government or the accused. The Digest
offers a kes to the thinking of the Court in many uncharted seas.
By application of the thoughts offered in the preparation of a
general court-martial, thoughtful judge advocates will be able to
eliminate many grounds for later claims of prejudicial error. I t
is frequently too late to do SO when Government counsel is appearing before the Court.
Xr. Tedrow's scholarship and thoughtful attention to detail
leave little to criticize in his excellent work. The major faults
noted by this reviewer involved the excessive use of abbreviations
throughout and the lack of references keyed to the Court-Martial
Reports. To the lawyer not on active duty many of the abbreviations used mean very little without constant and bothersome
reference to the Table of Abbreviations. Cognizance should also
hare been taken of the fact that the Court-Martial Reports rather
than the United States Court of Militarg Appeals Regorts, is the
reporter system mast generally used in the armed services. Case
citations should, therefore, have included references to both systems. The cr.08~referenced "Case Index" does not wholly solve
the problem.
Withal, these are minor points and do not detract from the basic
excellence of Comissioner Tedrow's digest. He is to be complimented on the high editorial standard and general attractiveness
of this useful and long needed book. I t is certainly to be hoped
that he will prepare annual supplements in order that its value to
legal officers may be maintained and enhanced.
HOWARD S. VOCEL"

* Member of the Staff of The Judge Advocate General'e School, W.S. Army.
Charlottesviile, Virginia: member ai the New York State Bar: graduate of
Columbia University Law School.
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